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FOREWORD

This report is one of two prepared by the Lockheed-Georgia Company, Marietta,

Georgia, for NASA-Langley Research Center under Contract NAS1-14946, "Study of

the Prediction of Cruise Noise and Laminar Flow Control Noise Criteria for

Subsonic Air Transports". D. L. Lansing was the NASA Langley Contract Moni-'

tor, and J. S. Gibson is the Lockheed-Georgia Project Manager.

This report documents the analytical studies of the program to (1) predict the

acoustic environment over the surface of

understand and predict the mechanisms whereby noise can cause the premature

transition of a laminar boundary layer.

which is a cruise noise prediction methods manual. This completely separate

document defines the methods developed in

the! acoustic environment during cruise.

an airplane during cruise and (2) to

A companion report is NASA CR-159105

algorithm form for the prediction of
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The overall objective of this study is to develop procedures for identifying

exterior surfaces on laminar flow control (LFC) aircraft which are subject to

noise levels high enough to adversely impact LFC design and operation. To

accomplish this goal, four specific sub-objectives identified are to (1)

develop general procedures for the prediction of the noise levels incident

upon surfaces of future subsonic commercial air transports during cruise, (2)
! i |

to summarize and explicitly define all, the prediction methods in a Cruise;

Noise Prediction Methods Manual, (3) to define criteria for critical sound

.pressure levels which may cause acoustically induced premature transition of a

laminar boundary layer, and (4) to make recommendations which would result in

.further improvements in the noise prediction methods and the acoustically

induced transition criteria,

following paragraphs.

A summary of these four tasks is given in the

; ! Cruise Noise Level Prediction Methods
! I •

• ! ,
The potential noise sources are divided into three groups, propulsion sources,

airframe sources and laminar flow control sources. General requirements

.established for the noise prediction procedures are that 1) the levels are to

be in spectral, one-third octave and overall form, 2) the frequency range are

to be 45 to 11,000 Hz, and 3) source directionalities are to be from 0 (for-

ward) to 180 (aft). Subsonic aircraft

variable.

frame.

The propulsion and airframe

cruise Mach numbers and altitudes are

technology are of the 1985-1990 time

The propulsion noise sources covered are the fan, compressor, core, turbine

and the jet. Noise control effects ofi inlet flow Mach number and acoustic

treatment may be included in the turboma'chinery noise predictions. Discharge

nozzle configurations include two-flow (short to co-planar), with or without

primary plug, or a completely mixed flow nozzle. The turbomachinery and core

noise are treated as point noise sources located at their nacelle emission
| ^ , »J

locations. The jet noise sources are treated as distributed noise sources J

PAGE NUMBER
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opment was required to cover the directionality and frequency ranges.

The airframe noise sources, for which prediction methods are developed, are

the turbulent boundary layer (treated as a distributed area source) and the

trailing edge (treated as a finite line source).

The laminar flow control system noise sources are separated into those which
i I

radiate externally to the airframe from suction unit inlets and discharge

ducts and those generated internally by
i

,teni. Since the suction units operate on

the suction unit and the ducting sys-

gas turbine cycles the external noise

radiation characteristics would be predicted using the methods defined in the

propulsion noise prediction methods section. Internal noise is capable of
: ! Iintroducing fluctuating disturbances into the boundary layer through the slot;

:the acoustic power generated by the suction compressor can be predicted using

pro'pulsion noise prediction methods and the noise generated by the typically

I low speed duct flow and its interaction with duct components appear to be lov

'and controllable. Methods for the prediction of the latter item are not,

therefore, derived.
'. Ii

The basic predictions are at static or low forward speed and at low altitude

iand were free-field. Conversion to the cruise condition of high forward speed
I ' !
and altitude was accomplished by the introduction of the following transforma-

tions as appropriate for each noise source: 1) cruise effects on acoustic
: I |

strength, 2) forward speed effects on acoustic propagation and 3) airframe
I Imodifications to the sound field. These transformations are presented or

derived.

Examples of these prediction procedures are presented

Prediction Methods Manual

The prediction methods manual entitled '.'Near-Field Noise Prediction for Air-

;craft in Cruising Flight" is a completely separate document, NASA CR-159105.

iThere all the noise prediction methods with their assumptions are summarized

1 xiii
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• and;—explicit±y—defined- The~methods^havje~been—organi-zed—as—computationa-1-

algbrithms - which may be readily converted into computer programs.

Laminar Flow Control

The factors and concepts that led to the

criteria are discussed.

Limitations in its inadequacy to account

.overcome by a proposed semi-numerical method based on numerical solutions of

the; homogeneous stability equation. For

Acoustic Criteria

development of the X-21A LFC/Acoustic

for frequency and directionality are

a specific LFC wing with a specified'

suction distribution, critical SPL spectra are computed for different chord

locations and directionalities of the sound field. An application example is

shown. The more fundamental problem of how sound excites boundary layer dis-

turbances is analyzed by deriving an inhomogeneous Orr-Sommerfeld equation in
i | l

which the same terms consist of production and dissipation of sound induced

fluctuating vorticity; numerical solutions are obtained for sound impinging at
! I

arbitrary angles of incidence on a semi-infinite flat plate and comparison

with measurements are made.

Recommendations for Further Improvements

Specific technology gaps and problem areas relative to both cruise noise pre-

diction and LFC noise criteria are identified.

The

data acquired at sea level under static

cruise noise prediction methodologies are based largely on acoustic source

or low forward speed conditions. To

confirm the validity and to increase theiaccuracy of the methods developed for

application to transonic conditions requires that analytical and test programs

be conducted covering the following subjects.

1) : Validation of methods through acquisition

noise data in the presence of a

, with predicted total noise data.

of high quality airplane cruise

aminar boundary layer and comparison

,..
xjnr
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-2)- -Measur.ement_of_near—field-,jet-shock-assoc-i-ated-broad-band-nQrse-frbm-j

model two flow nozzles at conditions representative of cruise and at;

simulated forward speeds as high as|possible, together with an investi-

gation on the possible occurrence ofijet screech.

3)&U) Theoretical and experimental study jof the noise radiated by (a) turbu-

lent & layers and (b) trailing edges immersed in high speed flows.

: i
5) ' Improved understanding of convective and dynamic effects on all .noise

sources and application of these concept to cruise noise predictions.

6) Influence of wing pressure fields, shock waves and wakes on acoustic pro-
, ; pagation. j

i ; I

7) i Feasibility of a transonic acoustic facility to study high speed effects

j j on individual noise sources and cruise transformations.

8) jUpdate the cruise noise prediction methods manual as improved prediction
; methods become available, and ;

9,) i Using the methods, determine cruise noise contours over candidate LFC
; jairframe configurations and reference spectra. These should be updated
I ;and included in the methods manual. I
i i

The recommendations for further improvements in the LFC/Acoustic criteria are
as follows.

j !

i ; '
; I
1) |An experimental program needs to be undertaken to improve the calibration

| |of the critical SPL spectra generated, by the semi-numerical method.

2) jThe sound induced amplification calculations achieved for the semi-

! |infinite flat plate be extended to the sucked airfoil case.

:-i;\Nf-..i ( »
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3) The pure tone sound induced boundary layer calculation on the flat plate

be extended to two and three pure tones with same and varying phases.

Numerical evaluation of boundary layer excitation by the sound scattered

from one and a distribution of suction slots.

XV"
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The impending long-term shortages of petroleum-based fuel have resulted in a

growing urgency for improving the cruise 'efficiency of long-haul subsonic com-

mercial transport aircraft. Also, several recent studies of possible future

transport aircraft systems have highlighted the importance of aerodynamic drag

reduction to aircraft efficiency. These studies further recognize that, of

the variety of drag reduction concepts 'which have been seriously analyzed,t
laminar flow control (LFC) appears to offer the greatest potential for

improvement .
!
I

Basic theory, engineering concepts, and design techniques relative to the

application of LFC have been generally known for a number of years. The

validity of this technology and the potential for LFC were partially evaluated

in !the 1960's by the X-21A aircraft laminar flow control demonstration pro-

gram. That program was terminated before the operational practicability of

LFC in a realistic environment could be determined. However, one of the
i isignificant problems of LFC design and operation was determined to be the
! I

adverse effect of the aircraft's own noise in causing premature laminar to

turbulent flow transition.

The concern over noise effects in the X-21A program, Reference 1-1, and more

recent LFC design systems studies, Reference 1-2, has resulted in this re-

search effort. These studies pointed out the need for the development of

better understanding and improved and more detailed prediction methods both

for cruise noise prediction and for LFC acoustic criteria. The basic objec-

tive of this study is "to develop a procedure for identifying those exterior

aircraft surface areas of an LFC aircraft which may be subjected to noise

levels sufficiently high to adversely impact the design and operation of an

LFC system."

This report consists of two main subject! areas, which are self contained: 1)

cruise noise prediction methods, and 2) LFC acoustic criteria. The report has

a common recommendations section. The results of the noise prediction study

are presented in the form of a methods manual, which is the completely,

— separate—i'-Near-F-ield—Noise—Prediction—fpr—Aircraf-t—^in—Cruising—Flight!!—NASA-

CR-159105
•4-j
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In the area of noise prediction, advantage is taken of the considerable prog-

ress made in the last 10 years regarding the understanding and prediction of

propulsion system and airframe noise generation and propagation at low alti-

tudes and low speed. This provide the latest state-of-the-art noise source

prediction techniques considerably in advance of those available, for example,

at the time of the X-21A program. Where (prediction techniques are not direct-

ly applicable (because of the closeness of the distributed noise source to the
; i

prediction location, as in the case of, turbulent boundary layer noise and

trailing edge noise) , limited data is available to formulate prediction

schemes. A series of transformations are developed for conversion of these

noise estimates to the cruise conditions of high altitude and high speed.

The! proposed methods are aimed for application

service around 1995. Thus, the prediction
' j
advanced engine and airframe technology

methods are generalized, e.g., wing mounted
I

mayi be considered.

to airplanes introduced into

techniques are applicable to

of the 1985-1990 time frame. The

or aft-fuselage mounted engines

In the area of LFC/Acoustic criteria, the only sets of data available from an

engineering application point of view are those developed during the X-21A

design, although a few ad hoc experiments on sound induced transition have

been reported. Most of the X-21A LFC/Acoustic criteria data were derived from

turbulence induced transition data and therefore do not account for the spec-

trum or directionality of the sound field. In this report LFC/Acoustic cri-

teria have been developed based on two approaches. For immediate engineering
i I

application, the X-21A criteria have been extended using a semi-numerical

method to include the sensitivity to the spectrum and directionality of the
i |

sound field. In the second approach, with view to acquiring a more fundamen-

tal understanding of the process of sound induced boundary layer excitation,

an inhomogeneous Orr-Sommerfeld equation is derived in which the source term

corresponds to production and dissipation of sound induced fluctuating vor-

ticity. Numerical solutions for the boundary layer disturbances are then

obtained for the case of a plane sound wave incident at an arbitrary angle of

incidence on to a semi-infinite flat plate with a Blasius velocity profile,

and some comparison is made with a corresponding set of measurements.
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2.1i INTRODUCTION

In the area of aircraft noise prediction, many advances have been made in the

last 10 years. In fact, some new noise sources have been recognized since the

X-2;1 days! The recent emphasis in aeronautical acoustics has been on ensuring
i

that commercial airplanes comply with the Federal Noise Certification Stan-

dards (FAR 36), which were introduced in

36 Created even more stringent standards

1969. In 1978, an amendment to FAR

for new airplanes. Because of the

'severe impact of these standards and because of the many uncertainities in
i |

noise source identification, a large effort has been made in recent years to

identify, and define in great detail, the acoustic characteristics of airplane

noise sources. In the area of propulsion noise sources improved ways of pre-

dicting turbomachinery noise (fan, compressor and turbine) have been developed

land are available; core/combustion noise has been identified and has been

'quantified, and some of the jet noise components have been receiving more

attention. Some of these prediction techniques provide one-third octave band
I i

inoise level estimates (from 50 to 10,000, Hz) over a wide range of directional

angles, however, of necessity, the angles of interest have been primarily in

[the; vicinity of peak flyover noise. For this study, for the general predic-^

tion of noise incident upon an airframe, all angles from 0 (ahead) to 180

(aft) need to be covered. FAR 36 is applicable to takeoff and landing, with

;airplane Mach numbers of about 0.2 which

'concerning the influence of these lower!

has resulted in considerable interest

Mach numbers on acoustic generation

and radiation characteristics of the propulsion noise sources.

;Another fallout of the FAR 36 requirements is that airframe noise, at low

speeds, has become of concern as a significant contributor to airplane flyover

noise - in addition to propulsion noise

study is the identification of one type of airframe noise, as an important

cruise noise source.

For this study, noise predictions are required at airplane cruise Mach numbers

between 0.7 and 0.9 and at an altitude of about 25,000 to 40,000 feet. Thus|

The most important result for this
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siderable transformation in order to" be "applicable to the high speeds and

altitudes of concern.

I
Statically, airplane acoustic environments are obviously controlled by propul-

sion system noise sources. For low speed (M = 0.2) and low altitude opera-

tions, measurement and analysis studies have shown that for the earlier jet

powered airplanes, propulsion noise sources dominated both the terminal area

noise levels (frequently referred to as the far-field) and the acoustic

environment in the vicinity of the airplane structure (frequently referred to

as the near-field). During cruise, airframe noise sources (roughly propor-

tional to VA )can dominate at certain locations and the propulsion sources can

dominate at others, depending upon the airframe/propulsion -system configura-

tion. The requirement that more recent airplanes comply with FAR 36, Stage 2

noise limits on takeoff and approach has '• resulted in newer, larger airplanes

being powered by acoustically treated turbofan engines, which are quieter than

the older turbo-jets, reducing the propulsion noise components. For these

quieter airplanes the flow noise generated by the airframe noise sources is

much more critical. New airplanes must meet the more stringent FAR 36, Stage

3 limits and future airplanes of the 1995 time frame will probably have to

meet even stricter takeoff and landing noise limits. It is considered that

the propulsion system for this time frame will consist of turbofan engines

(with single stage fans) contained in acoustically treated nacelles similar to

those on many of the current Stage 2 and istage 3 airplanes. Turbine treatment

and an internal jet mixer nozzle might also be included. However, low takeoff-

noise propulsion systems on takeoff do not; necessarily mean a low cruise noise

propulsion system since new noise sources 'can be present during cruise. These

can be, for example, jet shock associated broadband noise and jet screech

which can occur when nozzles operate at supercritical pressure ratios (which !

does not happen on takeoff, but can happen during cruise). Further, cruise I

spatial co-ordinate transformation and sound level convective effects change

the low speed directionalities and enhance the radiated noise in preferred

directions at cruise speeds. These acoustic aspects are evaluated in this
study.
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made and are reported in the literature. The measured data, normally at1

fuselage locations, at some distance from:the engines, generally indicate that

at those locations the turbulent boundary layer immediately adjacent to the

microphone dominate the microphone signal. Such data, in the past has been

able to yield little information concerning the contribution of other, less

noisy sources to the measured noise. jThus, the field of transonic (high

altitude-high speed) acoustics is relatively unexplored.
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The noise incident upon LFC airplane surfaces during subsonic cruise may be

conveniently treated as originating from ithree major source groups. These are

the propulsion system noise sources - discussed in 2.3-3, the airframe noise

sources - discussed in 2.3-4 and thelaminar flow control system noise

sources, both internal and external - discussed in 2.3.5. These major source

groups and their sub-sources are listed in Figure 2-1. Cruise conditions, at
!

which noise prediction methodologies for; each of the component noise sources

are to be made, are typically in the range for airplane Mach numbers of 0.7 to

0.9 at altitudes from 30,000 to 50,000 f;t. Other disturbance sources, which

although not strictly acoustic, but which can occur and which are reviewed in

this report include the structural vibration of skins and panels - which is

included in the airframe section, 2.3.4, and aerodynamic instabilities in the

flow control system - which is included in the LFC section, 2.3-5.

I
I

'In ,all cases, the noise receiving location moves with the aircraft. The

methods are generalized so that any engine/airframe configuration may be eval-
I

uated. The general approach to noise prediction is described in the following

three steps. All of these steps are defined in detail and form part of the

overall prediction procedure.

a. Selection of Noise Component Prediction Methodologies. Each noise
i

source was evaluated in context of 1985-1990 technology as to its

being a significant noise fource. The significant noise sources are
! I

then individually treated as indicated in Figure 2-2. The first step

was to review the available prediction methods and then to select the

I best method at the best data base, which might be static, or low

forward speed, whichever is appropriate to that particular source.

Where appropriate, the basic noise prediction methods are to be

current state of the art. However, the method must be capable of

predicting acoustic data over the desired directional and frequency

ranges. If a satisfactory method was not available, then one was

formulated, based upon existing data. Where possible, prediction

methodologies are formulated for the more common noise suppression

devices, e.g., high Mach inlets and duct acoustic treatment. All of

-the-predrctive-techni-ques-are—empirical—in~natureT

I,
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b. Noise Prediction at the best data base - which might be static or low

forward speed, whichever is appropriate to that particular source.

Transformations. The next step

tions which convert the initial

consists of a series of transforma-

predictions to those of high forward

speed at altitude. This is accomplished through three sets of trans-

formations. The first "cruise leffects on acoustic characteristics"
i

includes altitude effects which change the acoustic power of the

field. The acoustic field predicted at this stage is an "equivalent

static" at altitude. The second "forward speed effects on propaga-

tion" includes forward speed effects which change the directivity of

the field. At this stage the acoustic field is for a single source at

cruise altitude and Mach number and is free field. The third,

"aircraft configuration effects" includes those features associated

with the airplane design which modify the cruise free field levels to

these in the presence of the airplane.

Noise Component Spectral Output at a Single Point. The final out-

put, at any specified location is the spectral noise level (broad-

band and/or discrete) from the selected source at the specified cruise

conditions.

Detjermination of the total sound pressure level requires first that all the

Icomponent noise spectral levels be determined in the previously described
i |

manner with their own unique prediction and appropriate transformation and

,then combined to provide a total noise spectrum. This is the required format

'for! the free field noise for evaluation in terms of laminar flow control

;acoustic criteria described in Section 3. Should spectral or overall noise

contours over the structure be required!, then multi-point evaluation of the

;sound field would be required.
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2.3.1 Literature Review

Over the past 20 years a vast literature has been generated in the area of the

acoustics of flight vehicles. The literature encompasses the range from noise

measurements of total airplane noise and the noise of contributing sources to

the development of understanding of noise generation and control and to the
; i

formulation of noise source prediction methods. Much of the earlier efforts

were directed at the near field problem and was concerned with determining the

external static and cruise noise environment (acoustic loading) over aircraft,

missile and rocket structures in order to evaluate the problem of structural

vibration, sonic fatigue and acoustic transmissability. The dominant noise

sources were frequently turbojets, rockets and aero-acoustic loadings from
i

airframe aerodynamic interactions.

Examples of prediction method summaries of this time era are presented in

References 2-1 and 2-2. However, many of the proposed techniques dealt

largely with a limited frequency range (in octave bands) and a limited direc-

tionality. Further developments and refinements of these approaches are pre-

sented for example in References 2-3 through 2-7.

The; most recent comprehensive review of methods for estimating aeroacoustic

loads on flight vehicle structures is that of Reference 2-7. The most impor-

tant new contributions here are in the

'recommended for jet mixing noise from two flow engines and for jet screech.

Although these previously mentioned aspects remained an on-going problem, the

lemphasis changed in the late 1960's to

area of jet noise where methods are

the far-field noise problems, namely

ithat of community noise and airplane compliance with noise certification regu-

lation requirements which were introduced in 1969. Areas which then started

to !receive intensive attention included the noise source identification of

high by-pass ratio engines (over a wider frequency range and directionality),

the effect of low airplane speed on the contributing noise sources and the

contribution of airframe noise to airplane flyover noise. Methods applicable
• ' I!to : the prediction of current and advanced propulsion noise sources (turbo-
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machinery, core, and jet) are summarized in References 2-8, 2-9 and 2-10.

Although oriented towards far-field prediction, many of these methods are

directly applicable to near field propulsion source estimation. Recently,

these methods have been further refined as described in the body of this

report. Further, flight effects on noise sources and airframe noise have

recently been very active fields of acoustics research and are discussed in

detail in this report.

For application to the current problem of developing methods for the estima-

tion of the acoustic environment over an airframe surface during cruise, some

of the methods are based largely on the older methods (for example, jet mixing

and jet screech), but where there .have been recent advancements (for example,

turbomachinery, core and jet shock associated broad band noise and forward

speed effects) the latest available state-of-the-art methods which have

evolved are used. Some methods have been further developed in this report,

(for example, turbulent boundary layer and trailing edge noise).

2.3.2 Near and Far Noise Fields

In the prediction of the cruise noise acoustic environment over an airframe,

the locations of interest are frequently in close proximity to the noise

source. Further, the noise source is often an extended source and not a point

source. The acoustic field may be divided into three regions. Starting from

locations far from the source, these regions may be described as follows:

a. Very Far-Field. Here at large distances from the source, a distri-

buted source can be treated as a point-source. This region is called

the radiation field and consists of true sound, p, in which the in-
2 2verse square law holds, e.g., p oc 1/r, or p • x 1/r . In this

region source to location distance, r, is greater than the source

dimension. Further, over small distances the acoustic propagation may

be regarded as plane wave propagation, hence, the acoustic pressure,

p, and particle velocity, u, are in phase and are related by p/u = PC

where PC is the characteristic impedance of the propagation medium.

1 1
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In these prediction procedures, noise sources falling into this cate-

gory are, the fan (forward and aft), compressor, combustion, turbine,

and jet screech, from either the propulsion or suction unit systems.

Close-in Far Field. Here at smaller distances the size of the acous-

tic source is important and it can no longer be regarded as a point

source. The acoustic radiation from each source element obeys the
i

inverse square law, however, the distance from each element to the

desired location is different. Consequently, the inverse square law

does not hold for the total radiated noise. However, the total acous-

tic pressure may be computed knowing each element acoustic power,

spectrum and directivity. Some examples are discussed in Reference

2-11, shown in Figure 2-3. The upper example shows that for a finite

line source the noise increases at a reduced rate of 3 dB per doubling

of distance at distances less than (source length)/TT*. The transition

from the 6 to the 3 is actually a smooth, not a sudden transition.

This example is applicable to the calculation of noise radiated away

from a finite trailing edge, whose source strength is essentially con-

stant along the edge span. Similarly for a uniform finite surface

radiator (such as the distributed boundary layer over a surface) the

transition also occurs at approximately a distance of (source length)/

"?r and in this case the noise level becomes constant with reduced dis-

tance, until the acoustic near field is reached. The turbulent bound-

ary layer is a noise source which could be approximately represented

by this example. For fan noise radiated from the engine inlet, the

1/r field is obtained at distances greater than the (fan inlet dia-

meter)/^ , which in practice is greater than about 2 to 3 feet. Thus,

for all locations, fan noise may be regarded as originating from a

point source. Similar argument apply to aft fan, compressor, combus-

tion , turbine and jet screech noise radiation.

Recent calculations of jet mixing noise propagation, Reference 2-12,

show a similar effect. Far away from the jet (r/D > 30, where r is

the distance and D is the nozzle diameter) the inverse-square-law is

followed. At smaller distances the measured change of noise with
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distance diminishes. Calculated sound pressure (calculated from the

estimated noise source distribution in the jet, its local frequency,
2

its local 1/r and its local directionality) agree very closely with

the measured noise. The method employed in the jet mixing noise pre-

diction procedure in this report is basically a scaling method. This

newer method requires more evaluation to determine if it is an

improved prediction method.

Near Field. A completely different effect occurs very close to the

source. Here, for small distances from the source, in the reactive

part of the sound field, "pseudo-sound" exists. This is a pressure

fluctuation associated with fluctuating mass flow movements of the air

which falls off at -least-as the inverse square of distance, e.g.,
2

pocl/r . Very close to the source, pseudo-sound dominates over the

true sound. Where these effects start is a function of source type

and frequency. For a simple source, or monopole, it can be considered

to begin, for practical purposes when kr = 1 (where k, the wave num-

ber, = A/c). For a dipole and a quadrupole the boundary is at kr = 2

and 3, respectively, see, for example, Reference 2-13. The relation-

ships are presented in Figure 2-4 which defines, for practical pur-

poses, the near and far-field regimes. / The significance of this

division is that where as in the far field all the acoustic pressures

from all the source elements obey the 1/r relationship, in the near-

field the pressures increase at different rates.

It can .be seen from Figure 2-4, that the near-field extends for a

greater region for a quadrupole than a monopole, and for lower

frequencies than for higher frequence's. Further within this near

field the fluctuating pressures associated with a quadrupole increase

much more rapidly than for a monopole, Reference 2-14. Where this

situation could be important is very close to a jet (considered as

quadrupole radiation) or a turbulent boundary layer (dipoles and

quadrupoles) especially at low frequencies. For example, at 500 Hz

this 'effect becomes important at less than 1 foot from a quadrupole

type source. For an LFC airplane, an area of concern for this effect

of higher pressure fluctuation would probably be for locations

14
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very—elGse—t-o-a—fuselagê û uient—boundary—l-ayerT-Howeve-rT-tffis
i effect is not considered any further.
i
j

2.3|-3 Propulsion Noise Sources

The! propulsion system most probably anticipated for the 1985 - 1990 time frame

is a high bypass ratio turbofan type, with a single stage fan, installed in an

acoustically treated nacelle. The noise sources associated with such a pro-

pulsion system statically and at low forward speed have been studied exten-

;sively in recent years and are still undergoing research and evaluation. The

use of an advanced design propeller is also a possibility. The contributing
noise sources are expected to be:

o Fan - forward and aft

o Compressor

o Turbine

o Combustion

o Nacelle case radiation

o Jet

o Advanced propellers

i
Thejabove sources can give rise to discrete frequency and broad band noises

all• of which have their own directionalities and have different parameter

dependancies. Therefore, each source requires its own prediction methodology.

Thejfollowing sections describe these noise sources and methods available for

their prediction are reviewed. These methods have been generally developed

for i the static case, which becomes the b'est data base. The influence of low

forward speed on these noise sources is -still being explored, but some pre-

liminary trends and conclusions are available. However, basically, static

prediction methods have been selected. The principal modification to these

meth.ods is to expand the directivity to cover the full forward and aft quad-

rant's. It is anticipated that in the future these methods Will be updated and

revised as more knowledge and understanding become available.
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-At" cruise-;—the—propulsion—system-rroperates—at—different—conditions—than—at-
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takeoff, where the acoustics are best known. For example shock waves will

probably occur in the jet exhaust, a condition which will not exist at

takeoff, giving rise to jet shock noise. It is even possible that, especially

at cruise, some new noise source may become evident.

Propulsion noise control features whose effect must be incorporated in a noise

prediction include:

; o High Mach inlets

i o Acoustic liners

The! first attenuates fan and compressor

second can be applied to all engine

noise radiated from the inlet. The

internally generated noise sources.

;Currently, acoustic nacelles are designed for community noise control and FAR

36 'noise certification compliance. However, if necessary, acoustic liners

could be added or tuned for cruise noise

!data in the literature, were formulated

control. Methods, based on available

to estimate the source noise reduc-
!tiohs (in directional and spectral terms) for both high Mach inlets and

(acoustic liner installation.

I2.3J.3.1 Fan and Compressor - Fan and compressor noise are generated within

the engine by airflows interacting with the turbomachinery. Fan noise

igenerally dominates over compressor noise. It radiates from both the enginei i
' ' Iinlet and the fan discharge duct. It has been shown, Reference 2-15 through
!2-2|1, to consist of discrete tones, occurring in the mid to high frequencies,

I

,at ithe blade passage frequency and its harmonics and broad band noise centered

;around these frequencies. Should the fan blades be travelling supersonically

at the tips, further discrete tones at blade passage subharmonics also exist,

known as combination tones, which only radiate forward. The fan is noisier in

the presence of unsteady flow, such as can exist statically. This can be an

additional strong source of noise which

increases and which will not be present during cruise. Typically, at low

forward speeds, forward radiated noise

radiated noise peaks at 120° to the inlet.

diminishes as aircraft forward speed

peaks at 60° to the inlet and aft

/177
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-Over—the—1-as-t—twenty—years—much—researchr-and—devel-oment—effort— has—been—ex=

pended on the generation and control of|fan noise. Summaries of some of the

early work together with complex prediction procedures are presented by the

work reported in Reference 2-15 through 2-17. The NASA Quiet Engine Program

then served as a focal point for the application of this early low noise

turbo-machinery technology. This engine has a large single stage fan. Some

discussion and results of this program are presented in References 2-18

through 2-20. A fan noise prediction procedure, Reference 2-8, was developed

by Boeing and is an empirical method based on the earlier formulations of

References 2-15 through 2-17, and measured fan noise data from JT3D and JT9D

engines.
i
I

A recent review made of fan and compressor noise was reported in Reference

2-21. There an interim prediction method was developed and recommended for

^se by the NASA ANOPP Office. The method is based on the Boeing method of

Reference 2-8 and modified by results from the full-scale, static, single-
i ! Iistage fan tests of the NASA Quiet Engine Program, as reported in Reference
;2-l8 through 2-20, which encompassed high and low speed fans. It thus

represents a broader data base. The method explicitly predicts inlet duct

radiated and fan discharge duct radiated

broadband, and combination tone noise components. The 1/3 octave band and

'directivity variations of these sources

fan noise at any spatial location receives spectral contributions from five

:sub-component noise sources.

The: method selected for the prediction

noise in terms of the discrete tone,

are also specified. Thus, the total

of unsuppressed fan and compressor

iioise is the method presented in Reference 2-21. The method is a logical

evolution of the earlier methods and is correlated with the kind of fans

expected for the 1985-1995 time frame.

The method is directly applicably to single-stage fans and can also be used

for two-stage fans and compressors. The basic prediction method consists of

an expression for each of the five sub-j-noise sources giving the normalized

peak 1/3 octave band sound pressure level as a function of rotor tip relative

Mach number (operating and design). The

of the total temperature rise across the

normalization parameter is a function

fan stage and the mass flow. Correc-
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- -—t-ions—to—the—predicted—revel's areTTaH'owe'd-ufor 1") presence of inlet guide

vanes, 2) rotor stator spacing effects,

be zero in flight operation) and 4) tone

3) inlet flow distortion (assumed to

cut off.

The method is applicable to sea level static operation and to clean, relative-

ly short, hardwall nacelle ducts, e.g., no noise amplification effects due to

blown-in doors.

The only modification made to the method was to expand the directivity, for

all five sub-sources, to cover angles from 0 to 180

made on a linear basis.

This expansion was

This fan noise prediction procedure is for far-field (community) noise appli-

cation. Fan noise is a mid to high frequency noise. Since the source radia-

tor dimensions (inlet or discharge duct)

radiated wavelength, the inverse square

/f. than the source radiator dimension y. TT - which is about 3 feet or less.

h
each of the noise subcomponents may be

are similar to or greater than the

law will hold for distances greater

Thus

considered as radiating from point

sources located at the inlet or fan discharge duct as appropriate.

For ! prediction of fan and compressor noise under cruise conditions the operat-

ing | performance parameters appropriate to that flight condition must be em-

ployed, see Section 2.4.1. Since the noise is generated internally, airplane

fonJ/ard speed is not expected to otherwise directly influence the generated

acoustic power. However, aircraft forward speed does effect the external

propagation field, Section 2.4.2, and the coordinate transformation and con-

yective effect are included in the cruise prediction method. The resulting

acoustic free- field would of course be modified by airplane configuration fea-
i i I
tures described in Section 2.4.3. Should fan inlet and discharge duct acous-

tic treatment be included in the nacelle 'design the noise reduction at cruise

may be evaluated by use of the methods described in .2.3.3.7.

•fe-

The prediction method and equation are summarized and defined in NASA CR-15905

I "Cruise Noise Prediction Methods." A schematic of the fan/compressor cruise

noise prediction methodology is shown in. Figure 2-5.

R
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FAN/COMPRESSOR. DATA

o Configuration
o Design
o Operational

Parameters

INLET RADIATED NOISE
FORWARD SPEED SOUND FIELD
TRANSFORMATION SUBROUTINE

.((> -*-tt>', r *!•' r ,$ , M. -

FAN DISCHARGE RADIATED NOISE

BROAD BAND

1/3 OB ---Spectral

Vx
SEE FSR 1.

1
I

DISCRETE

Fund. + Harmonics

L̂
SEE FSR 2

COMBINATION TONES.

1/3 OB -* Spectral

l/m
SEE FSR 3

BROAD

1/3 OB-

BAND

Spectral

\£±
SEE FSR 1|

,

FAN SUBSOURCE, FREE FIELD, SPECTRAL LEVELS AT r = 1 METER AND <

DISCRETE

Fund. + Harmonics

LJlL
SEE FSR 5

(>', LOW FORWARD SPEED

I JSUBSOURCES INLET.

AT"f:
DISCHARGE DUCT

UNSUPPRESSED INLET, TOTAL SPECTRUM. UNSUPPRESSED DISCHARGE, TOTAL SPECTRUM @ 1 m.

_L

RELATIVE VELOCITY EFFECTS SUBROUTINE
o INCLUDED IN FAN OPERATIONAL PARAMETERS

_A_COUSTIC LINER SUBROUTINE, SPECTRAL £ DIRECTIONAL
b INLET — • • . - - • - •" " . ' o "FAN DISCHARGE
o NEAR SONIC THROAT'

HIGH FORWARD SPEED EFFECTS SUBROUTINE
o DYNAMIC AMPLIFICATION
o CONVECTIVE AMPLIFICATION ;.
o WAVEFRONT DIRECTIONALITY

HIGH ALTITUDE ACOUSTICS SUBROUTINE
o pc EFFECT ON SPL

EXTRAPOLATION TO OBSERVER LOCATION, r = r', SPECTRAL
o ISL
o AA

SURFACE MODIFIER SUBROUTINE, SPECTRAL

ENERGY SUM OF FWD. AND AFT RADIATED FAN NOISE, MODIFIED
BY ABOVE SUBROUTINES = SPECTRAL NOISE AT r AND <f>

I
b SPECTRUM LEVEL-" BROAD BAND +. DISCRETES

o 1/3 OBL ENERGY SUMMATION OF SPECTRAL LEVEL, IN EACH 1/3 OCTAVE BAND WIDTH

:o OASPL ENERGY SUMMATION, OF 1/3 OBL, >*5 -* H,'l80 HZ

p FREE-FIELD DIRECTIONALITY OF WAVEFRONT = <f ' ' .

ACOUSTIC OUTPUTS AT r,* (=r ' ,4.') and CRUISE CONDITIONS

f FIGURE 2-5. FAN/COMPRESSOR NOISE PREDICTION FLOW CHART
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-2-.-3-L-3-2—T-urb-i-ne Tlie-noi-se-generajted—infeerna-1-l-y-w-i-t-h-i-n-t-he-eng-i-ne-eore-and

radiated from the engine nozzle in generally termed core noise. Core noise

has; several contributing noise components, some of which can be reasonably

well identified. At low frequencies the noise sources are considered to be

the combustion process and f^ow/surface interation noise, with combustion

noise considered to be dominant. At high frequencies the dominant noise souce

is the turbine. Much work, .both experimental and analytical, has been per-
1 ! "''•• I ' i'formed recently to identify and quantify these noise components. In this
• ! •'*"• , i '
|study core noise is considered $& be made up of the low frequency combustion
I I ;' I

;noise, discussed in 2.3-3.3, and the high frequency turbine noise discussed

in this section.
iI

Turbine noise is generated by the core flow passing through the turbine; it

Iradiates from the primary nozzle through the discharge efflux streams to the
i I

observers location. It has been shown to consist of discrete tones, usually

associated with the blade passing frequencies of the last turbine stage, and

jbroad-band noise centered at the same frequency, Reference 2-22 through 2-26.

Typically, the tone frequencies are high, being above 5,000 Hz. Statically,
! I • Imeasurements show that turbine noise is dominant in the aft quadrant, peaking

!at about 120° from the inlet.

iThej first comprehensive turbine noise study and proposed prediction method was

!that of Reference 2-22. This method was further developed in Reference 2-8
! i j
which presented a more complete (semi-empirical) prediction method including

partial directivity and one-third octave
i I
on tests and analyses, were presented in

A recent study of these turbine noise

band levels. Further methods, based

Refrences 2-23 and 2-24.

prediction methods was reported in

Reference 2-25; there the method of Reference 2-8 was recommended as ani i
interim turbine noise prediction method for use by the NASA/ANOPP office.

Since then Reference 2-26 has been published and the proposed prediction

methods there are developments of those presented in Reference 2-24 and are

based on further extensive test and analyses. They also circumvent the

'criticisms of Reference 2-25 which were lack of sufficient directivity and

spectra. Three methods are presented in

Design" method which is shown to yield excellent correlation with CF6, TF34,

Reference 2-26. First a "Preliminary

2V
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and—NASA—Engine—"G"—turbine—noi-se-i These—engines—have—the—kind—of—tunbines
ILLUSTRATION TITLE

which would be expected to be developed for use in advanced engine designs of

the 1985 - 1990 time frame. It is referred to as the "Preliminary Design"

method because it is a little simpler and requires less knowledge of turbine

stage performance and configuration parameters and is more amenable for para-

metric studies.

However, the method could be expanded to the second or "comprehensive" detail

design method, which requires individual turbine stage performance and

configuration data. This kind of detail design information is not easily

available and the increased accuracy at this time is probably not required.

Such a method could be used closer to Jan actual airplane/engine selection.
' I 'The third method is the "analytical method" which requires even more extensive

turbine design details and, consequently, is even less applicable to thei
present study.: |

i
The; method selected here for the prediction of static, unsurpressed, turbine

noise is the "Preliminary Design" method' of Reference 2-26. The only rnodifi-^

cation to that method is in the area of directivity. That method covers

iangles from 20 forward to 170 aft; the directivity was therefore linearly

extended to cover the additional angles forward and aft so that the complete

range was from directly forward, $= 0°; to directly aft/$ = 180°. The method

is not spectrally sensitive i.e., the same spectrum shape is held over the

whole angle range. The prediction method and equations are summarized and

defined in NASA CR-159105 "Cruise Noise' Prediction Methods Manual." The

Reference 2-26 methods also provide a methodology for the prediction of "hay

stacking" effects. This is the interaction of the radiated discrete tones
i , l

with the ad- jacent frequencies. This procedure could be^included later, if

desired, but is considered to be outside the scope of the current effort.

This turbine noise prediction procedure is for far-field (community) noise

application. In the chosen method, the reference distance is on a 200 ft
. 0 I I

sideline at ty = 120 . Since it is a higher frequency noise radiating from an
: 'area which is larger than its wavelength the inverse square law would be exf

i I
pected to hold to distances very close to the nozzle. Thus it may be regarded

as a point source radiator. Application to close-in distances is achieved by

use "of~the—inverse—square—law-and-atmosRheric-at-tenuat-i-on-; 1—

222-
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For I prediction of turbine noise under cnuise conditions, the turbine perfor-

mance parameters corresponding to that flight condition must be employed, see

Section 2.4.1. Since the noise is generated internally, airplane forward

speed is not expected to otherwise directly influence the generated acoustic

power. However, aircraft forward speed

field, Section 2.4.2, and the coordinate

does effect the external propagation

transformation and convective effect

arej included in the cruise prediction method. The resulting acoustic free
1 i

,field would of course be modified by i airplane configuration features as

described in Section 2.4.3- Should turbine acoustic treatment be included in
: |

the i nacelle design the noise reduction at cruise may be evaluated by use of
i |
the I methods described in 2.3-3.7.i i
i i
I i
'2.313.3 Combustion - Combustion noise, the other dominant component of core

noise, is generated by the combustion process, propagates through the turbine

and

Ithe

radiates from the primary nozzle, through the discharge efflux streams to

observer location. It has been shown to consist of low frequency broad

band noise which has statically, little directionality.

'Among the earlier detail reported combustion noise studies is that of

Reference 2-27 dated 1972, which covered

iary power units. Thus only recently

small gas turbine engines and auxil-

has data of sufficient quality been

obtained from which a definitive prediction scheme may be formulated. Also in

;1972 core noise studies and analyses were presented for a T-64 turboshaft

engine, Reference 2-28. Application to large turbofan engines was considered

in References 2-29, 2-30, and 2-8.
i

i ;
Reference 2-31 presented a recent survey on low-frequency core noise pre-i ' '' |
diction methods, and recommended an interim prediction method for use by the

NASA ANOPP office. This method incorporates the sound power level equation of

Motsinger, Reference 2-28, but with the directivity and spectrum shape given

by Dunn and Peart, in Reference 2-8. This selection resulted from the general
i ' )
lack of substantiating data among the candidate prediction methods and for its

simplicity and use of engine parameters that should be readily available to

the, acoustic analyst. Some uncertainty in the recommended directivity pattern

was: expressed in Reference 2-31 based mainly on the work of Strahle, Reference

J3J
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2-32. A peak frequency of 400 Hz is recommended if this method predicts a

frequency outside the range of 300 to 1000 Hz.

Consequent to the recommendations of Huff, et al, Reference 2-31, both Pratt

and Whitney, Reference 2-33> and General Electric, Reference 2-34 and 2-26,

have conducted extensive work in the area of core noise. Both companies have

now developed and refined core noise prediction methods which should be a

considerable improvement over the previous interim method. These methods have

been developed from a substantial data base gathered from engine and burner-

rig tests. The PWA correlations and prediction model relies mainly on ver-

sions of the JT8D engine core. GE present two prediction methods. The first

is referred to as the "component" method and based on a correlation of their

parametric test data. The second- is the "engine" method derived from the

engine data, Reference 2-34. The engine method is updated in Reference 2-26

with a new directivity for dual-flow engines. GE indicate that their "engine"

prediction equation provides good agreement, not only with GE data, but with

data of Garrett, PWA, Boeing, Rolls-Royce (RB211), and Allison (turboshaft).

Furthermore, like the "interim" method, the GE equation is simple and uses mor

readily available engine parameters. The GE "engine" method and the PWA

method account for turbine transmission losses, while the GE "component"

method does not. Both organizations have compared the others' and their own

model to their measured data. However, the PWA methods does not appear to

checkout with the GE data, and similarly, the GE model does not fair well with

all the PWA data.

The GE "engine" method has been selected for the prediction of combustion

noise at sea level static conditions since it appears to be based and vali-

dated over a wider range of engine cycles than- the PWA method. This engine

cycle range includes those likely to be developed for 1985/1990 application.

The selected prediction method predicts the overall sound power level of the

combustion noise. A spectrum shape and directivity are used to convert the

sound power to one-third octave band sound pressure levels from 50 to 10,000

Hz and an overall sound pressure level at a specified point in the far-field

for free-field, lossless conditions. The directivity of this method covers

angles from 40° to 140° for dual flow engines and 10° to 160° for single flow

engines. For application to this study the directivities have been linearly

24



expanded to cover the complete fore and aft quadrants. This is the only basic

modification to that method.

This combustion noise prediction procedure is for far- field (community) noise

application. However, even for close-in distances it may be treated as a

point source radiator located at the primary exit plane .

The prediction method and equations are summarized and defined in NASA CR-

159105 "Cruise Noise Prediction Methods." For prediction of combustion noise

under cruise conditions, the combustion performance parameters corresponding

to that flight condition must be employed; see Section 2.4.1. Since the noise

is generated internally, airplane forward speed is not expected to otherwise

directly influence the generated acoustic power. However, aircraft forward

speed does effect the external propagation field, Section 2.4.2, and the

coordinate transformation and convective effects are included in the pre-

diction method. The resulting acoustic free field would of course be modified

by airplane configuration features as described in Section 2.4.3. Should com-

bustion acoustic treatment be included in the nacelle design, the noise reduc-

tions at cruise may be included by use of the methods described in Section

2.3.3.7.

2.3.3.4 Nacelle Case Radiation - Nacelle surfaces , may be in close proximity

to potential laminar' s flow control surfaces. Noise from the turbomachinery

and combustion process can cause structureborne and airborne vibration excita-

tion of the nacelle surface which in turn can radiate noise. Noise levels

from this source have never been specifically identified and reported in the

literature; no method is known for the estimation of such radiated noise

levels. Case radiated noise levels are therefore expected to be low in com-

parison with the noise levels of other sources. At this time case noise is

neglected.

2.̂ .̂ .5 Jet - The term jet noise refers to the noise generated within a

nozzle efflux downstream of the nozzle exit plane. Jet noise can have three

sub-components. The first is "jet mixing" noise, which is generated by the

turbulent mixing of the jet with the ambient and neighboring fluids and is

always present . The second and third are present when the nozzle operates at

25
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^supercritical— pressure~rati'os~(>~lTj9j),̂ â 7̂ en~sKock~waves ex'isr~in~tKe~~jet"

efflux, for example, in the case of a supersonic under-expanded flow. The jet

shock noise components are broad band shock associated noise - which is gener-

ated by the convecting turbulent eddies interacting with the shock structure,

and shock screech - which is a set of discrete tones created by a feedback

loop between the nozzle and the shock structure. Should the exhaust flow be

fully expanded through a convergent divergent nozzle operating at its design

Mach number or pressure ratio then shock waves will not exist in the efflux
i

and jet mixing noise only when be generated. The jet noise components must be

predicted separately since they have different spectral characteristics and

are generated at different locations in the jet. Further evidence exists that

they respond differently to forward speed and have different convective

amplification effects. For the propulsion systems expected to be of interest

at takeoff and landing the nozzle exit pressure ratios are subcritical, e.g.

1.89, and the nozzle flows are locally subsonic. During cruise for the

typical engine cycles expected the nozzle flow characteristics are those shown

schematically in Figure 2-6. The primary nozzle efflux has the higher

velocities and temperatures, but has a nozzle exit pressure ratio less than

< 1;.89 and hence has a shock free flow structure and is thus a source of jet

mixing noise only. However, the fan duct exhaust flow has a nozzle exit

pressure ratio greater than 1.89 and with the usual convergent nozzle the

iefflux is thus underexpanded and contains shock waves. At any location, the

total jet noise in cruise could, therefore, be made up of four noise compo-

nents e.g. primary mixing noise, fan-

associated broad-band noise and possibly

cally in Figure 2-1. Methods for the prediction of these jet noise sources

are' based upon noise characteristics and

flow mixing noise, fan-flow shock-

fan-flow screech, as shown schemati-

flow fields of static jets. During

cruise the efflux flows (potential cores, mixing lengths) etc. could be

different resulting in different noise spurce distributions and characteris-

tics. These effects are not considered in the prediction procedures.

The following sections describe the methods for the independent prediction of

the three jet noise sources.
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FIGURE 2-7. SCHEMATIC OF CRUISE JET NOISE COMPONENTS
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Jet Mixing Noise

The mixing noise component is always present and is independent of the pres-

ence of shock waves. A review was made in References 2-6 and 2-7, of the

various prediction schemes available. The most recent review of Reference 2-7

concluded that the most promising prediction of mixing noise from a single

flow jet, in the near field, throughout the temperature and velocity range is

that of Plumblee, et al., Reference 2-35. The prediction capability of this

method was shown to be superior to that of the scaling methods of References

2-36, 2-37, and 2-38, all of which seem to inadequately consider the effect of

temperature. The analytical methods of Chen, et al. 2-39, 2-40, 2-41 and

Maestrello 2-42 were also investigated and compared with experimental data in

Reference 2-7. The method of Chen, et at., is complex and shows the possibi-
: i I
lity of large errors; at least 10 dB under some conditions. Finally,Reference

2-7jindicates Maestrellos1 analytical metiod, Reference 2-42, is not developed
i i
to the point where it is applicable to practical near-field preditions.

Thus, Plumblees method, described in References 2-6 and 2-35 is selected as

the; basic prediction scheme. In this scheme the prediction model is based

upon extensive near field noise measurements of shock free jets. The jets

were static, model scale, single flow jets. The near field measurements thus

include the distributed nature of the noise sources within the jet and their

directional effect at different frequencies. Further the method is valid over

a wide range of jet temperatures and velocities. However, the mathematical

model is limited to the above test conditions and prediction of an overall

sound pressure level and acoustic pressure levels in three octave-bands

(although noise levels over a much wider frequency were acquired and are

presented). Thus, extensive development of the mathematical model was re-

quired to account for (1) an expansion of the frequency range from the three

octave band to cover the frequency range of 50 to 10,000 Hz, (2) expansion of

the directivity to include the forward quadrant, (3) co-axial nozzle flows,

(4);different nozzle configurations, e.g., short, 3/4 or full length fan cowls

and (5) airplane forward speed effects. These modifications are discussed in

the >following paragraphs.

Z9/
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-•To-expand-tfae-frequency-range-of-th'gjffl̂

'of Reference 2-7 was followed, which was that the four wide frequency non-

dim^nsional spectra, derived in Reference 2-36 (which are based upon near

jet) be used. These spectra refer

to !four spatial zones in the aft quadrant. The appropriate shape is then

fitted to the overall and three octave

method. The spectum shape in the nozzle

ito japply in the forward quadrant. This

band points derived from Plumblees

exit plane, X/D = 0, is also assumed

method can be used directly for the

.prediction of near field noise from static single flow jets such as a fully
i !
mixed flow.

To develop the above method for application to a dual flow jet the empirical

procedure of Reference 2-8 is incorporated into the above prediction scheme as

recommended by Reference 2-7. This method was developed mainly from model,

^old-flow experiments and is strictly applicable to the far-field noise

prediction of dual-flow jets. It is assumed to apply to near-field noise

also. The approach is, first, to calculate independently, the sound pressure
r i
levels of the primary and secondary jets using the above single jet method.
I j I *
However, the primary jet noise is modified by a |AdB correction to account for
I I

the relative velocity effect due to the presence of the secondary jet flow; in

calculating the noise of the secondary jet, the mass flow-rated average values

of the primary and secondary jets are used as the flow parameters. The sum of

these two noise levels yields the total dual flow static jet noise level at

iany specified location. With this approach, the effect of aircraft forward

motion is restricted to the secondary flow.

Plug nozzles are considered in the pres
i

field method developed by Stone 2-43.

ent prediction by adopting the far-

This method involves a correction to

the overall level and a frequency shift as a function of nozzle geometry. It

is assumed that these corrections developed from far-field data also apply to

the|near-field.

Forward speed has been shown in many model tests, References 2-44, 2-45 and

others, to significantly effect the acoustic power output of a single flow jet

at low forward speeds, e.g. up to a Mach number of about 0.2. The test re-
! ! |
suits show that the static overall sound pressure levels are reduced by an
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- —amount—which—is—proportional—to—jet—relative—velocity—raised—to—a—power

between 5 and 6. These reductions are, approximately, applicable to all fre-

quencies at all angles. Figure 2-8 shpws the relative velocity reduction,
' i

using a 5.5 component, for aircraft velocities up to the range applicable to

cruise. It is seen that direct application of this low speed relationship
I

predicts a very considerable cruise noise reduction. For example, with the

t

jet velocity, V , held constant at 1300

amounts to some 24 dB.

In the computation of two flow jet noise

ft. /sec. the forward speed reduction

the relative velocity effect is con-

sidered to occur twice e.g. between the primary and the secondary flow and

between the secondary flow and the atmosphere. Appropriate relative veloci-

ties are used.
; |

In the applicable transformations to acoustic characteristics at cruise, rela-
i I

tiv<3 velocity is included as described; it affects both the level and the

(frequency. The noise is related to the jet structure which exists statically

andj does not allow for any flow changes which might occur due to cruise opera-

tion . Operating conditions and acoustic impedence used are those at cruise.

The forward speed propagation transformations include the co-ordinate trans-

formation (using the different source frequency locations) and the dynamic

effect, since jet mixing noise is a distributed source. The convective effect

is already built into the basic jet noise model of Reference 2-40. Although

the jet mixing noise sources move relative to a noise reception point on the

aircraft, implying a Doppler frequency shift none is used here since, follow-

ing; Reference 2-7 there is lack of experimental data to support its existance.

The jet mixing noise prediction procedure and equations and the computational

algorithm are summarized and presented in NASA CR-159105.

Shock-Associated Broad-Band Noise

The basic work on shock-associated broad-band was performed by Harper-Bourne

and Fisher, Reference 2-46. They conducted noise surveys of static model jets

containing shock flows in which the shock cell screech had been suppressed.
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-Using-this-data—together-with—a—theoretical— understanding—of—the—probl-em—a

mathematical formulation of the phenomena was constructed. Later, a more
I

extensive study was conducted on supersonic jet flows (again with the shock

screech suppressed) and reported in Reference 2-4?. This work has been

recently summarized in Reference 2-48. Based on these measurements the

original theory of Reference 2-U6, with' a few modifications, was verified,

this methodology has recently been adopted by the Society of Automotive

Engineers (SAE) as the recommended prediction procedure for far-field shock-
i

associated broad-band noise. The method' predicts the broad-band directional

noise of a supersonically underexpanded (flow discharge from a static conical

nozzle. The shock flow field is assumed to be dominated by the first eight

shock cells and the resulting noise is dominated by the turbulence-shock

interaction. It does not include any contribution from shock-cell screech.
' •Thel method assumes a point noise source located at the nozzle exit plane. For

a static jet, levels of shock-associated broad-band noise increase rapidly

with efflux flow Mach numbers above 1.0, and exceed those of jet mixing noise,

which is also present and is unaffected by the presence of the shock waves.

The] spectrum peak frequency is related to the nozzle pressure ratio which

^controls the shock spacing. Increasing pressure ratio increases the shock

spacing which decreases the spectrum peak frequency. The spectrum shape is

broad-band in nature with steeper slopes than for jet mixing noise. The noise

has; virtually omni-directional characteristics.
i

The! above method is the basic method selected for the prediction of static

shock-associated broad-band noise at cruise. Developments made were: (1) the
j I

spectral frequency range was expanded to cover the 50 to 10,000 Hz range

(which was accomplished by a linear extrapolation of the spectrum shape) and

(2) the directivity was expanded to two complete quadrants (which was accom-

plished by a linear extrapolation of the available directivity). Application

of the method to a single flow exhaust lis straightforward. For a two flow

nozzle configuration the sound pressure levels are related to the nozzle areas

whose flow contains the shocks while the co-ordinate system is related to the

outer diameter of the shock containing flow. The prediction method is basi-

cally applicable to the far-field with the noise source considered located at

the nozzle exit plane. Some measured "close-in" far-field noise data was

available and the method was used to predict this data. Reasonable agreement
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"close-in" far-field noise is needed.

The effect of forward speed on shock-associated broad-band noise has been
i

experimentally investigated on model jets contained in low speed co-flowing

jets, References 2-49 and 2-50. There appears to be no relative velocity

effect on was identified such as appears in jet mixing noise. However, a

convective effect was identified, on overall sound pressure, and is
i > 4 '

[1/(M. cos 0)] factor applied to directionality.

In the applicable transformations to acoustic characteristics at cruise rela-

tive velocity does not effect the levels or spectral peak frequency. The

noise is also related to the jet shock structure which exists statically and

does not allow for any changes which might occur in the shock structure due to

.cruise operation. Operating conditions and acoustic impedance used are those

at cruise, Section 2.4.1.

The forward speed propagation transformations include the co-ordinate trans-

formation and the convective effect. The same convective effect identified ati i
'low' forward speeds (corresponding approximately to M = 0.2) is assumed to

I A

hold for the much higher cruise Mach numbers. This noise source is currently

predicted as a point source and so there is no dynamic effect. Since the

source is fixed relative to a noise reception point on the aircraft these is

. no Doppler frequency shift, Section 2.4.2.

The shock-associated broad-band noise prediction equations and the computa-
1 tional algorithm are summarized and presented in NASA CR-159105.
' : !
l

, Two examples of computed shock-associated broad-band noise at cruise are shown

in Figure 2-9. Both spectra are at a wing location, the upper due to a wing

mounted engine, the lower due to a rear fuselage mounted engine.

Shock Screech Noise

Shock screech is the second shock noise

jet flows containing shock waves, e.g.

component which can be generated by

supersonic underexpanded jets. The
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FIGURE NUMBER, ,-/f
its harmonics. This noise is generated I in addition to jet mixing noise and

broad-band shock-associated noise. This 'noise was first described by Powell,

References 2-51, 2-52, and 2-53; it appears to owe its origin to a feedback

mechanism between the shocks and the nozzle lip, and it has been clearly

identified on model nozzles. Under these conditions it may be suppressed by

inserting small projections into the flow from the nozzle lip or by covering

thej nozzle lip with acoustically absorbtive material (which reduces the
i

strength of the feedback mechanism) . Then the radiated jet noise consists of

mixing and shock associated broad-band noise, and the majority of acoustic

studies on supersonic jet flows are made under these conditions. Some
i |

authorities state that the phenomena seldom occurs during flight on an aero

engine configuration because the flows in the vicinity of the nozzle are too

unsteady to permit the feedback to become established. Its existance during

cruise is documented in References 2-54, 2-55, and 2-56 where the engines were
l

of jthe low bypass ratio type. In Reference 2-55, structural damage during
i i I
cruJLse is attributed to screech. Shock screech is believed to have been pre-

sent during some of the X-21A flight testing, Reference 2-57, where the engine

was! a pure- jet. However, there are a great number of aircraft powered by
! i >
various types of engines where its presence is not reported. Whether screech

will occur on engines considered for the 1985-1990 time frame (probably high

by |pass ratio engines) is not known. Thus, it appears that should shock

screech be present there is the possibility that it may be eliminated by some

nozzle redesign. However, there are no available criteria available to define

the onset of shock screech in terms of nozzle configuration and flight condi-

tion.
i

A review of methods and data available for the prediction of shock screech was

reported recently in Reference 2-7. Based on References 2-51 through 2-56 and

the extensive near- field noise measurement surveys conducted on static single

flow nozzles operating in the "screech

method was developed in Reference 2-7 for

mode," References 2-58 and 2-59, a

the prediction of shock screech. The

screech frequencies, fundamental and second harmonic, were predicted using the

equations of Reference 2-55, which include a forward speed effect. The abso-

lute levels were obtained from the measured data of References 2-58 and 2-59.

The screech noise levels may be neglected for nozzle exit pressure ratios less
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-than—2-rO-: Sca-1-ing-was-accompl-i-shed-on̂ an̂ area—bas-i-s-s No-cr-i-ter-ia—wer-e—pre-

sented to indicate whether screech is present or not therefore it is recom-

mended that the predicted noise levels be regarded as "upper bound" levels.

The: noise source is considered to be a

lengths downstream of the nozzle exit

fundamental and second harmonic were based on Powells lobed directivities,

Reference 2-51 and 2-52, and centered on

point source located 3.5 shock cell

plane. The directivities for the

the source location.

iThe! above described method was selected as the basic prediction method for

shock screech. Developments included simplified equations to describe the

.directionality lobes. Application of the method to a single flow exhaust is

;straightforward. For a two flow nozzle configuration the sound pressure

levels are related to the nozzle area whose flow contains the shocks while the

co-'ordinate system is related to the oujter diameter of the shock containing

iflow.

Experimental studies of forward speed effects have recently been reported ir
i I

Reference 2-49. The study was conducted on a 32 mm diameter circular nozzle.

Low forward speed simulation was achieved by locating the nozzle in a larger,
I ' Ico-flowing low speed jet. Statically, screech was identified to the fifth

harmonic, with the second harmonic being

noise level are up to 25 dB higher than

the strongest. The measured harmonic

the other jet noise sources - made up

of ; jet mixing noise and shock associated broad-band noise. The effect of

flight (90 m/s) shows that the screech tones are reduced in frequency and

relative level. The use of the forward speed frequency equation gave the

right trends, however, its use for the

not entirely satisfactory. Similar com cent on the inflight frequency trends

are reported in Reference 2-60.
i

In the applicable transformations to acoustic characteristics at cruise the

effect of relative velocity is included Jin the frequency prediction but is not

included in the level prediction. The noise is also related to the jet shock

prediction of absolute frequency was

structure which exists statically and does not allow for any changes which

might occur in the shock structure due to cruise operation. Operating condi-

tions and acoustic impedance used are those at cruise, Section 2.4.1.
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— The forward..speed-propagation.-transformations- -include- the co-ord-i-nate--trans=-+-
Jv - . - . . : - - ' - • - > . . . . : ' •
|/- ! formation and the convective effect. The latter is assumed identical to that1

shown for shock-associated broad-band noise. Since this noise is considered

as a point source there is no dynamic effect. Since the source is fixed rela-

tive to a noise reception point on the aircraft there is no Doppler frequency

shift, Section 2.4.2. ;

ft

The shock screech noise prediction equations for frequencies, levels, direc-

tionalities and the transformations are presented in NASA CR-159105.

~ 8

2. 3. "3. 6 Advanced Propellers - Advanced propellers refer to propeller designs
1 '. I

which are currently under model development and are proposed for application

high subsonic speed airplanes . Conventional propeller powered airplanes are

limited to lower speeds. As currently configured these propellers would have

approximately 8 to 15 blades and during cruise could be operating at super-

sonic tip Mach numbers. The blades could be swept and could have advanced

blade sections. Application of this propulsion system to an LFC aircraft (for

^example in a pusher-type configuration) is a possibility, although not at pre-

sent being studied. A very preliminary method for the prediction of cruise

near field noise has been proposed by Hamilton Standard, Reference 2-61.

However, this method only predicts overall sound pressure levels close to the

propeller plane. A method needs to be developed which would include spectral

(discrete and broad-band) and directional information. Acoustic tests of

model advanced propellers in wind tunnels have recetly been accomplished and

the data is being analyzed. One of the objectives of the analysis is to

develop a more realistic and comprehensive model of the cruise near-field

noise environment of an advanced propeller, although the directionality

emphasis is on noise radiated in the plane of the propeller rather than

directly forward. When this method becomes available it could, if necessary,

be adapted into the present procedures as one of the possible noise sources.

In the meantime, if necessary, methods based on Reference 2-61 of estimating
> ' \
the, cruise noise environment could be developed. However, they would require

verification from the previously mentioned tests.
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2.3'. 3.7 Duct Acoustic Treatment - Commercial airplanes must comply with the

appropriate FAR 36 noise certification levels. Consequently, for new air-

planes entering service in the 1990 time

engines will have some acoustic liner

frame it can be anticipated that the

suppression of internally generated

noise sources, e.g. fan, compressor, combustor and turbine. These acoustic

liners could be optimized for either FAR 36 test conditions or cruise condi-

tion's. The assumption here is that the acoustic liners are designed for the

iformer condition. It is thus necessary to evaluate the various liner acoustic

performance under the cruise conditions.
I

with source hard wall noise generation

These attenuations are then combined

characteristics to yield suppressed

rioise characteristics at cruise. An acoustic liner generalized attenuation

prediction procedure is required which will include spectral and directivity

effects.

In

Itic

the literature a wealth of information exists on various aspects of acous-

liner design. For the selection and or development of an engineering

(procedure two of the most useful reference are References 2-8 and 2-62. The

methods presented there are empirical and are based on extensive test data;

jthey avoid the complication and expense of exact solution of wave propagation

in Ja lined ducts. The attenuation predictions are experimentally correlated

iwith the duct geometric and acoustic parameters and the duct Mach number. The
i I

liners are assumed acoustically optimized at the critical terminal design

icondition. Thus details of the liner design parameters are not specified in

these evaluation methods.

,The; attenuation prediction method selected, with some development, is largely
! I

a simplified composite of these presented in References 2-8 and 2-62.

The method requires knowledge of the duct mean geometric, acoustic and aero-

dynamic properties, at the design and cruise conditions. The procedure can be

used to estimate (1) the attenuation peak frequency at cruise, (2) peak atten-

uation at that frequency, (3) the attenuation spectrum shape and (4) the

attenuation directivity.
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The terminology used in this section is:

CQ speed of sound in duct at the design condition

CG speed of sound in duct at the cruise condition

f liner peak frequency at the design condition

f liner peak attenuation frequency at cruise

H mean duct height between opposite liner faces

L effective length of treatment in the duct (with allowances made for

fastening strips, etc.)

Md mean duct flow Mach number at the design condition

Md mean duct flow Mach number at cruisec

S number of inlet splitter rings

<A angle from the inlet axis to the observer location

X wavelength of sound in the duct at the liner peak frequency at the

design condition • -

X wavelength of sound in the duct at liner peak attenuation frequency

at cruise (= cc/f )

The above information (except f and X ) are required to compute the liner
C C

cruise attenuations.

40
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Attenuation Peak Frequency

Based on Reference 2-62 the attenuation pjeak frequency at cruise is related to

the peak frequency at the design condition by

fcir

The1 quantities f and M are required.

Attenuation

CMe-%)}
3-1

The important parameters are L/H, H/X and M. The effect of L/H on maximum

;attenuation is shown in Figure 2-10 (forM = 0 and H/X = 1.0). This curve is

derived from References 2-8 and 2-62. The curve may be represented by

• I..
idB(H/X=1, M-0) =1° I

0.7 3-2

The effect of H/X is shown in Figure 2-11. The equation may be represented by

1 AdB
1 AdB (H/X = 1, M = 0)

-0.6
1

3-3

The effect of duct Mach number is shown in Figure 2-12 which may be repre-

, sented by

AdB
AdB

(M = 0)
- 2-S2 r A 3-4

Since Equations 3-3 and 3-4 are multiplying factors on Equation 3-2, th<:

general expression for the maximum attenuation is

AdBm = 1.0-
0.7

/41
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At cruise the maximum attenuation becomes :

where \' corresponds to the cruise peak frequency defined in Equation (1).
' c i

. : ii ,
At cruise the liners will be operating in a different duct acoustic character-

istic impedance environment than at the' design condition. The controlling

criteria is the ratio of the acoustic impedance across the liner face sheet,

which is the same at the design condition as at cruise. This change will not

therefore directly affect the liner attenuation characteristics.

Attenuation Spectrum Shane

The spectrum shape (derived from mean,

with the peak insertion is shown in Figure 2-13- Its shape may be represented

lusihg cruise notation, by

References 2-8 and 2-62) associated

log -
rc

1.3

0.35
3-7

AdBf =

Attenuation Directivity

There is a marked directivity associated with the peak attenuation. This

directivity for fan inlet and discharge noise has been derived from the NASA

Quiet Engine static test results reported in Reference 2-63 and has been

simplified to the trends shown in Figure 2-14. The directivities are

expressed as
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! 4> <
AdB(4>) _ [60 - f r ] {0 - (4.S)l !' Adi~— 1 r^o^j I0*1 ( S ) / (

for-

60°.,
AdB(4)) 140 -

80
3-8

Exhaust duct:

for!
< 130°,

130°
'

..
130

= 205 -

3-9

75

This method can be used for estimating the acoustic suppression characteris-

tics of current technology liners designed for the attenuation of fan,

compressor, combustion and turbine noise. Should advanced technology lines be

used which have greater peak attenuations or wider bandwidths, these improved

attenuations must be allowed for independently.

The computation algorithm for the duct acoustic treatment evaluation is given

in NASA CR-159105.

2.3.3.8 High Mach Number Inlets - High Mach number inlets have been experi-

mentally investigated as a possible means of reducing fan and compressor noise

radiated from an inlet. The results of two such investigations, conducted

statically on turbofan engines, are presented in References 2-64 and 2-65 and

show high attenuations at higher throat Mach numbers. The noise reduction is

also strongly dependent on the rotor tip speed and/or engine power setting.

References 2-64 and 2-65 also show that the directional noise reduction is

reasonably uniform and thus it may be considered as non-directional. This

I
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-attenuation—may—be—considered—as—being—independent—of—and—add-i-ti-ve—to—anyiu.uai:iXT:oN nrfE
attenuations arising from inlet acoustic treatment.

Figure 2-15 shows design curves derived from the above data for typical engine

power settings. As an approximation, the /^APNL may be equated to a OASPL.

This may be applied evenly across the spectrum to give a uniform spectral
i

attenuation, at all angles. Thus the attenuation is independent of frequency

and, observer location. I

2.3-4 Airframe Noise Sources

Airframe noise sources are associated with the interaction between airflowsi
andr turbulence convecting past rigid airframe surfaces, edges and other

structural discontinuities. The turbulence can be that present in the

incident airflow or that created by the

and! airframe surfaces. Turbulence is a

isms. First, the fluctuating quantities (pressure and velocity) within the

turbulence give rise to direct acoustic

relative motion between the airflow

source of noise through two mechan-

radiation, as in jet mixing noise.

Second, the fluctuating quantities cause fluctuating forces (lift and drag) ati i
the; surface; these fluctuating forces (then directly generate noise. The

strength of these latter noise sources

]head, the magnitude and scale of the turbulent pressure fluctuations and their

interaction with the adjacent surface or

is related to the freestream dynamic

edge. The resulting sound fields are

"dipolish" in nature and exhibit an acoustic pressure dependent on velocity

raised to the power between 5 and 6. These sources are treated quite indepen-

dently, of the propulsion system noise sources. Until recently, investigations

of these airframe noise sources were aimed at ensuring that structures could

withstand these near-field pressure loads and in determining their transmitted

fuselage internal noise levels. A more recent interest has been from a far-

field aspect in which the integrated effect of all the contributing airframe

noise sources - at low aircraft speed and altitude - is to generate an aero-

dynamic noise floor for the airplane. These same noise sources contribute to

the acoustic pressure environment over the airframe.

j
The possible airframe noise sources contributing to the acoustic pressure

environment over a current high speed

sources described—as-:-

airframe during cruise can include

i
.PAGE NUM3E1L
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'o disturbances convecting past whole; surfaces

o disturbances convecting past leading edges

i o laminar boundry layers

o turbulent boundary layers

o separated flows, buffeting

o oscillating shock waves

!o projections, antenna

;o cavities

'o outflow valves

io impinging and deflected flows

Io disturbances convecting past trailing edges

o wakes

o vortices
i
o base pressure fluctuations

During cruise, aircraft are operated in a "clean" configurations e.g. landing

gear, flaps and control surfaces are not deployed. Thus these projecting

surfaces and associated cavities need not be considered separately as cruise
i

noise sources. Prediction methods are required for the above noise sources

which will be significant contributors to the acoustic pressure environment

jover the airframe in the cruise condition. First these sources will be

described and ranked to determine their importance.

2.3^4.1 Source Ranking - The timeframe for the LFC airplane operation is in

the! 1990's. Such an airframe design would incorporate all applicable aero-

dynamic design technology and would be

day airframes. Thus, there would be no

aerodynamically cleaner than present

areas of separated flow and no base

pressure fluctuations; shocks on wings would not oscillate; projections and

cavities will be designed out and outflow, valves will be low-noise and located

in a non-sensitive position. Impinging j and deflected flows might occur for

example from LFC suction unit exhaust systems. These exhaust flows would con-

tain comparatively little energy, however, a direct (non-impinging) type ex-

haust would be preferable. The noise characteristics of a discrete vortex,

such as may originate from a wing tip or other structural or aerodynamic dis-

continuity, is not really known except that the strength of these vortices

-w-i-l-i--be--m-i-n-im-i-zed-by-des-i-gn-i
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The; noise radiated by a boundary layer, must be related to the fluctuating
i

quantities (pressure and velocity) within that boundary layers. These

fluctuating quantities are much lower in a laminar boundary layer - if they

exist at all - than in a turbulent boundary -layer. For example, a technique

for identifying transition of a laminar to a turbulent boundary layer is the

use of a stethoscope to monitor the increase in wall fluctuating pressure

level in the vicinity of the transition location. This leads to the concluson
i

that surface fluctuating pressures and hence radiated acoustic pressures are

much lower for laminar boundary layers than turbulent boundary layers. Thus

the acoustic pressure radiated by an area of laminar boundary layers is

believed to be low and may be neglected;

prediction.

no method will be developed for its

Noise producing disturbances convecting past whole surfaces and edges can in-

clude atmospheric turbulence and surface induced turbulence. Atmospheric

precipitation or insect (if insects exist at cruise altitude) impingement are

not considered. The scale of the conveeting turbulence relative to the sur-

face determines whether the acoustic source is a whole surface source (large

scale and lower frequency) or a localized source (small scale and higher

frequencies). Small scale atmospheric ','inflow" turbulence can give rise to

•localized "leading edge incidence fluctuation" noise. Boundary layers con-

vecting past trailing edges, and the resultant wake, contain small scale
i |

turbulence, which give rise to "trailing edge noise." Both of these dis-

turbances, if of a sufficiently large scale can cause "whole body" noise.

At this stage the remaining airframe noise sources requiring evaluation are:

o whole body

o leading edge

o turbulent boundary layer

o trailing edge
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The location of these sources can be on the fuselage, wings, horizontal or

vertical control surfaces. The boundary layer sources are distributed over

areas and the edge sources are distributed along lengths.
I

I

Some light on the relative magnitudes |of these remaining noise sources is
i

presented in the analysis and experiment jreported by Sharland, Reference 2-66.

There the total noise radiated by an airfoil placed in a jet flow is measured.

The; radiated noise level depends on whether the airfoil is located in the jet

potential core (low inflow turbulence "quiet") or in the fully developed part

of the jet (high inflow turbulence "noisy"). Sharland estimates the above

listed noise component levels (he excludes the negligable laminar boundary

layer) summates them and compares the total with the experimental measured

total noise. He concludes that for the conditions of high inflow turbulence

the dominant noise source is either whole body or leading edge. His equation

for

'the

4 2these noise components indicates a velocity dependency of V v where V is

mean velocity and v is the root mean square value of the incident turbu-

lent velocity fluctuations. In the absence of inflow turbulence, this equa-

tion would indicate that the whole body and leading edge noise components are

absent. For the experimental case of the airfoil being located in the
| |

potential core (reduced inflow turbulence) the whole body, leading edge and

.trailing edge noise components were predicted to generate similar levels. His

equation for trailing edge noise indicates a V dependency and that the level

is independent of inflow turbulence. The trend is that if there were no

inflow turbulence the whole body and leading edge components are not present

and trailing edge noise would dominate,

to radiate the lowest noise level was

equation for this noise component has a V dependency. The tests covered

velocities up to 800 ft/sec. Spectra or

are not discussed.

The noise component always predicted

the turbulent boundary layer; the

directionally of these noise sources

Further discussion of whole body and leading edge noise follow.

Whole Body Noise - When overall lift and drag fluctuations, act in phase over

an entire airfoil then the whole airfoil can be considered as a point noise

.source. The noise source would be dipole in nature, with the lift dipole act-
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the-center-of— pressure—and—the-drag-^ipole—i-n—the-drag-d-i-reet-ion-.—The

overall lift and drag fluctuations could be caused by (1) the airplane moving

through atmospheric turbulence, (2) wakes shed from the airfoil trailing edge,

and (3) wakes from upstream surfaces or propulsion systems impinging upon or

connecting close to downstream surfaces. For whole body radiation to occur

the wavelength , \ , of the excitation must be greater than the airfoil chord,

(Cj,.e.g.i ^>ic~l which means that the excitation consists of large scale fluid

disturbances. For a wing typical chord of 20 ft., then X > 20 ft. At cruise

conditions the speed of sound is 968 ft/sec, thus the whole body radiated

frequencies would be less than 50 Hz. For vertical and horizontal control

surfaces these frequencies would be higher. Based on plausible assumptions,

jSharland, Reference ~2-66/estimated that the total acoustic power radiated
_—̂ î s',—• ——— ~

from this source as":'}. • ":;*"-

W =

SPAN

where

W = acoustic power.

[J7f>} = ambient atmospheric density

(- ij±l = blade chord

V = free stream velocity

v = r.m.s. of turbulent velocity fluctuations

and c Jc"i = ambient speed of sound
A' *'-—

Similar equations are presented by Hayden, References 2-67 and 2-68. The

directionality of this noise source is that associated with a free dipole
2

e.g., sin 0, 'where 0 is measured from a plane normal to the axis of the force

in spherical co-ordinates. The turbulence intensity v is dependent upon the

turbulence source.

The principal concern with atmospheric turbulence is airplane structural

response in terms of large scale structural modes, e.g., whole wings, fuselage

and empennage. For detail descriptions of free atmospheric turbulence pre-
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-d-iet-ion-see-Reference-2-69—and—2-7-jB̂ r̂ R'Ŝ uĉ ura-l— frequenci-es-of—interest—are

generally, up to 10 Hz. This response is important at lower altitudes where

large scale turbulence of sufficient intensity exists. The wavenumber

spectrum of turbulence falls off rapidly (as f 3) above about 10 Hz.

Further, atmospheric turbulence decreases in overall intensity with altitude.

Thus, it is considered that during high altitude cruise the residual

atmospheric turbulence is of too large a scale and too low an intensity to

produce any significant whole body noise',. Thus, acoustically the inflow air

may!be considered undisturbed, quiescent,, and non-noise producing.

During cruise the wing (with laminar flow control over the initial 75% of

chord) and empennage Reynolds numbers are high enough that the wakes are

turbulent. It is considered that they do not have enough large scale power to

induce whole body noise, and that their effect is local in producing trailing
!

edge noise.

From an aircraft design aspect it is unlikely that airframe surface components

will be in the aerodynamic wakes of other parts of the aircraft. However,
! I

surfaces might be in propulsion system wake, an example being a wing/flap
l ! '
immersed in an advanced propeller slipstream. This last case would require

separate investigation and evaluation. Apart from the last case, it is not

considered that noise will be generated through the whole body mechanism.

From the above considerations a prediction method for "whole-body" noise will

not be derived. If later it is considered that "whole body" could in fact be

an important source, the approaches and ideas described in Reference 2-66,

2-67, and 2-68 would be considered as a starting point.

As the scale of the aerodynamic excitation is reduced, so the fluctuating

forces over the main part of the airfoil cancel and do not radiate. This is

for the case of < C, which is for higher frequency noise. However, there is

non-cancellation at the airfoil edges (leading and trailing) at these' higher

frequencies. Thus, whole body noise deteriorates to leading and trailing edge

noise which are discussed in the following sections.
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Leading-Edge Noise - Leading edges become noise sources when the scale of the

external fluctuating fluid disturbances incident upon them is small compared

to the dimensions of the rigid airfoil, e'.g.,/\< C. Then, dipole like sources

exist along the leading edge. These external disturbances can be either free

atmospheric turbulence, turbulence from; upstream aerodynamic or propulsion

wakes or turbulence generated within an adjacent turbulent boundary layers.
ii
i

During cruise, the intensity of small scale freestream turbulence is expected

to be so low that it will generate extremely low levels of leading edge noise.

By design leading edges will not be immersed in aerodynamic propulsive wakes.

For the case of an (advanced) propeller powered puller airplane, the slip-

stream incident upon the leading edge could be a significant noise source.
! I

However this is probably not a practical LFC airplane design configuration.

At the wing and empennage roots, the airfoil leading edges are immersed in the
I i I
turbulent boundary layers, developed over adjacent fuselage surfaces. This

could lead to a localized production of leading edge noise, which might have
i I

to be eventually considered.

Thus, generally there will be very low levels of leading edge noise in con-

ventional designs and a prediction method will not be developed for leading

edge noise. Should a prediction method eventually be required the basis for

ideas presented in References 2-66,

are:

formulating such a scheme could be the

2-67 and 2-68.

The two remaining airframe noise sources

o turbulent boundary layer and

o trailing edge

The above noise sources, for a clean advanced technology airframe, are con-

sidered to dominate the airframe acoustic pressure environment. Near-field

noise prediction methods are developed for these two sources in the following

sections.
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2-.-3-U-.-2—T-upbul-ent-Boundarv-baver-̂ Onê r.'of—the-most—obvious—of—the— air frame

noise sources, but one of the most difficult to quantify, is the turbulent

boundary layer which covers large external surface areas of the airplane

fuselage, empennage and wings - except close to the leading edges and where

laminar flow control exists. The surfaces do not include edges. A method for

the; estimation of noise radiated away from a high subsonic turbulent boundary

layer which would include spectral directivity characteristics was therefore

required. A review of the literature was, made to identify such a procedure.
i
i

Literature Review - The acoustics of turbulent boundary layers has received

much attention in the literature. Different aspects considered are: (1)
i |
theoretical mechanism of noise generation within the boundary layer, (2)

fluctuating surface pressure levels felt

flows, (3) surface structural response to
by the surface over which the fluid

the turbulent boundary layer excita-

tion (which is the problem of fuselage acoustic transmission), and (4) theore-

tical analyses and measurements of the radiation of noise away from a turbu-

lent boundary layer into free space. Generally the theoretical investigations

of the subject appear to be probing and speculative in nature, References 2-71
t I

through 2-77, the discussion revolving around the roles of surface dipole ver-

sus ivolume quadrupole type (and reflected volume quadrupole) mechanisms which

translates into a question of whether the velocity dependancy exponent is 6 or

8. jOne of the first theoretical papers, Reference 2-71, shows after extensive

theoretical analysis, that no noise is radiated away from a turbulent boundary

layer of infinite extent. Tarn, Reference 2-72, showed that this was an erron-

eous conclusion, created by a mishandling of an approximation, which stated

that! all space is incompressible! Many authors have concluded that the

radiated level of turbulent boundary layer noise is "weak", without actually

evaluating what it is. Other authors neglect it on grounds which might be

theoretically correct, e.g., it is small compared to edge noise or wake noise,

but again without any absolute prediction of level, References 2-73, 2-75,

2-77, 2-78 and 2-79- Often the interest is for low speed far field applica-

tion whereas in this study the interest is for high speed and the close-in far

field. Much of the knowledge of the acoustics of the turbulent boundary layer

comes from the many measurements of the fluctuating pressure level at the sur-
TT̂ " !

face. Generally, -Vp = °'°°6q or the amplitude of the surface fluctuating

pressure is proportional to V\ Modeis of radiated noise are often built
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around the surface pressure term. The most useful models are those of

Lighthill, Reference 2-14, Sharland, Reference 2-66, and Tarn, Reference 2-72.

Tarns complex procedure predicts many of the parameters, however, at the lower

speeds it appears to overpredict the radiated noise (based on Wilson

measurements discussed later) and at the higher speeds it does not allow for

quadrupole radiation. Should the wall adjacent to the turbulent boundary

layer be flexible, then the panel - responding to the turbulent boundary layer

excitation - may, in certain frequencies, be a more efficient acoustic

radiator than the turbulent boundary layer itself. What is missing is an

absolute validated, simple, prediction scheme for this noise source which

yields all the desired elements (acoustic power/unit area, directionality and

spectrum) leading to the prediction of acoustic spectrum at any point over a

wide range of velocities.

Although during many acoustic tests, the noise radiated by a turbulent

boundary layer is frequently a contributing noise component, it is rarely a

dominant noise source and thus can rarely be positively identified. In the

literature only two experiments are reported where direct radiated turbulent

boundary layer is claimed to be the dominant source. The first was from a

rotating disc, Reference 2-80, and the second was from a rotating cylinder,

Reference 2-81. The data acquired during the X-21A related measurement

programs, Reference 2-57, and then interpreted as boundary layer noise could

possibly be noise from some other source. These experiments and results are

described in the following.

3

The first experiment to isolate and measure the noise radiated from a turbu-

lent boundary layer is that reported by Hubbard, Reference 2-80. The test

configuration was a rotating disc, with rotational speeds up to 350 ft/sec.

At a location within two boundary layer thicknesses of the disc, the mean
H

square sound pressure increased as (velocity) whereas further away it in-
Q

creased as (velocity) . Single point OASPL is the only reported data. In

this experiment the disc edge travels at high speeds so that the radiated

noise could be contaminated with some form of edge noise. Further the

boundary layer is not uniform across the noise generating surface.
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The)second attempt to measure turbulent boundary layer alone noise is that by
i I

Wilson, Reference 2-81, and dealt with the noise of a rotating cylinder at

circumferential speeds up to 350 ft/sec. In this test, close to the cylinder,

the mean square sound pressure followed a1 (velocity) law and the total acous-

tic' power radiated to the far field followed a (velocity) relationship. Some

spectra are also presented in this report. This test configuration has less

edge effect than that of Hubbard and it also has a constant surface velocity,

iwhich is the noise generating velocity.

j
A third attempt to measure aircraft.radiated turbulent boundary layer noise in

the[ far-field is reported and discussed in References 2-82 and 2-83. Flyover

noise data was acquired from gliding T-33 and F-100 airplanes at speeds up to

M = 0.8. Selected final results are presented in Reference 2-84. At the

higher speeds (M = 0.48) for the T-33,

power, based on the flyover noise measurements, is deduced to vary with M to

the power 8. At M = 0.8, a single F-100

the total airplane (glide) acoustic

point lies on the same line. However,

ithe reported directivity is more directional than reported recently in numer-
ipus| unpowered flyover noise tests. Experimental test details have not been

'studied, except through the Reference (which is an abstract) where there are

no comments on engine power setting or flap setting at the high speed glide.

iThese tests were reported in 1956. Non-powered flyover noise, for a clean
; i I
configuration, at lower speeds, is currently considered to be dominated by

wing and empennage trailing edge noise rather than radiated surface turbulent

boundary layer noise. However, at that

was! attributed to radiation from the

time, 1956, the above measured noise

turbulent boundary layer. From the

reported description, especially the increase in the noise radiated forward

the! dominant noise source could have been convectively amplified core noise at

low' engine power settings.

Fourthly, measurements of the noise fieid in close proximity to an airframe

during high speed cruise was reported

2-87. This extensive and complex measurement program was in support of the

X-2;1A program. The results were reported over the period of 1960 to 196?.

Not, all results are available. Airplane

and the X-21A. The data acquisition system developed was of a flush mounted

in References 2-84, 2-85, 2-86, and

configurations were the F94-C, NB-66
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g}- to jvarious surfaces. The intent was to prevent the microphone signal from

being masked by pressure fluctuations of jits own turbulent boundary layer. The

objectives were to measure the close-ini cruise noise environment, to source

separate the measured data and to develop cruise noise prediction procedures.

One of the main results of these seriesjof tests was that, generally, at the

lower flight Mach numbers and the higher Jengine power settings the OASPL's, at

a point, decreased with increasing airplane Mach number, although there is

much scatter in this data. This was interpreted as showing that propulsion
! I

noise (which was assumed to be basically jet noise) generally decreased with

t

forward Mach number. Another principal result was that at the higher Mach

numbers (M > 0.6) and lower engine power settings the OASPL's, at a point,

generally increased with increasing Mach numbers. Again there was much

scatter and the claim that the increase was proportional to Mach number to the

power 8 appears to be an over simplification. However, this was interpreted

as showing that, in this case, the noise was dominated by radiated turbulent

boundary layer noise. This conclusion was also based on the fact that a

turbulent boundary layer noise prediction method (based on previously

described T-33 and F-100 far-field flyover noise tests) yielded levels which

compared quite favorably with the measured levels at the higher Mach number.

However, the final figure of Reference 2-100 shows measured inflight noise

levels from an X-21A flight with the laminar flow control mechanism operating

over the wings. Four of the microphones are adjacent to large wing areas

where laminar boundary layers existed. On comparison with measured data under

similar flight conditions in the presence of a turbulent boundary layer the

OASPL's - within measurement tolerance - are essentially the same. This would

appear to indicate that the measured noise close to the surface is not

dominated by the turbulent boundary layer radiated noise, but by noise from

another source. Noise sources not considered in that analysis include: (1)

wing trailing edge noise, (2) engine core noise, and (3) jet shock associated

broad band noise. The last two, especially when convectively amplified could

be the dominant noise source at these locations at speed and not the turbulent

boundary layer. In fact, the analyses of this present report would suggest

exactly that. It is apparent, and very desirable, that more work be performed

to more confidently define the exact noise source contributions at the X-21A

measurement locations. This would be an extremely useful exercise - assuming

•——that the--basic-measured-data—is-of—good-qua-lityT
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In Reference 2-85, prediction procedures were proposed for the noise radiation

from fuselage wakes and turbulent boundary layers. The prediction method used
Q

an equivalent jet for both sources (acoustic power -< V ). Estimates of T-33

and F-100 aircraft glide acoustic power were made and the indicated agreement,

Reference 2-85, Figure 2-19 is extremely good. However, no breakdown is indi-

cated as to the relative magnitudes of the two noise sources. Neither is any

spectral data provided. The equation derived these for the OASPL from a

surface area element of turbulent boundary layer, expressed in the notation

and format of this report, is

OASPL(r,0 ) = 10 log A + 80 log M - 20 log r + 10 log f( 0) + 139

T

) and a forwardThere is a correction for altitude ( A dB = 20 log

speed co-ordinate correction, r,0 to r1 , 0 '. The directivity is the pre-

viously mentioned measured flyover directivity, Reference 2-82. No spectral

data are presented. Use of this equation for the noise radiated from a

turbulent boundary layer predicts high noise levels. Further, it predicts

noise levels some 18 dB greater than that the prediction method developed

later in this section.

Development of Turbulent Boundary Laver Cruise Noise Prediction Procedure

Based on the survey of the literature, it would seem that a comprehensive

validated prediction scheme for the direct acoustic radiation from a turbulent

boundary layer, which takes into account all sources does not exist. A method

was, therefore, partially, developed and is described as follows. Based on

the concepts of Powell, Lighthill, and Tarn, the noise radiated away from an

infinite turbulent boundary layer is considered to be generated by three

sources within the boundary layer, as shown in Figure 2-16, and described as

follows: (1) a surface distribution of dipoles - caused by the fluctuating

pressures within the flow causing fluctuating forces on the rigid surface and

hence radiating noise. The strength of these dipoles can be related to the

measured characteristics of the surface fluctuating pressure levels - called
Ci? 5 2

pseudo-sound. Noise from a surface area element isa[A. V. f(0.)]/r. , (2A) a

volume distribution of quadrupoles (generated by the fluctuating pressures

within the turbulent boundary layers, in a manner similar to jet mixing noise)
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-and-(-2B-)-ref-lect-ed-vol-ume-quadr-upole-noise.._Noise_fcpm.a volume element of
<y ~. r r ^ ~ 8 — — — ? - ^ -

turbulence isa[(A V± f( 0 and (3) the noise radiated by the

flexible surface as it responds to the -turbulent boundary layer excitation.

The last noise component radiates internally and externally. For conventional

subsonic airplanes it can be shown that this does not represent a high acous-

tic1 power. Internal noise levels are constrained within the cabin and are

modified by soundproofing. During cruise, internal overall noise levels exist

close to the wall of 90 to 100 dB. This same panel motion radiates noise

externally. It is less than the internal jnoise by 10 log (/Jc)cabin/(pc)ambient
(which is about 7 dB) and further it is not constrained but freely radiated.

The' external noise due to panel induced vibration might therefore be expected

'to;be about 85 to 95 dB, OASPL at about 1 ft. from the fuselage.

i
1 All these noise sources are distributed

i be

over large areas and the noise is to

estimated within very close proximity to these large areas. The metho

therefore considers the noise radiated by an area element of the turbulent

! boundary layer, to a selected observer location. The total noise is obtained

! by| computing the noise from a series 3f such area elements (with its own
1 element source strength, element to observer distance and directionality) and

;' logarithmically combining these individual spectra to yield the total spectra,

noise.

The noise sources originally considered

ponents e.g., the surface dipoles and

in the method were the first two com-

the volume quadrupoles. In terms of

ranking it is possible that at the lower subsonic speeds the surface dipole

terms ((a7:,V6) dominate while at the higher subsonic speeds the volume quad-

rupole terms ((̂ Tv8) might dominate. Where the cross over is not known, and

remains a subject for further study. 'In the method developed here, only the

surface dipole model was developed. TJie model was then "calibrated" against

limited available test and analytical data previously described. The predic-

tion scheme yields absolute values of OASPL, spectrum and directivity radiated

from a large surface. Extension to include the volume quadrupole component

is required.
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(a) Overall Sound Pressure Level and Directivity - The acoustic power

radiated by the surface dipole distribution in a turbulent boundary

layer is assumed to have the form:

W = k.jAV 3-10

where

W is the acoustic power, watts,
2

A is the wetted area, ft.

V is the surface velocity, ft./sec.,

k. is a constant

This equation may be expressed as

PWL = 10 log A + 60 log V -i- K, 3-11

-13where PWL is the acoustic power with reference to 10 watts.

Now the radiating surface is considered the equivalent of a dipole.

For a dipole the relationship between acoustic power, and acoustic

pressure can be shown to be:

PWL = OASPLM(r) + 20 log (r) + 5-7M 3-12

where OASPL (r) is the maximum sound pressure level at radius r (ft)

Further, dipole acoustic radiation directivity is given by

OASPL (r,$) = OASPLM(r) + 20 log (coscfc)« M

where <9 is measured .away_fr.om -the dipole axis.
t

3-13
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Combining equations 3-11, 3-12, and 3-13 yields the acoustic sound

pressure level directionality asi follows

OASPL(r,$) = 10 log A + 60 log V - 20 log r + 20 log (003$)+ K
'* '• i

3-14

The constant of equation (5) is now determined from the experimental

work of Wilson and Hubbard, and the theoretical work of Lighthill,

Sharland and Tarn.

i (i) Value of Constant, Based on Wilson, Reference 2-81.- There it was

' shown, that up to a cylinder surface velocity of 350 ft/sec, that the

i radiated acoustic power was proportional to surface velocity to the
i |
1 power of 6 which suggests that [the dominant radiators are of dipole
I

type. From that data, the constant in Equation 3-11, K? can be shown

to be -66.4 and the constant

Thus,

in Equation 3-14, K becomes -72.1.

OASPL(r,0) = 10 log A + 60 log V - 20 log r + 20 log (cos<£) - 72.1 3-15

(ii) Value of Constant Based on Hubbard, Reference 2-80 - Hubbards

! experimental results were evaluated in a similar manner to Wilson's.

The single point measured acoustic pressure was assumed to be that at

maximum directivity. Although

sure increases with velocity to

the reported measured acoustic pres-

the power 8 it was forced to fit a V,-

type relationship. The resulting SPL relationship was

OASPL(r,0) = 10 log A + 60 log V - 20 log r. + 20 log (cos(£) - 57.6 3-16

This equation gives an OASPL which is 14.5 dB higher than that given

by Equation 3-15.
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(iii) Value of Constant Based on Lighthill, Reference 2-14.- Lighthill, in

• Equation 13 of the reference presents an equation for the mean square
j i
| sound pressure produced by a unit area of turbulent boundary layer,

which may be rewritten as

P2(r,0) = 6.5 x 10~10 (p2/c2) [(A V6 cos20)/r2]

3-17

where

p is the acoustic pressure, Ib/ft.

p is the ambient air density, slugs/ft"5

a is the ambient speed of sound
I 2A is the area of the radiator, ft

V is the flow velocity, ft/sec.
I. |
9' is the angle to the observer.location from the normal
- I
r is the polar distance to the observer location

i
This equation may be re-expressed as

jOASPL(r,#>) = 10 log A + 60 log V - 20

This equation give an OASPL which is 5.6 dB lower than that of

Equation 3-15.

i * i
(iv) Value of Constant, Based on Sharland, Reference 2-66 - Development

of some of Sharland's equations

log r + 20 log (coŝ )- 77.7 3-18
i

(and data showed that the constant in

the equation should be -73-9, which is 1.8 dB lower than Equation

3-15 at -73.9. i

(v) Value of Constant Based on Tarn, Reference 2-72.- Application of Tarn's

equations showed that the constant in the equation should be 16.5 dB

higher than Equation 3-15 at -556.
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(vi) Selected Value of Constant - It is seen that there is some variation

in the constant. Wilsons, Lighthill and Sharland are -72.1, -77.7

and -73-9, respectively. Hubbard and Tarn's are -57.6 and -55.6,

respectively. Because it is based on test measurements from what is

considered the best test configuration, it is proposed to use the

constant based on Wilson's results, e.g.,

! I I
OASPL(r,ty) = 10 log A + 60 log V - 20 log r + 20 log (cos$ -72.1 3-19

The above derivation assumes that the noise radiated away from a

turbulent boundary layer has the characteristics of a dipole, and

that it can be related to the fluctuating pressure level induced on

the surface by the turbulence within the boundary layer. This is the

approach considered by Lighthill, Sharland, Tarn and Maestrello.

Powell considers that the quadrupole noise arising from the

turbulence alone within the boundary layer could be an important

contributor to the noise radiated away from the boundary layer,

especially at high speeds. This would mean that in addition to the

surface dipole noise of Equation (10) a volume quadrupole noise would

exist. Formulation of this component requires knowledge of the

turbulent structure within the boundary layer. Development of the

scheme to predict absolute noise levels and directivities would then

require comparison with the acoustic power output of a volume element

of turbulence. This could be estimated by comparison with noise

radiation and turbulence characteristics of a subsonic circular jet.

The effect is recommended as a program follow-on item.

(b) Peak Frequency - Throughout the literature there is even less

reference to the spectral peak frequency or spectrum shape of

radiated turbulent boundary layer noise, the discussion is generally

limited to an overall type sound pressure level. The only specific

i information on the peak frequency of radiated turbulent boundary

layer noise are the computed data of Tarn, Reference 2-72, and the

measured data of Wilson, Reference 2-81. Both indicated the broad

band nature of the spectrum. The peak frequency of the radiated

-acoustic-pressure-spectrum-is-taken~from~the~work~df~TamT
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Tarns— eompu-feaM-ona--i-ndl-cat-— t-ha-Hfehie— peak — frequency— has— some— smaii

sensitivity to directionality and flow Mach number, generally,

however, the peak frequency, oft the spectrum is given for flow Mach
t

numbers to 0.8, (Reference 2-72 ; Figure 3, 6, and 7) by:

|sn = 0)8 /v = 0.055 3-20

where

Sn = Strouhal number

ica = circular frequency

&T= boundary layer displacement thickness, ft,

V = flow velocity, ft/sec.

This equation can be re-expressed as

f = 0.00875
P

where f = peak frequency in Hz.
P i

This equation estimates the peak frequency as measured by Wilson,

3-21

quite reasonably. Therefore,

radiated peak frequencies are

the above equation of Tarn is used

directly. The peak frequency is for a spectral distribution. The

inversely proportional to boundary

layer thickness. Hence, the higher frequency noise is radiated by

the thinner boundary layers.

(c) Spectral Shapes - The only specific data available in the literature

concerning the spectrum of radiated turbulent boundary layer noise

are again the measured data of Wilson, and the computed data of Tarn.

Both spectra have broad band characteristics and have similar peak

frequencies. However, the shapes are different. To aid in the

selection, of one of these shapes, these spectra were compared to

another known aerodynamic noise spectrum shape. This was jet-mixing

noise. Wilson's shape was chosen because it fell off at a higher

rate at the higher frequencies than Tarns and was closer to the

(6$
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(d)

-jet-mix-ing—spectrum—shape-. The—selected—non-dimensional—shape,—(-inB K K ILLUSTRATION TITLE '

one-third octave band levels) with the slope definitions is shown in

Figure 2-17. j
ii

Total Noise from an Area - Computation of the OASPL radiated by a

large area of turbulent boundary layer to a specified point in space

is achieved by considering the | boundary layer as a series of areai
B |

elements, A.. If the point in space is defined by r.,Cd>. from thei i t i |
center of each element then the!total OASPL is obtained by summation;

of each individual element OASPIi radiated to that point, e.g.,

'̂'f

Similarly the spectrum at a

spectra from each element and

spectra.

3-22

point is obtained by computing the

logarithmically adding the element

(e) Transformations to Cruise Conditions - The basic prediction is for

I conditions of sea level and low speed. Transformation to cruise
I i |
j conditions must include: cruise operating conditions, acoustic

impedance, co-ordinate transformation, convective effect and the

i dynamic effect.

Example of Turbulent Boundary Layer Noise Computation - Figure 2-18 shows the

computed free-field OASPL radiated by a

tiqn of distance normal to the fuselage,

fuselage length was approximated by five

Trailing Edge - During cruise,

large length of fuselage, as- a func-j

at the cruise conditions shown. The

large flat element areas.

wing and empennage control surfaces

are not deployed, thus the wing, horizontal and vertical surfaces may be con-

sidered as streamlined or "clean" airfoils which are immersed in a non-

turbulent high-speed flow.

Model airfoils immersed in clean (non-turbulent) air flows have been shown

theoretically and experimentally, to be a source of noise. As previously

described, the dominant noise component is considered to be the trailing-edge
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are the boundary layers - whether laminar or turbulent - from both surface
|

sides, the trailing edge and the resulting wake. The noise generation

mechanism is considered to be the boundary layers which in convecting past the

surface trailing edge adjust themselves to the sudden change in impedance

environment, releasing pressure waves which give rise to acoustic radiation.

The acoustic radiation is described analytically in Reference 2-88. Trailing

edge noise, at lower aircraft speeds, with turbulent boundary layers, has been
i I

shown to be dipolish in nature, and to have a velocity exponent dependancy of

between 5 and 6.
I

Recently much attention has been focusseld on the far-field noise radiated by

large airframes (comprising fuselage and lifting surfaces) which is in addi-

tion to that radiated by the propulsion system. The state of the art of

airframe noise was recently reviewed in References 2-78 and 2-89 and 2-90. For

a clean airframe, (flaps up, gear up and wheel well doors closed) it has been

'generally concluded that the dominant noise source again is the trailing edge,

with contributions from wing, vertical and horizontal surfaces. Turbulent

boundary layer noise radiated from the whole airplane to the far-field was

'considered to be comparitively low and

proposed to predict far-field, clean

neglected. Three methods have been

airframe noise. Reference 2-89

describes the "total aircraft" method and the "drag element" methods which are

part of NASA's Aircraft Noise Prediction Program (ANOPP). References 2-78 and

2-9Q discuss these methods and their ability to predict measured (clean)

airframe noise. In these references, the author, M. R. Fink, develops an

alternate prediction method which, he shows, yields improved predictions of

clean airframe far-field overall noise levels and their spectrum shapes than

do the previous methods. For the jet aircraft considered, turbulent boundary

layers existed at the trailing edgesj Separate contributions from the

different surfaces (trailing edges) are (considered. It is this method which
i !

is developed here for the prediction of trailing-edge overall sound pressure

levels, spectrum levels and directionality in the near field. The method is

applicable to surfaces which have turbulent boundary layers at their trailing!

edges. Laminar flow control surfaces, which would have partial laminar flow

control (extending to typically 60 to

boundary layers at their trailing edges

Q0% of chord) will have turbulent

but with a modi- fied boundary layer
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should a laminar boundary layer exist at the trailing edge, a different

phenomena - wing singing would occur. A '• prediction methodology would need to

be developed for this situation. For the turbulent boundary layer situation,

first the basic equations of References 2-78 and 2-90 are reviewed, then they
i

are developed for application to the prediction of the near-acoustic-field.

: !
Review of Clean Airframe Equations (Far-Field) - The noise prediction equa-

tions used here are taken from References 2-98 and 2-90. They have been

derived from aircraft (airframe) flyover! noise measurements (with propulsion

noise extracted) at altitudes of 300 to 500 feet and at aircraft speeds up to

350 knots (most at about 200 knots) . I The data have been normalized to

reference conditions. The equations arej thus far field equations. Further,i i
theiairframes are low-noise airframes. The 1990 LFC airframe is assumed to be

i
in this category.

(a) Overall Sound Pressure Level and

2-78, Equation 4 and Reference

munication with the author, the

Directivity - Taken from Reference

2-90, Equation 10. Based on corn-

constant is 101.3. The equation for

overall sound pressure level and its directivity

OASPL = 50 log(V/100 kt) +

10(cos7£sinf cos$/2)2 + 101

10 log^b/h2) +

.3 dB 3-23

This OASPL includes effect of ground reflection. To obtain free-

field predictions a value of 3 dB should be subtracted from this

equation. The notation is summarized below and in Figure 2-19.

C8 = wing (horizontal or vertical tail) turbulent boundary layer

thickness at the trailing? edge

b = wing (horizontal or vertical), tail span

h = altitude, measured from trailing edge, and h = r sin

V = flight velocity, true air speed
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.$> = angle measured forward from trailing edge, directly forward =

0°, directly aft = 180

•&.= sideline angle from trailing edge

and

~°'28 = 0.37 (S/b) (V S/b W = 0.37 C (VC/y)~

C = mean aerodynamic chord = S/b

S = gross area of wing, horizontal or vertical tail

^vj = kinematic viscosity

3-24

2In the equation, the cos

tionality in the flyover plane.

directionality term represents direc-

Trailing edge noise is modeled after

A free dipolea dipole whose axis is normal to the trailing edge.
2 \ i J-

has a sin '(/> directionality where <.(f> is measured normal to the dipole

axis. However, when the dipole

(which can be represented by a

directionality is considered to

dipole becomes a "half baffled

is located at the wing trailing edge

semi-infinite plane or baffle) the
2 Hbe modified by the cos $72 and the

iipole". This modeling is common to

References 2-66, 2-67, and 2-68 Its importance lies in the change

< in angle of maximum noise radiation from fa = 90 (along the axis of
| i i

the dipole) to (<£ = 0, which is forward along the baffle (or wing).

: Thus, trailing edge noise will be most directly felt by the generat-

ing surface rather than adjacent surfaces.
ii

(b) Peak Frequency - The acoustic spectrum for trailing edge noise, with

a turbulent boundary layer, has

quency is given by Equation 7 of

f = 0.1 V/a Hz

a broad band shape. The peak fre-

Reference 2-78 and is

3-25

7,5"*'
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Spectrum~Shape~=~The o'cfave~b'an'd~3p'e'ct'rvim~shapg

is taken from Reference 2-78 ,i Equation (5) and Reference 2-90,

Equation (7), and includes the 0.613 factor. The third-octave band

sound pressure level , relative ! to the Equation 3-23 overall sound

pressure level , at center frequency f relative to the peak frequency

f is obtained from
P

SPL.,/ (f) - OASPL = 10 log
i P

(f/fp)
3/2 +0.5

1
3-26

This 1/3 octave band spectrum is, broad band and non-directional,

i.e., independent of angle and iis related to the OASPL only. The

high frequency atomospheric attenuation terms of References 2-78 and

2-90 based on sea level condition of temperature and humidity are

omitted because of the small distance considered.

Conversion 'to spectral levels, SL, from one-third octave band levels

are obtained by

SL± = 1/3 OBLi - 10 log

Noise Source Location - The source location of the trailing-edge

noise probably includes the trailing edge and some of the mixing

region downstream of the trailing edge and thus is more properly a

volume source, see for example Reference 2-91. The noise source

location, too, is probably frequency dependent. Because of lack of

definitive trailing edge noise source location data, the source

location will be treated as being at the appropriate trailing edge.

In the plane of the wing it is thus a line source along the trailing

edge extending over the span of ithe wing.

i

Development of trailing-Edge Cruise Noise' Prediction Procedures - The above

equations are developed for application to small source to observer distances

and for cruise conditions.
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(a) Overall Sound Pressure Level and Directivity - First, equation (1) is

converted to free field conditions by subtracting 3 dB from the

constant and secondly, h is replaced by r/sin<£. Then

OASPL = 50 log(V/100 kt) + 10 log(8b/r2) +

10 log(cos£cos 0/2)2 + 98.3 3-27

Equation (5) considers the trailing-edge noise behaving as a point

source and is thus applicable for predictions in the true far-field

where the inverse square law holds. At smaller distances trailing-

edge noise may be regarded as a finite line source, extending along

the span of the wing.- or., other surface - and, to a good approxima-

tion, being of constant strength. It may also be regarded as being a

distribution of uncorrelated sources. Reference 2-11 shows that the

limit on the use of the .inverse square law in this situation is

limited to source to observer distances, r, greater than the span

divided by TT, (r > b/7r). For closer in distances (r < b/7r) the

situation exists, as shown in Figure 2-20; the effect of the finite

length of the line source must be considered. This region may be

called the "close-in" far field. In this region, because of the

finite size of the radiator, the noise drops off at 3 dB/doubling of

distance. Thus, it is necessary to convert Equation (5) into the

more general form which allows for propagation in the far field and

the close-in far field. This is achieved, following the formulation
p

of Reference 2-11, by replacing the 1/r in Equation (1) by o<-2 - a1/rb
Thus, the OASPL directivity equation at small distances from the

trailing edge becomes. .. . . . .

OASPL = 50 log(V/100 kt) + 10 log(S(Q=2 - «1)/r) +

10 log (cos£cos4>/2)2 + 98.3 dB 3-28

where &„ and «1 are the angles subtended to the observer by the ends

of the line source, see Figure 2-21, and b is the "local" noise
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FIGURE 2-21. TRAILING EDGE NOISE TERMINOLOGY
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-generating—span— -rTfor—a—wing—and—a—horizontal—a—semi-span
' lN H°E *

should be used while for the vertical the full span should be used.
• i

During cruise, the LFC system would probably be operating on the wing

and empennage surfaes. For example, the wing could have LFC on the

upper and lower surfaces to about 75% chord. The empennage could

have LFC, typically to 65? on b'oth surfaces. At the end of the LFC

surface, the laminar boundary layer will transition into a turbulent
i

boundary layer. Trailing-edge noise is predicted on turbulent bound-

ary layer characteristics at the trailing edge. The resulting noise

will have broad band characteristics. For a conventional airfoil the

use of flat plate boundary layer thickness as opposed to airfoil

boundary layer thickness is discussed in Reference 2-78. There, Fink

concludes that for low-speed conditions the effect of lift coeffi-

cient on boundary layer thickness can be neglected. Whether this is

true for high-speed cruise applicationis not known at this time. For

application to surfaces with LFC, the boundary layer thickness at the

trailing edge, in the presence of LFC operation, should be used.

i
If the boundary layer at the trailing edge should be laminar (i.e.,

low Reynolds numbers, much less than 1 x 10 , more typical of model

data and for small high performance sail planes), then strong dis-

crete frequencies will occur in the spectrum, Reference 2-92. This

phenomenon, often known at "wing singing", is not expected to occur

on LFC airplanes considered in this study. Should it occur, an

additional prediction method would need to be developed.

(b) Peak Frequency - The peak frequency is predicted using Equation 3-25

with the appropriate boundary layer thickness, (8 , at the trailing

edge. i

(c) Spectrum Shape - The spectrum si-ape is predicted using Equation 3-26.
i

(d) Noise Source Location - The noise source is assumed to be uniformly

: distributed along the span of the appropriate trailing edge. How-

ever, the noise radiation characteristics of each trailing edge (wing

—or-empennage-)~are-predicted-using-the-parameters-appropriate—to~each;

tfiP
edge.
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! (e) Wing Sweep Angle - The equations do not indicate any sensitivity to

. sweep angle. Many airplane surfaces have some trailing edge sweep.

j This effect is considered small Jand is neglected.

Control Surface Deflection - Small deflections of wing control sur-

faces may occur during cruise for trim and gust alleviation purposes.

The trailing edge noise is sensitive to flap deflection as shown in

Reference 2-93- There for the; VC-10 airplane flap deflections of

20 , 35° and 45 are reported to generate OASPL increments (relative

to the clean configuration) of +4.5, +7-5 and +9.5 dB. The VC-10 has

very large area flaps and large flap deflec- tions compared to those

considered for trim control. However, if necessary this reference

(and others) could form a basis to determine the sensitivity of a

noise increment due to a flap (of given area) deflection.

(g) Transformations.,y The applicable transonic transformations are: for-

ward speed transformation (r,|>*to r1 ,</>'), acoustic impedance, convec-

tive effect and dynamic effect. The roles of convective effect and

dynamic effect on this noise source are questionable. The original

data were acquired under the conditions of airplane (= noise source)

forward speed, and if convective amplification is applicable to this

noise source (which is questioned in Reference 2-78) the original

data need to be normalized for this effect.

The trailing edge OASPL is related to velocity exponent to the power

5. Should, at the higher aircraft speeds the wake noise component of

the trailing edge noise become more dominant then trailing edge noise

could become proportional to a higher velocity exponent.

i

Application of method estimation of trailing edge noise at this time

should be probably limited to £* = 0. This would yield a fairly

uniform distribution of noise

leading edge.

level and spectra along the wing
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Example of Trailing-Edge Noise Computation - Computed trailing-edge OASPLM's

for a large airplane (TOGW = 566,961 lb.) are shown in Figure 2-22 as a func-

tion of distance from the trailing edge fprei^ = 0°. The only transonic trans-

formation included in this example is the c effect. The lower two lines refer

to the approach case (original equations)|; the single upper line refers to the
i

cruise prediction. Cruise noise levels are some 15 dB higher than onl
i 5

approach. This is basically because of; the OASPL od V relationship. The

influence of the trailing edge being a point source versus a line source (at
|

distances r < b/,7r) can be seen. These levels would be the same for the upper

surface and the lower surface.

Comparative third octave band spectra are1 shown in Figure 2-23. During cruise

the! influence of the higher speed is apparent not only in the levels but in
i I

the upward shift in frequency. The directivity of the radiated noise is that

of a half-baffled dipole type based on the trailing edge radiating preferen-

tially forward along the generating surface.

A further example is shown in Figure 2-24. This shows how the free field

OASPL varies on a percentage of wing chord for the above airplane during

cruise, with all transformations applied1. A spectrum at a central span

location is shown in Section 2.6.

2.3.5 Laminar Flow Control Noise Sources

A laminar flow control system which is currently considered representative for

application to the 1990 type airplane is shown in Figure 2-25. The system,

which would operate during cruise only, basically consists of a suction unit

(a power generator and a suction pump) and the duct system. The actual con-

figuration e.g., numbers, size and location of the suction units and the

extent and distribution of the ducting system would depend on the airplane

design. The basic elements of a flow control system design are as follows:

a. Power generators (which could consist of an inlet, compressor, combus-

tion chambers, turbine, drive shaft and external exhaust) to drive the

suction pumps. For a large long! range airplane, for example the sys-
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"tern might require two o^

2,000 horsepower each.

j b. Suction pumps (which could consist of a drive shaft, a compressor with

j the inlet facing into the duct arid an external exhaust).

Suction duct system (with associated air flows, bends, junctions,

valves, spoilers, etc.). Typical duct flow Mach numbers during LFC
i

operation may be between 0.1 and .0.3.

d. Surface suction (which could be either discrete suction through slots

or a distributed suction) and a plenum chamber system. For a slot

The

design, the slots could be typically 0.010" wide spreading in the

spanwise direction at about 10" spacing. Typical flow velocities in

the slot are estimated to be between 50 and 150 ft/sec. Slot design

Reynolds numbers (based on slot width) would be, typically, between 35

and 100. LFC surfaces would be primarily on the wings and empennage,

but could- be on the fuselage as well.

i
above system components can be sources of (1) external noise, which is
|

noise radiated through the atmosphere to the airframe surface, (2) internal

noise which is noise propagated through or generated in the ducting and
i ' iincident upon the flow control inner surface and producing a disturbance in

the| boundary layer, and (3) suction slot

a disturbance in the boundary layer.

wake instabilities, which can produce

2.3.5.1 External Noise Sources - Sources contributing to the external noise

environment are compressors, combustors, and turbines radiating from the

appropriate inlet and discharge ducts and the jet effluxes themselves. Cruise

noise prediction methods for these sources would be those described in the

Propulsion Noise Source section, 2.3-3', together with all the applicable

transformations (to allow for forward speed and altitude). Should acoustic

liner treatment be installed then its suppression capability on the appro-
l I

priate noise source would be estimated from the Duct Acoustic Treatment

jsection. The actual cycles of the suction unit system components are not yet

specified and since the noise prediction methods are semi-empirical they are

I
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-.somewhat—configuration—dependent-^—y^husTYTjhe^jdiTect-app-rrcatron—of-the-propul=

sion prediction methods to these similar jsources would require some care.

The! rotating machinery would probably operate at high speeds and consequently

give rise to high frequency tones and whines, e.g., 5,000 Hz. Since the inlet

andjdischarge ducts would be small, all the noise sources could be regarded as

point sources radiating from those locations. Both the power generator jet

lexhaust and the suction jet exhaust would be operating at nozzle exit pressure

ratios only high enough to discharge the exhaust, thus the only jet noise

^component present will be jet mixing noise. Although the suction unit may be

physically smaller, less powerful and create less acoustic power than the

propulsion system, it could be located close to an LFC surface thus requiring
! i
a full acoustical evaluation.

ii

'2.U5.2 Internal Noise Sources - The way that internal noise can effect the

boundary layer is by it being the origin

introduced into the boundary layer at the

of a fluctuating velocity disturbance

suction slot.

jThese noise sources are constrained within the duct geometry and thus are not

dependent upon aircraft forward speed nor are they subject to any of the for-

ward speed transformations. The high altitude (Pc) effects are present how-
I v

Noise sources contributing to the internal duct sound pressure levelsever,

are :

a. The suction pump compressor, the acoustic power of the compressor can

be predicted using the fan/compressor noise prediction procedure of

2.3-3.1, with the turbulent inflow factor. The compressor acoustic

power is then shared by the ducts and propagates upstream through a

complex hardwall duct geometry. Although much work has been accom-

plished recently in the field of noise propagation in ducts in the

presence of flow (for application to turbofan noise control), for

example see Reference 2-9U, application of these sophisticated methods

to a much more complex duct geometry would be extremely difficult.

Also, prediction of the noise levels arriving at the plenum chamber,

using techniques such as those discussed in standard text books, e.g.,

References 2-95, 2-96 and 2-971 would have a wide prediction toler-
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-ance-;—Gontrol—of—these—noise—^o^rces—can—be—readi-1-y—out—by—conven=

tional acoustic liner techniques.

i b. The noise generated by the cold low density turbulent airflow in the

duct and its interaction with bends, junctions, valves and flow con-

trol devices, etc. Typical duct

be within the range of 0.1 to
C Q

sources is related to M or M .

flow Mach numbers, M, are expected to

0.3. The strength of these noise

The low duct flows are, therefore,
I

believed to be inherently low-noise for example, no noisy choked flow

exists in the duct system. Reference 2-98, for example, reports noise

levels in a duct system with flow Mach numbers up to 0.6, of up to 125

dB. Prediction of these effects is complex and difficult to gener-

alize .

c. Noise level amplifications due to standing waves and resonances. These

effects are very configuration oriented and again difficult to

generalize.

order to quantify the severity of the above three disturbance sources, a

review was made of the X-21A internal noise level investigations. Faced with

similar assessment of the impact of internal noise, Northrop embarked upon an

elaborate test program encompassing wind

scale X-21A flight test program. The results are summarized as follows:

a. Wind tunnel tests, References 2-99, 2-100, and 2-101. Tests were con-

tunnels, laboratory tests and a full

ducted on a laminar flow suction wing (10 foot chord, 7 foot span and

33 sweep) in the presence of a suction controlled laminar boundary

layer. Noise, in addition to the ambient duct noise, was introduced

into the duct system. These tests showed that premature transition

could be induced depending upon the sound pressure level, the fre-

quency and the suction rate. At low chord Reynolds number, internal

noise induced premature transition was eliminated by increasing the

_Jl^

transition due to an aerodynamic disturbance in the suction system,

discussed in 2.3-5.3- The mid chord region of the specimen was most

sensitive to internal sound. The critical frequencies were those of

J
I
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Te;;̂ ^̂  - Because of

these results, laboratory duct tests and flight tests were conducted.

Laboratory Duct Noise Test. The| goal of this test was to determine

the perturbation velocity from the suction slot resulting from an

acoustic pressure in the main spanwise duct as a function of duct flow

Mach numbers and slot flow Mach number. The test specimen was part ofi

the X-21A lower wing surface. The test and the results are described!
i

in detail in Reference 2-102. Suction, flow rates and altitude

effects were simulated, however, there was no external flow (or

boundary layer). A sound generator was located downstream of the

panel, slot perturbation velocities were measured with a hot wire

anemometer. An expression for the transfer function relating the slot

perturbation velocity and the duct sound pressure level was obtained.

Application of this method to the X-21A flight tests indicated that

the laminar boundary layer would not be affected by the introduced

sound.

It was during this test that the discovery was made that, at the

higher slot Reynolds number, the

it exited from the slot and that under these conditions this dis-

turbance could dominate over the

sound pressure levels, see 2.3.5.

c. X-21A Flight Tests. Flight Tests were conducted, on the X-21A, to

determine the effect of internal

suction slot wake flow oscillated as

disturbance arising from duct normal

3.

noise on laminar flow control. These

tests covered, for the X-21A configuration, all aspects of the prob-

lem, namely generation of noise

nents, noise propagation through

by compressors and duct flow compo-

complex duct designs, and the final

effect on the laminar boundary layer. The results are summarized in

Reference 2-87. The first part! of the tests was to measure ambient

duct sound pressure levels existing in representative spanwise ducts

at suction system settings used to obtain laminar flow at an altitude

of 40,000 ft. Overall sound pressure levels measured were in the

range of 103 to 121 dB. In the second part of the tests, sound gener-

ators were installed on the airplane and additional sound (discrete
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-tones—and—broadband—noi-se—ib§ l̂ween—5,00~and—10700Q—Hz-)—was—introduced

into selected ducts during M = 0;75 cruise at 40,000 ft. with laminar

flow control surfaces in operation. The introduced sound was gener-

ally 6-15 dB above the ambient duct overall sound pressure level in

the duct and 10-20 dB above the; corres- ponding duct noise spectrum

level. No evidence of any deterioration of the wing laminar flow was

reported during these introduced 'sound tests.

Although it is not possible to state that internal sound is a negli-

gible factor in the design of a' laminar flow wing, a conclusion of

Reference 2-87» based on internal noise tests in wind tunnel, labora-

tory work and X-21A LFC flight test is that the lack of any evidence

of deterioration in the laminar, flow with sound 10 to 15 decibles

higher, on a spectral basis, than the normal (X-21A) sound pressure

levels provides reasonable assurance that internal sound is not a

factor of primary concern in the maintenance of laminar flow. Although

this conclusion is directly applicable to the X-21A configuration, it

could be representative of LFC suction systems in general, particu-

larly those with low duct flow Mach numbers. Further, suction com-

pressors for the 1990's will probably be quieter than those used in

the X-21A Program. However during any future LFC program, with a

different configuration, it is recommended that duct internal noise

measurements be taken in order that the situation be re-assessed.

For the above reasons, and because of the difficulty of formulating a

! generalized prediction procedure for such a complex geometry, no

• j methods for the direct prediction of internal noise levels in the duct

', are presented, although some suggestions are made as to a starting

point here it is deemed necessary.

i

2.3.5.̂  Internal Aerodynamic Disturbance Sources - The stability of a bound-

ary; layer, in the presence of disturbances emanating from suction slots, has

recently been analyzed in Reference 2-103 for low suction velocities.

In addition to internally generated noise producing a disturbance at the suc-

tion surface, an aerodynamic disturbance generated by the slot flow wake in
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-the -plenum—chamber—can—propagate—back—through—to—the—suction—surface-; Thec r c ° iLLUJiitAi -oiv lirLc

disturbance intensity from this aerodynamic source can, under certain flow
i

conditions, be more intense than that created by the internally generated

noise and thus be the dominant disturbance. This situation is believed to

have existed in the wind tunnel LFC tests| of References 2-99, 2-100 and 2-101.

The presence of such a disturbance was confirmed in the laboratory test work

reported in Reference 2-102, and is discussed in detail in Reference 2-104.

The conclusion is that with the suction system configuration of the X-21A and

at slot Reynolds numbers (R = Vw/v*, where( V is the slot mean flow velocity and

w is the slot width) above 120 to 140 the1 wake of the slot flow oscillates and

creates a disturbance that can propagateithrough the slot to the wing surface

and disturb a laminar flow. The presence of this phenomena is probably also a

function of the slot and plenum chamber design.

Since this phenomena is more related to unsteady aerodynamics than internal

noise, no prediction of this phenomena is included in this study. However, it

'could provide an upper limit on design slot Reynolds numbers. Its importance,

in 'other configurations might require further investigation.
i I

•
; I

i2.3.6 Other Disturbance Sources

,2.3.6.1 Structural Vibration - Tests and analyses were conducted to determine

whether vibratory suction duct wall motion induced by structural response to

aero-acoustic loading, by mechanical excitation or by transmission of vibra-

tion could result in a pumping action which would induce high suction slot

velocity at the wing surface, Reference

fluctuating duct volume arising from duct wall oscillatory motion. Conserva-^

tive analyses showed that the induced slot velocity is negligable for the duct

vibration amplitudes measured. Further,

2-87. This would originate from a

in the experiments (conducted over a

wide range of flight conditions with the wing possessing both a laminar and

turbulent flow) there was no discernible evidence that any deterioration of

the maintenance of laminar flow could be

Flight tests were also conducted on the

related to such a pumping action.

X-21A to determine the effect of LFG

panel vibration on LFC operation, Reference 2-8?. The panel was forcibly

iexcited in the frequency range 400 to 1,800 Hz at vibration levels higher than

\
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-normally-existed-—The—test—procedure^wasTTto—.establish—laminar—fiow—over—the
; J r H.LUJTKMI :ON nfLh

test area of the wing and then slowly vary the frequency of vibration between

the frequency limits. Tests were conducted up to M = 0.8 at 40,000'. The

effects of the forced panel vibration on the laminar boundary layer were

monitored by two flush mounted microphones located immediately aft of the

vibrated panel. The difference in the microphone spectra between laminar and

fully developed turbulent flow for normal vibration was established. During

the forced vibration test there was essentially no difference in the micro-

phone response with induced vibration except at the frequencies of the induced
! I

vibration. These tests showed that for the X-21A airplane and structural con-

figuration: 1) that the normal vibration environment did not affect the;

maintenance of laminar flow and 2) that vibration within the frequency range

400 to 1.800 Hz at magnitudes far in excess of the normal vibration environ-i i
ment did not affect the maintenance of laminar flow. These results can prob-

ably be attributed to the fact that the structural vibration response spatial

characteristics are "in-phase" over panel areas large (such as an overall

panel response) compared to suction slot

be more harmful.

Based on these results it is considered

sizes. More local vibrations could

that comparative levels of structural

excitation on any LFC design would have similar non harmful effects. Espe-

cially if the future LC aircraft were to be constructed from composite mate-

rials which have inherently higher structural damping. These effects were not

considered further in this study. For further information see Reference 2-49.

I
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2.4 CRUISE TRANSFORMATIONS

The basic noise prediction methods predict noise at their best data base. For

propulsive type noise sources these conditions are static sea level. For air-

frame type noise sources they are at low forward speed and at low altitude. It

is necessary to transform these predictions to the conditions of cruise alti-

tude (30,000 to 50,000 ft.) and cruise Mach number (0.7 to 0.95) and to allow

for airplane configuration and flow field effects. The transformations may be

considered as being"in three categories, as shown in Figure 2-2, and are dis-

cussed as follows. Since not all of the transformations may be applicable to

any given noise source the appropriate transformations for each noise source

are defined.

2.4.1 Cruise Effects on Acoustic Strength

The first set of transformations describe the acoustic conversion from the

best data base to cruise altitude, at the cruise operating conditions. This

includes the effect of speed on acoustic power (relative velocity effects);

the effects of forward speed on propagation and airframe presence effects are

covered in the next sections. These transformations yield the equivalent of a

"static" acoustic free-field of a single noise source at cruise altitude.

2.4.1.1 Cruise Operating Conditions - Using the basic prediction methods the

noise fields are predicted using the values of the noise sensitive parameters

which exist at required cruise conditions. Thus the propulsive type noise

characteristics require knowledge of the appropriate cruise mass flows,

temperatures, pressure ratios, etc.

2.4.1.2 Relative Velocity - The strength of some noise sources are related

to the relative velocity between the exhaust flows and the ambient medium. Of

the propulsive sources jet mixing noise is directly effected. For a single

model jet flow, experimental evidence, References 2-44, 2-45, and others, show

that the overall sound pressure level radiated in the direction 90 to the in-

let varies as VD = (V. - V.) raised to
n o A

inflight effects may be approximated by:

let varies as VD = (VT - V.) raised to the power between 5 and 6. Thus the
K J A

i
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This relationship is presented in Figure 2-8 for a single flow jet nozzle

efflux velocity, V , of 1300 feet/second. The range of experimental confirma-J i
tion covers low aircraft forward speeds, Vfl, up to about 250 feet/second.

I

Applying this equation to an airplane cruise velocity of some 800 feet/second^

a reduction due to forward speed of 23 idB is predicted. In the jet mixing;

noise prediction procedure, for a single jet, this correction factor is

applied to noise levels at all frequencies and in all directions. (A further

refinement here would be to relate the spectral peak frequency and the direc-

tivity of jet mixing noise to VD, based on low speed model test work). In the
K

prediction of the jet mixing noise of a

velocity is allowed for between each

two flow jet, the effect of relative

of co-flowing fluids, e.g. between

primary and secondary and between secondary and the atmosphere.

Propulsion noise sources originating from within the engine are dependent upon

aircraft velocity in that the engine cycle is designed to operate at the

cruise altitude and Mach number. Thus the aircraft cruise velocity influences

the value of the engine noise sensitive parameters (such as mass flows, pres-

sures and temperatures) used in the computation of fan, compressor, combustion

and turbine cruise noise levels. These noises then radiate from the inlet or

discharge ducts (except for sonic throat and acoustic treatment attenuation

effects).independent of aircraft velocity or any relative velocity. This con-

elusion, at least for low speeds is supported by the experimental work report-

ed in Reference 2-50 and 2-105. Similar comments apply to the laminar flow

control external noise sources.

The airframe noise sources (the turbulent boundary layer and the trailing

edge) are a direct result of the freestream airflow. In these cases the free

stream velocity is the acoustic generating velocity.
i

|
2.4.1.3 Change in Jet Efflux Structure at Cruise - At cruise conditions the

jet efflux flow structure will probably be different to that at sea level

static. The changes could include: 1) different jet mixing characteristics,

\
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2-)-id-i-f-f-erent—• shock-cal-1— i—and—3-)~"the—presence—of~bound=;

ary layers shed from the nacelle. The three jet noise components (mixing

noise, shock associated broad band noise' and shock screech), could well have

their source location and acoustic radiation characteristics influenced by

these flow field changes. These effect's are not allowed for in these pre-j

dictions. However, they do need to be quantified to assess their importance.

2.U..1.4 Acoustic Characteristic Impedance - At cruise altitude the acoustic'

propagation environment is significantly^different from sea level. The air is

cold, !_rarefiedi and very dry. A comparison of acoustical parameters at sea' S^

level and a typical cruise altitude are shown in Figure 2-26. The main acous-'

tic differences are the lower speed of sound, the reduced acoustic charac-

teristic impedance and the change in atmospheric attenuation. These last two

effects are discussed in the following sections.

In (this study, the acoustic characteristic impedance, Z, has two important

roles. First, acoustic impedance, defined as Z = p/u, relates acoustic
i

pressure and particle velocity. For a plane wave Z = pc. It is thus depen-
I t

dent upon altitude and its value reduces from 40.7 c.g.s. rayls on a standard
I '

day at sea level to a value of 9.6 c.g.s.' rayls at an altitude of 38,000 feet.

Figure 2-27 illustrates the variation with altitude. Secondly, the acoustic

ipower of a stationary noise source, W, and its acoustic pressure ratiation

field are also related by acoustic impedance. Now acoustic power W = IdA

where I is the acoustic intensity of the, sound wave through an elemental 'areaj
2dA. Since I = p /pc, then for non-directional spherical radiator at a given

radius, r, dA = A(r) and

. w = pc A-(r) 3-30

Thus at sea level

>2 (r) A(r)

POCO ~
3-31

\
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SEA LEVEL 38,000 FT

Temperature

Speed of Sound

Air Density

Density Ratio

Air Pressure

Pressure Ratio

Kinematic Viscosity

Acoustic Characteristic
Impedance (j/,c)

Characteristic
Impedance RdtioO-

ft/sec

Slugs;/ft
2

Ib/ft'

ft2/sec

c.g.s. rayls

59.0

1,116

0.002378

1.000

2116

1.000

0.0001572

40.7

1.000

-69.7

968

0.000646

0.272

432.6

0.204

0.0004594

9.6

0.236

FIGURE 2-26 COMPARISON OF SEA LEVEL AND

ALTITUDE ACOUSTIC PARAMETERS
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10,000 20,000 30,000 40,000 50,000

ALTITUDE - h
FT

FIGURE 2-27. ACOUSTIC CHARACTERISTIC IMPEDANCE AND ALTITUDE
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This equation may be re-expressed as:

PWL0 =-SPL0(r) - 10 log (poco) + 10 log A( r ) + K 3-32

At altitude h, the power level for the same source is

PWLh ..= SPLh(r) - 10 log phch + 10 log A ( r ) + K 3-33

From which

SPLh(r) = SPLQ(r) + (PWLh +' PWLO) + 10 log

The sound pressure level at altitude is thus derived from three terms. The

;fir;st, SPL (r), is the noise level which would be made at sea level by the
i I

source with the source operating at sea level conditions. 'Thus, the acoustic

prediction would be made using the noise sensitive parameters, e.g., mass

flows, densities, temperatures, pressurejratios, velocities, revolutions/ sec,

etc. The second (PWLh - PWLQ) represents the change in acoustic power between

sea level and cruise altitude conditions (due to the change in noise sensitive

parameters) but still at sea level (which assumes operating at sea level

impedance). In this study the first and(second terms are effectively combined;

since the noise level at sea level usingicruise source operating conditions is
i

calculated directly. (The effect of other factors such as relative velocity

on acoustic radiation are considered separately.) The third term, 10 log is

,the correction for the change in characteristic impedance between sea level

• and altitude. This factor is shown in Figure 2-28. It is applicable to all

the noise sources. At 38,000 ft. this correction factor is -6.3 dB applied to

the sound pressure. It can be seen that

acoustic—power—output-;—increasing—altitude—reduces—the—radiated—acousti'cr

for a noise source which has constant

PAGE NUMBER,
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ALTITUDE, FT.

10,000 20,000 30,000 40,000 50,000

-2

ASPL,

dB

-6

-8

-10

FIGURE 2-28. ALTITUDE CHARACTERISTIC IMPEDANCE CORRECTION
ON SOUND PRESSURE LEVEL
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pressure. However, from the above equations, it can be shown that the corre-
, . ... n ., .. ILIUSTRATCN TITLE

spending particle"velocity increases, as shown~in Figure 2-29.

2.4.1.5 Atmospheric Absorption - The iatmospheric absorption of sound in

quiescent air can be well predicted, as a function of frequency, over a wide

range of temperature (0° to 100°F) and relative humidity (10? to 100$) condi-

tions at near sea level altitudes, References 2-106 and 2-107. The attenua-

tions are most significant over large distances and at higher frequencies.

For cruise noise predictions some large propagation distances could be in-
i

volved. The pressure, temperature and relative humidity at 40,000 ft.

(18.75(10)3 N/M2 and 216.7°K (with zero! relative humidity), are far outside

the range of the curves of Reference 2-122 or the data of Reference 2-123).

There appears to be no method available to predict the absorptive character-

istics of the atmosphere at high altitudes.

I

Both of the above references relate atmospheric absorption coefficients, ,

i(dB/1000 ft or dB/M) as a function of frequency to temperature, pressure, and

relative humidty. One of the more obvious trends in this relationship is that

at isea level pressure, with the other factors constant, as temperature de-

creases the absorption coefficients reach a peak and then reduce to smaller

values at the lower temperatures, as shown in Figure 2-30. The equations of

Reference 2-107 (which have not been verified for temperatures below 0°F

(255 K)), have been used to generate a "reference" set of absorption co-

at 40,000 ft. on a standard day, and

are shown in Figure 2-31. Also shown are the corresponding 1/3 O.B. level

reductions at a distance of 50 ft. as

alone. Note, however, that at Mach 0.8

a result of atmospheric absorption

an observer distance of 50 feet will

translate into a varying propagation path length of from 250 ft. to 28 ft. for

observer positions directly in front of to behind a moving source, respective-

ly. The projected dB reduction at 250 ft. is therefore included in Figure

2-31 . In this case the absorption becomes significant only at the high

frequencies.

Even though these attenuations have been extrapolated well outside the appli-

cable ranges of their controlling parameters it is "felt that the results in-

dicate that this correction to the predicted cruise noise levels may be

omi11ed._ In any event, this approach will be somewhat conservative.
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FIGURE 2-29. ACOUSTIC PARTICLE VELOCITY^ A FUNCTION~OF OASPL AND ALTITUDE
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70 r-

60

So

50

y 40
u-
u-
LUou
z
o

30o.
Of.o
«/J
CO

y

| 20
0-

o

10

| DERIVED FROM SAE ARP 866
'ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE = 14.7 PSI
1 RELATIVE HUMIDITY - 10%

8k

FREQUENCY
kHz

OUTSIDE RANGE
OF ARP 866

-80 -60 -40 -20 20 40 60 80 100

TEMPERATURE °F

FIGURE 2-30. ATMOSPHERIC ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT, AT SEA LEVEL
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1/3 O. B. CENTER
FREQUENCY (Hz)

50
63
80

100
125
160
200
250
315
400
500
630
800

1000
1250
1600
2000
2500
3150
4000
5000
6300
8000

10000

, - "cruise,
dB/1000 ft:

0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.02
0.02
0.03
0.04
0.06
o..i:o
0.15
0.23
0.36
0.59
0.91
1.42
2.25
3.63
5.66
8.98

14.48
22.63

AdB
50ft.

0.0

0.1
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.7
1.1

_AdB
250 ft.

0.0

0.1
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.9
1.4
2.2
3.6
5.7

* This column is for an observer (moving with the source) located 50 ft. directly
in front of the source moving at Mach 0.8. (F•= 50 ft., r1 = 250 ft.)

FIGURE 2-31 ESTIMATED ACOUSTIC ABSORPTION COEFFICIENTS AT 40,000'
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|T- 2.4.2 Forward Speed Effects on Acoustic Propagation j

This set of transformations describes four changes in the noise field due to

the motion of the noise source and the receiver (moving along with the noise!

source) through a stationary medium. \ !

2.4.2.1 Cruise Co-ordinate Transformation - Noise prediction procedures are

generally applicable to the case of the! noise radiated by stationary source!

and observed by a stationary observer, e.fe., a test stand type situation. For!

application of static type data to the! cruise condition, allowance must be I

made for the effect of the moving sourcej and moving receiver. This movement

changes the perceived location of the receiver in the sound field and necessi-

tates a cruise co-ordinate transformation which is developed as follows.

During cruise, through a stationary, honogeneous medium, the airplane noise

sources travel along with the airplane at the airplane Mach number, M . A

receiver location, situated on the airframe also travels in the same direction

and;at the same speed, as illustrated in |Figure 2-32 (where the noise source

example is the forward fan noise). The! sound field radiated by the moving

source has a propagation velocity, relative to the stationary medium of the

speed of sound, corresponding to M = 1.

Relative to the moving noise source, the airframe co-ordinates are r,$>,; the

co-ordinate system moves with the aircraft, these co-ordinates are thus

physical co-ordinates of the airframe receiver point.

The receiver perceived location in the moving sound field is different to the

physical, real, location of the receiver. The reason for this can be seen in

Figure 2-32. Because of the source/receiver velocity, a receiver located at

actually hears the noise radiated to another location r', $>' , where r'

^>' are the static distance and directivity in the sound field, r' and #>'

define the real travel distance and directivity of the acoustic ray. The

relationship between r, <j? and r',̂ ' must be established in order to convert

from the receiver apparent location* to the receiver actual perceived location.

The new location is the location to be used for applying static (test stand)

acoustic-pr-ed-iction-methods^
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In the time that the noise source, and the receiver travel a distance Ax (:

x1 - x) the sound wave travels a distance r1. Thus

Ax
c G

Furjther from geometric relationships, cotr^> =
A

y1 :. From which it can be shown that:

X ' X*
, cot iqj)' = ', and r'2 = x1

C0t(() ' = cotcj) -MA
2cot<|> 3-35

and

r' = r sin<J>' ; 3-36

1 Figure 2-33 shows the relationship between (p and fy' for a range of Mach

numbers. Effectively, the static nois'e directivity is swept back by the

iair|craft motion, so that '$ is equal to Q$> ' at"*'0 and 180^, but elsewhere is

less than $ '.

;Figure 2-34 shows, at M = 0.82, the relationship between r and r1 for various'
' f ' I I®'. Ahead of the noise source r'> r while aft of the noise source rf < r.1

' I IThe effect of distance transformation on sound pressure level, for a

non-direc- tional source, is shown in Figure 2-35, where it can be seen that

there is a reduction in noise level ahead of the noise source and an increase

behind the source.

/W7:
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»
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140

120

100
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I FIGURE 2-33. CRUISE ANGULAR TRANSFORMATION
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M=0.8@40,000 FT..!
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FIGURE 2-35. EFFECT OF CRUISE DISTANCE TRANSFORMATION
ON A NON-DIRECTIONAL SOURCE NOISE LEVEL
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jĵ - A further effect of source and receiver motion is to change the observed wave-

length (and hence wavenumber) of the acoustic signal relative to the receiver.
i

Thus, to calculate the noise at the cruise co-ordinates r, - which are the

physical co-ordinates - one of the first steps is to determine the transforma-'

tion to the equivalent static co-ordinates r','<£', where the static noise is
I ' i

then calculated. This transformation |is required for all external noise1
i I

sources. In^ all the noise prediction progresses this is achieved by

specifying r, (j> and M. ' .

^ I _ _

, 2.M.2.2 Doppler Frequency Shift - A stationary observer listening to a

stationary noise source, when both are in a stationary medium, hears the

source radiated true frequency. When relative"motion exists one to another,

changes in observed frequency and wavelength occur. The general equation for

the frequency shift has been defined in Reference 2-108, Equation (14). For

cruise noise prediction the medium is assumed to be stationary and both

observer and source are in parallel motion. That equation then simplifies to

i>

r* -4- \/
o lvm' ̂ -̂ ms

'S c0 + |VS| cosvma \ 3-37

where

, s

f = observer detected frequency

f = source true frequency
5

CQ = speed of sound

= 'moving observer velocity

V^ r moving source velocity

= angle between source and observer.̂ ms
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Two cases are of interest. First, when the observer and the noise source are

travelling together at the same speed and in the same direction, the above

equation indicates no change in frequency. This applies to noise sources

which are fixed relative to the airframe, e.g. fan, turbine, core, jet broad

band shock associated, and trailing edge noise. The second case is when the

noise sources travel at a speed different to the observer. Examples of this

are jet mixing noise, where the sources move aft relative to the nozzle, and

turbulent boundary layer noise, where the sources move aft relative to the

fuselage surface. The observed frequency shift is then given by the above

Equation. This effect has not been included in the prediction of these two

noise sources. A special case is of jet shock screech where the- feedback loop

time is influenced by airplane forward speed. This effect is included in the

computation of cruise screech frequencies.

2.4.2.3 Convective Effect - It has been theoretically shown that subsonic

jmot|ion of a noise source changes its static directionality as heard both by a

istationary observer and by an observer moving with the noise source,

References 2-14, 2-50, and 2-109. The change in acoustic intensity is

M is the source convection velocityc
of motion. Some authors, Reference

i proportional to (1 - M cos$'x) , where

and is measured from the direction

2-14, indicate that the exponent, N, is dependent upon the type of noise

source, e.g., N is equal to 2, 4, or 6 for a single monopole, dipole, or

qua'drupole, respectively. Others, Reference 2-50, indicate that the exponent

N is equal to 4 independent of noise source. For N = 4, the change of sound
pressure level is

AdBCE = 40 log 1 - 3-38

This relationship is shown in Figure 2-36, for two convection Mach numbers.

Thus, in motion the acoustic pressure field carried along with the noise

source has a preferential radiation forward and a reduced radiation aft. This

phenomena is .often referred to as convective amplification, here it is re-

yi2
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in(Observed frequency - known as the Doppler Effect.

Recently the convective effect has been identified experimentally, for low

forward speeds (M = 0.1-̂ 0.25). References 2-110, 2-111, and 2-112 report an

analysis of the effect of forward motion on various engine noise components

for large airplanes. In correlating static and flyover noise, on a source

'• separated basis, the convective effect, including the strong forward arc lift,

was shown to hold for fan, core, and turbine noise. For all the above noise

sources the exponent N was equal to M. In Reference 2-49, again at low

speeds, model tests with simulated forward speed in an acoustic wind tunnel

; showed, for shock associated broad band noise and for upstream generated

noise, that the convective effect, with N = 4, was clearly evident. Reference

;2-50 also showed the same effect for model tests with simulated forward speed
' i I
| with N = 4 for shock associated broadband noise. Thus, at low Mach numbers

the convective effect, for a wide range of noise sources appears to be

reasonably well validated.

I
iIn !jet mixing noise, even for a static engine, the noise sources are convected
I I ' ' I
idownstream. Jet mixing noise prediction theory uses the convective effect

concept, as applied to a distribution of moving quadrupoles. The theory accu-.

;rately predicts the directionality of mixing noise, with the directionality

peaking in the aft quadrant, in the direction of motion of the noise sources.

iThe theory covers a wide range of subsonic convection velocities.

An lanalysis of static to flyover noise,

.Reference 2-113, incudes the convective

at lower airplane speeds, reported in

effect on an individual noise source

basis. High and low by-pass ratio engines are examined. The reported corre-
i

lations are good. The convective effect applied to engine core noise helps'

explain why forward quadrant noise staysihigh at forward speed

For application to the prediction of c-uise noise the convective effect as

described in the above Equation is used directly for all of the noise sources,

with Mc equal to the airplane Mach number, MA» except (i) jet mixing noise

;(where the convective effect is already built into the prediction model) and

:(ii!) turbulent boundary layer noise (where M,, = 0.18 M
' _, I C
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From Figure 2-36, it can be seen that in i the forward quadrant at M = 0.8 some

high incremental noise levels (to.+28 dB) are predicted; at 90° it drops to

zerio and in the aft quadrant noise level reductions (to -10 dB) are predicted.'

The test work has verified the convective effect for angles from 30° to 150°

at:Mach numbers up to 0.25, as shown by the full line. In view of the large

impact at the higher Mach numbers, experimental validation at these speeds is

urgently required.

2.4.2.4 Dynamic Effect - This is a factor introduced by Lighthill, in his

derivation of the noise radiated by distributions of convected turbulence (jet

mixing noise and turbulent boundary

; turbulence moves through the atmosphere, Reference 2-14. This factor is

sometimes referred to as dynamic amplification. For jet mixing noise,
j |

i Lighthill states that the directional distribution of intensity is modified by

layer noise) when that region of

the factor 1-M. cos$'f (using the notation of this report) or that the sound
I A i

(pressure level is changed by:

AdBDE = 10 log
[1 -M 3-39

This relationship is shown in Figure 2-37 for the case of M = 0.25 and for M
I I

;= 6.8. It shows an increase in observed sound pressure level in the forward

quadrant, no change at 90° and a reduction in the aft quadrant. The effect is

small for the case of aircraft at low speeds, M = 0.25, (typical of takeoff
i | I

and landing) being between _+1 dB. However, at higher cruise Mach numbers, M =

0.8, the effect is much larger, showing a maximum increase of 7 dB in the

forward quadrant.

For' radiated turbulent boundary layer noise, the equation becomes

AdBDE = 10 1 + MAcos<J>' 3-40
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since the turbulent boundary layer noise producing eddies are moving in the

same direction as the fuselage wall, relative to the ambient air. The effect

is shown in Figure 2-38, it is opposite to that for jet noise.

The dynamic effect phenomena is applicable only to distributions of sources

(jet mixing noise and radiated turbulent boundary layer noise) and not to

point source noise (fan, core, turbine,! jet broadband shock associated, jet

screech and trailing edge noise). It is, included in the predictions for the
' !
former group of sources.

There do not appear to be any reports or data where this effect has been

identified, either at low speed, where the effect is small or at high speed.
:Effort is required to understand and confirm the validity of this factor

throughout the speed range. Application to high aircraft Mach numbers where

the effect is for more significant, is therefore questionable. Whether the

effect is equally applicable to point sources as well as distributed sources

'also requires clarification. The effort to better define the applicability of

I this effect to observer locations - either stationary or moving with the
I I '
(Source - needs further study both theoretically and experimentally.

J2.4.3 Aircraft Configuration Effects

;The noise prediction methods, with their transformations to cruise conditions,

provide a free-field sound field moving along with each single source, and un-

influenced by the presence of the airframe. However, the sound field which is

.required is that at locations on, or in the vicinity of, the airframe surface.

The presence of the airframe can modify the free field noise levels through

the number and location of sources, by incorporation of noise control devices

and by physical shielding. Further the aerodynamic flow field around the air-

frame creates boundary layers, wakes and vortices, and shock waves which can

influence the acoustic propagation. On arrival at the airframe surface the

sound field is subject to reflection and diffraction effects. These airframe

modifications (installation effects) to the sound field are discussed in this

section and, where possible, methods proposed for their evaluation.
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2.4.3.1 Number and Location of Noise Sources - The prediction procedures

estimate the noise from a single noise source. On an airframe, multiple

sources usually exist (e.g., propulsion units, suction units and trailing;

edges). j

Acoustically is would be simple if the identical noise sources could be

grouped together, then the single source sound level field would be modified
; . I
by:, i

AdB = 10 log N

where N is the number of noise sources. However, this simplification can only

be justified where the individual source to observer distances, r. are much

greater than the individual source separation distance, d., e.g., r. > d.;

the, cluster of noise sources thus appear as a single source. Further, there

should be no structural shielding between sources. An example of where this

approximation would be permissible is for
1 V

each other (such as mounted on the same

propulsion units located adjacent to

side of the empennage) and the noise

is to be predicted on the wing. However,, where the predictions require the

estimation of noise close to the source,

the noise contribution for each unit must

this approximation is not valid and

be evaluated separately.

2.̂ 3.2 Noise Suppression Devices - Modifications to the predicted free field

noise can occur through the incorporation of noise suppression devices applied

to the various noise sources. For example the application of acoustic liner

treatment to propulsive and flow control inlets and discharge ducts can be

used to attenuate fan, compressor, core and turbine noise. Such acoustic

treatment might be introduced for noise control either during terminal opera-

tions or for cruise operation. A method for estimating noise source attenua-

tions due to acoustical linings in terms of spectral directivities is

presented in Section 2.3.3.7. The same

estimation of spectral directivity attenuations arising from inlet operation

at high throat Mach number.

section includes procedures for the
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Jet noise control may be obtained through nozzle design. The jet noise

prediction procedures of Section 2.3.3.5 cover the acoustics of single flow

(mixed flow) and two flow nozzle designsi 1
i

Should any other type of acoustic suppression device be applied to any of th«

propulsive, airframe or flow control noise sources,then the effect on radiated

noise levels can be determined if the spectrally directive attenuations of

that device can be estimated during cruise operation.

!

2.4.3.3 Airframe Flow Field Modifiers - The aerodynamic flow around the air-

frame creates super-velocity fields around the lifting surfaces, boundary

layers, and edge wakes as schematically shown, for an engine under the wing

installation, in Figure 2-39. All thesej features detract form the assumption

that the sound field propagates through a homogeneous atmosphere. The re-

sul!tant magnitude of the scattered, refracted and reflected sound field isi '
I extremely difficult to assess.

^During cruise the turbulent wakes, especially those shed from the wing trail-

ling edges provide shear layers through

interest must propagate. An acoustic

transmission is beyond the scope of this

which, often, the acoustic rays of

analysis of the impact of the wake

effort. However, Rawlins, Reference

2-114, shows analytically that a wake has a shielding effect which becomes

more prominent with increasing Mach number, up to M = 0.9. Some analyses to

account for this problem is reported in Reference 2-115, which uses Rudds

concept of sound scattering by turbulence, Reference 2-116; this study was

performed for low airplane needs. This problem, especially at the high cruise

speeds of interest requires further evaluation. No allowance for the in-

fluence of wakes on acoustic propagation is included in these predictions.

At high cruise speeds, the lifting surfaces are surrounded by a flow field
i

whose local velocities can be much highe'r than that of the speed of the air-

plane. On the upper surface especially regions of supersonic flow exist,

.which are terminated by a shock wave. Since an acoustic wave travels at the

local speed of sound the presence of this region could be an effective barrier

iii|}~ to upstream noise propagation. This effect has not been specifically investi-

gated—in—-this—study-. Estimates-of—theUnoi-se—attenuation—could—possibly—be;

;made using an "equivalentT~barrieT" approachT

-4/o<
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'For the sound field to finally reach the airframe surface it must travel

through the adjacent boundary layer - which in this case must be laminar.

Interaction with the boundary layer velocity gradient causes refraction

(change of direction) of the incident wave front. This effect is included,

forj plane waves, in Section 3.

*

»

2.4.3.4 Airframe Shielding - The presence of an airframe surface in an
' ! ; j
acoustic free-field has two effects. First, a structural surface placed

1 I I
between a noise source and the receiver point can provide shielding, e.g. a

reduction in observed noise. Second when the noise field is incident upon a
! | I

surjface an acoustic pressure increase can occur at the surface. These effects

are shown schematically in Figure 2-40.

I . -

jThe beneficial effects of shielding have been investigated, analytically and

experimentally largely in connection with static, far field point sources and

stationary receivers. However, during cruise a moving noise source could be

shielded by a moving surface. . The noise source can be a point or a dis-'

trrbuted noise source and the shielding effect of the surface will often be'
I ' I

required in the near field. The simpler approach to estimating shielding

effects (static, point source far field) predicted in References 2-117 to'

2-̂ 20 and the most recent and extensive investigation of low speed wing

(shielding of Reference 2-121 were considered for use in this study.

References 2-117 and 2-118 present an analytical equation derived by R. 0.

Fehr for estimating the excess attenuation due to a rigid barrier. The

experimental data as shown in these references show good agreement with Fehr's

equation. The measured data do, however show a practical limit of about 20

dB which Fehr's optical-diffraction theory does not predict. However, this

jequation is only applicable to a point source and a receiver located on the

.ground separated by a semi-infinite Barrier in a still and homogeneous

atmosphere.

Reference 2-121 presents a rather detailed and involved procedure for the

estimation of wing shielding effects on

jThis method was developed from experimeit (using models and at low speeds)

turbomachinery noise at low speeds,

/1222-
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g}- turibomachinery noise is said to appear jas a distributed source which may be'

represented by two point sources. The effect of forward speed is treated by

coordinate transformations for wave propagation in flow. Their empirically-

adjusted theoretical model predicts a significant increase in shielding effec-

tiveness with forward speed, but their wind-tunnel results show little if any

effect. Sound scattering by the wing wake is said to acco

observation. Finally, it is recommended that low speed flight effects on

|shielding effectiveness be assumed negligible. Furthermore, it is not clear

how this method might be applied to wing shielding of aft-fuselage mounted

engines. Reference 2-121 also presents a method for estimating fuselage

'shielding. However, it is rather tentative in nature.

i
'For application to shielding of point noise sources, considering the relative

^complexity of the method of Reference 2-121 - still a far-field predictor -

and the uncertainty of forward speed effects, the simplified method has been

selected for use in the present study. This method is considered to yield a

reasonable estimate of wing or fuselage shielding effects although it is clear

'that considerable improvement is required in this area.

This shielding estimation procedure has not been verified for application to

;the| near-field. However, if the basic prediction equation is applied to the

near-field, the results indicate an increase in shielding effectiveness of

about 5 dB regardless of frequency. Therefore, until a better method is

developed, the equation will be applied to the near-field or, where the

shielding surface cannot be represented by a simple barrier, the noise re-

ductions of Figure 2-41 may be used. The noise sources which may be con-

sidered as point sources are the fan (forward and aft), core, turbine and jet

shock screech. The locations of these noise sources has been identified

elsewhere. Jet shock associated broadband noise is a distributed noise

source. For shielding evaluation purpose's it is proposed to treat this source

as a point source whose location is at the first shock cell - a distance of

J1.1L, downstream of the jet exit on the jet centerline.
i
i ]

For; application to distributed noise sources, the single point shielding

method can be extended on a source distribution basis. Here the noise source/
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distributed noise source - each of whichj would be regarded as a point source.

The total noise level at the receiver would then be the sum of the individual

shielded contributions. Should shielding affects need to be evaluated for

radiated turbulent boundary-layer noise this method should be used. Then each

elemental area, Ai? of the scrubbed surface would be treated as a point

source. However, for jet mixing noise Reference 2-121 presents a completely

empirical equation for far-field wing-shielding of jet noise. This prediction

equation is said to include the effects of forward speed since shielded jet

noise appears to scale on velocity in the same relationship as unshielded jet

noise. This equation also accounts for the distributed source nature of jet

jnoise. Therefore, this method is used to estimate wing-shielding effects for

pylon-mounted engine configurations. The equation is modified by a constant,

to (approximate near-field values, to be consistent with near-field estimates

for shielded point turbomachinery noise sources.

In jthe near-field a more precise knowledge of the acoustic pressure distribu-

jtion may be required on the edge and in the vicinity of a shielding surface -

isuci as the wing leading edge. Diffraction patterns exist around edges of

jshiilding surfaces as shown schematically in Figure 2-40. An analysis of

these patterns is beyond the scope of this study.

2.4:.3-5 Airframe Reflection - Acoustic

are reflected. At the surface the acoustic sound pressure level can be

increased over the free-field value. For

waves incident upon rigid surfaces

example, a flat surface exposed to a

normally incident plane wave will experience an increase of acoustic pressure

of ;6 dB over far-field pressure (surface pressure doubling), whereas for

grazing incidence there is no increase in pressure. The increase in pressure

is a function of the incidence angle. Thus wings, fuselage and empennage will

have different local acoustic pressure surface amplification factors dependent

upon their orientation relative to the noise source. The sound pressure level

increase at the surface may be approximated by

AdB = 20 Iog10 (1 + sin8)
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where 6' is the angle between the incident ray and the local tangent to the
' I

surface. For the cruise case the incidence to be used must be that associated

with the transformed :$ = $' .

I
However, in the interaction between noise and the boundary layer the acoustic

pressure distribution is required not only at the surface but throughout the

boundary layer. The acoustic criteria analysis section only requires as input'

the free field acoustic pressure, and

necessary acoustic pressure changes throughout the boundary layer and at the

surface.

i

the methodology there computes the

ir
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The prediction methods manual, "Near-Field Noise Prediction for Aircraft in

Cruising Flight" NASA CR159105, is aj completely separate but companion
i

document to this study volume. That volume is the result of the study

reported here. Whereas this volume contains the background material for

methods and transformation development,': the Noise Prediction Methods Manual

summarizes and explicitly defines all the prediction methods and equations.

There the methods have been organized as Icomputational algorithms. Each noise

source has its own computational algorithm, from which computer programs may

be developed. Computer programs are not la specific output of this study.

However, computer programs have been developed from the computational

algorithm. The acoustical output of each program is the free field noise

spectrum level at a specified point. TD obtain the total noise at a point

requires the use of all the separate noise prediction modules. To obtain a

noise contour would require multiple use of the modules. Examples of these

acoustical outputs are used as illustrations both in CR159105.

•rT^v
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An example of the application of the cruise noise prediction methods is showr

in Figure 2-42. The airplane configuration is high wing with engines mounted

under the wing. The engines are advanced high bypass ratio turbofan engines

(of the 1985-1990 time frame technology]); the inboard engines are spaced 20

feet from the fuselage side wall. The airplane cruises at a Mach number of

0.8 at an altitude of 40,000 feet. The noise is computed at a point midway

between the fuselage and the inboard engine at a wing midchord location. All

the appropriate noise source cruise transformations have been applied. The

.noise levels are spectrum levels and are free field. In this example, the

dominant noise sources are seen to be propulsion noise sources - jet shock

associated broadband noise, fan and turbine noise. In this example no acous-

tic treatment has been applied to the fan inlet or discharge duct or to the

turbine. Incorporation of an acoustically treated nacelle would considerably

reduce the fan and turbine noise levels shown and leave the jet shock asso-l
I I I I
jciated broadband noise as the dominant noise source throughout the frequency

irange. For the airframe noise sources. at this location, trailing edge noise

;is (predicted to be higher than the noise( radiated from the turbulent boundary

I layer.
I

At other locations, and for different engine/airframe configurations,

different conclusions as to the relative importance of contributing noise

.sources could be drawn because of noise source directionalities and

transformation effects.

yttf
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^- 2.7 CONCLUDING REMARKS

The basic noise prediction techniques selected for use in this report repre-

sent significant advances in acoustic prediction technology over those avail-

able in the X-21A time period, 10 to 15J years ago. In fact some new noise

sources have become apparent.

In the propulsion area, fan, compressor, core and turbine noise prediction

techniques have recently been developed

high by-pass ratio turbofans. These
for far-field application to current

turbomachinery noise components are

'considered similar to those appropriate for 1985 - 1990 engine time frame

technology. It is shown here that these methods are also applicable to

prediction of near-field noise. Each

system. The impact of low forward speed on these sources is still being

explored. For jet noise the past near-field emphasis has been on mixing noise

shock waves could exist in the jet

been performed on the far-field noise

at low speeds and this data was used

source requires its own co-ordinate

|at |low speeds. During cruise however,

efflux flow. But much work has recently

of jet shock associated broad-band noise

to predict jet shock associated broad-band noise.

extended for better near-field representation.
This data needs to be

In the airframe noise area it was concluded that for an advanced technology

airframe that the dominant noise sources

and the trailing edge. Methods were developed for the prediction of near-field

noise fields of these distributed noise

would be the turbulent boundary layer

sources. It was concluded that by

.accounting for noise source elemental distribution and directivity and using

inverse square law on these elements that predictions of the close in far-

field total noise - which deviates from the inverse square law - could be
made. ,

Laminar flow control system noise sources were separated into 1) external

noise sources - which can be predicted using the propulsion noise source

prediction techniques and 2) internal noise sources which are readily con-
trollable.

/UV
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Transformations for these noise sourcesi to convert from the best noise date
I

base, which were static or low speed at jsea level, to the transonic condition

of high subsonic speeds at altitude were developed. These covered 1) cruise

effects on acoustic strength, 2) forward

and, 3) aircraft configuration effects.

speed effects on acoustic propagation

i The final result, for each noise source, is the ability to predict acoustic

spectrum levels, at the cruise operating conditions, from 45 to 11,000 Hz at

any location. However, many.recommendations for improving the validity and

accuracy of these cruise noise prediction methods are made in Section 4.0.
! I

i

The propulsion noise prediction methods of this report could also be used tc
;predict 1) noise levels incident on fuselage at cruise for use in determining

ifuselage internal noise levels and soundproofing requirements and 2) noise

levels incident on the airframe at static takeoff power for determining

vibration and sonic fatigue acoustic loadings.
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3.1 INTRODUCTION i
: |

From the point of view of design and operation of laminar flow control (LFC)

wing surfaces subjected to noise fields,, it is desirable to be able to predict

whether a sound pressure level (SPL) at an arbitrary point on the surface is

likely to cause premature transition t;o a turbulent state of an otherwise

laminar flow. It has been established from experiments that sound can cause
i !

premature transition if the sound pressure level exceeds a critical value.

This critical SPL is a function of the j geometry of the surface and various
!parameters of the sound and mean flow fields.

i

In jthis section of the report the state of the art in the determination of the

critical SPL relevant to the LFC/Acoustic criteria is discussed. Although the

sensitivity of shear layers to sound under some conditions has been known for,

I more than a century, it was not until the early nineteen sixties, the design

period of the X-21A LFC wing, that quantitative tests were undertaken to

establish LFC/Acoustic criteria for engineering applications (References 3-2,

3-3, 3-4). A summary of the findings of these and other tests and the factors

and concept that led to the establishment of the X-21A LFC/Acoustic criteria

are discussed in Section 3.2. In Section 3.3, limitations of |thejX-21A LFC/

Acoustic criteria are discussed, and in Section 3.4 a semi-analytic method i£

proposed to overcome the limitations and some numerically computed critical

SPL spectra are presented. An example case of the application of the improved

criteria is also shown.

The X-21A LFC/Acoustic criteria are empirical criteria based on the concept!

that "Noise is expected to cause transition through much the same process as

freestream turbulence". Certain observations on the response of boundary
i

layer disturbances to sound and certain characteristic features of sound

induced transition suggest the need for a more fundamental and rational

approach in which the coupling between a sound wave and a boundary layer

disturbance can be quantitatively evaluated. Such .an analysis has been
i I

developed at Lockheed-Georgia, and is described in Section 3.5. It is based

-s
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onj the hypothesis that boundary-^-iFayer'^Sisturbanees are governed by the
! ; l_

linearized fluctuating vortici'ty transportTequation (Qrr-Sommerfeld equation)
! |

and that if sound is to excite such disturbances, it must be able to produce

fluctuating vorticity or a fluctuating flux of vorticity. An analysis of the

acoustics of shear layers shows that sound can induce both fluctuating vor|

ticity and fluctuating vorticity flux and that such effects are limited to the
i I

boundary layer region only. The derived governing equation obtained by linej

arizing the vorticity transport equation is in the form of an inhomogeneous

Orr-Sommerfeld equation with source terms proportional to the sound field!

Integral solutions are obtained for the general case. Numerical solutions are
. ! -I
then computed for the special case of low frequency sound impinging in the

boundary layer of a rigid semi-infinite plate. The results compare favorably

with a corresponding set of measurementsI

Infections 3.6 and 3.7, comments are

byimore than one discrete component of

disturbances in the presence of cross-flow

respectively made regarding excitation

the sound field and on sound induced
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CRITERIA ;

I

3.2.1 On Transition Mechanisms

Based on the experimental observations of Schubauer and Skramstad (Reference

3-5), transition is preceeded by selective amplification of boundary layer

disturbances. Such disturbances (in the; boundary layer of a flat plate) were

predicted, long before they were observed experimentally, by Tollmien

(Reference 3-6) as solutions of | thejOrr-Sommerfeld equation, and are known as1 ' I
Tollmien-Schlichting (T.S.) waves. The lOrr-Sommerfeld equation, which is the

i
'linearized form of the convected vorticity transport equation, has been the

most widely studied equation in recent years and is indeed the basis for all
' ! I

stability and transition prediction schemes. The nature of the solutions of

the Orr-Sommerfeld equation and the stability limits are governed by the mean
1 ' I Iflow profiles which are in turn governed by the geometry of the surface and

! the mean pressure gradients (Reference 3-1). Boundary layer disturbances

associated with two-dimensional flows over flat or convex surfaces are catego-

rized as Tollmien-Schlichting waves, and are influenced by the viscous forces

(Reynolds [number). | In flows over concave surfaces (or mean flows whose

streamlines are concave, for example near suction slots), boundary layer

I disturbances are categorized as Taylor-Gortler vortices, and are influenced by

the centrifugal force arising from the curved streamlines. Another class of

instability commonly known as inflectional instability, occurs when the mean

velocity profile contains an inflection point; such profiles are found in many

practical flows, for example in regions

direction of the flow, and in particular

where the pressure increases in the

the spanwise flow on swept wings.

Although the Orr-Sommerfeld equation describes adequately the propagation and

amplification or decay of boundary layer disturbances, it is not adequate to

describe the transition mechanisms which; appear to correspond to some kind of

breaking up of the coherent boundary, layer waves accompanied by spectral

broadening. No complete theory is available for describing the transition

mechanisms. For this reason a combination of theory and empiricism has been

;the basis for the best transition prediction.

,135
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Based on linear stability analysis, a total amplification corresponding to e

appears to correlate—and—predict—r"easoriabl^p1weii~- the~ef f ects—of - body shape,

pressure distribution and suction effects on transition (Reference 7). On the
I I

other hand, measurements on transition -induced by freestream turbulence show

that the turbulent intensity exerts a decisive influence on the location of
! I

transition. The transition Reynolds number Rn reduces with increase of

freestream turbulence intensity. If -the beginning of transition can be

associated with the attainment of some! threshold value for the disturbance
1 I

velocity ratio after amplification, as shown by the measurements of Klebanoff

and Tidstrom (Reference 3-8), then it) follows that the initial amplitude

(level) and spectrum of freestream disturbance play a key role as shown by th«
i |

measurements of Wells (Reference 3-9) and Spangler and Wells (Reference 3-10.)

Forj reasons similar to turbulence induced transition, acoustically induced

transition can at best be a similar combination of theory and empiricism.

i3.2.2 Observations of the Effects of Sound on Boundary Layers

;Apart from establishing that transition is preceeded b"y selective amplifica-

tion of boundary layer disturbances, Schubauer and Skramstad (Reference 3-5)

showed that sound of a given frequency could excite T.S. waves of the same

frequency even though the wave-lengths (of the sound and the T.S. waves) were

vastly different. Phase measurements showed that the T.S. wave propagates

with a phase speed of less than half of the freestream mean velocity (a result

in agreement with stability calculations). Sensitivity to sound of attached or

free shear layers, including jets and wakes, has been known for a long time.

For sound induced transition prediction, although it appears a sufficient

condition that sound excites boundary layer disturbances which can then be

related to transition induced by freestream turbulence, it is desirable to

understand physically the mechanisms involved and express them mathematicallyi I
with view to evaluating the coupling. This is discussed further in Section

3.5.

fiS
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Schubauer and Skramstad did not specifically investigate quantitatively the'

influence of SPL on transition, but noted "transition could be moved one or

two feet ahead of its natural position by the right combination of sound

intensity and frequency. In general, random noise from the loudspeaker

produced similar results, but the effect on the oscillations (boundary layer

response) was not so marked". A significant result is the observation that,
< ]

in ;regions prior to transition, the amplitude of the sound excited boundary

layer disturbance is linearly related to the SPL (Reference 3-11 thru 3-14).

- . . . . . . . . . . . .
Klebanoff and Tidstrom (Reference 3-8) made a very comprehensive experimental

I - I

investigation of natural and externally excited transition mechanisms, but

did not use sound as their boundary layer disturbance. They used instead,

a vibrating ribbon and studied effects of level of excitation. One important

set of results shows that the location of transition could be moved upstream

by,increasing the level of excitation, and more importantly for their particu-

lar setup (flat plate without suction), transition occurred whenever the ratio

, (u'/U) amplified to a value of about 7.5% irrespective of the level of excita--

tion. These results are reproduced in Figure 3-1 of this report for two

reasons. First, it shows the importance of level of excitation and the

threshold value at transition of (u'/Uio) (where u' is the boundary layer

fluctuating velocity component in the flow direction and U' .is ..the freestream

mean velocity). Second, when we discussed a similar set of measurements (in

the next paragraph), but with sound as the exciting field, we shall., be .able

to distinguish the difference between a! localized (vibrating ribbon) and an

extended source of excitation.

r

Shapiro (Reference 3-14) investigated the boundary layer fluctuation on a flat

plate excited by a sound wave propagating in the direction of the mean flow.

One interesting feature of his results was that boundary layer fluctuations of

|the same frequency as the sound were detected and their growth rates measured

along the plate. This set of results is reproduced in Figure 3-2 for com-

parison with Figure 3-1 showing results of Klebanoff and Tidstrom using a

vibrating ribbon. Although both sets of curves show that the externally!
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• -

]excited~boundary layer disturbances amplify as they propagate, at least in the

rarige considered,"the amplitude of the sound induced "disturbance appears to be

modulated spatially, especially in the regions where the amplitude is

relatively lower. Such spatial modulation has also been observed by Schilz

(Reference 3-15) and Mechel and Schilz ('Reference 3-16) and no doubt is also

related to the chordwise striations observed by Pfenninger using Napthalene

sublimation test. This will be discussed further in later sections. This

marks the first difference between boundary layer disturbance excited by a

vibrating ribbon which j constitutes a localized source' and by a sound field

which constitutes an extended source. j

In a series of tests connected with development of LFC/Acoustic criteria for

the X-21A design, a straight and a swept airfoil were subjected to sound

fields of varying amplitudes and spectra (References 3-2 thru 3-1*) • On flat

plates and sucked airfoils, it was shown that sound can induce transition if

the sound pressure level exceeds a critical SPL. This feature (the SPL having

i to ! exceed a critical SPL) is similar to

This belief is reinforced by the further

transition by freestream turbulence.'

evidence that the critical SPL can be

increased by increasing the suction velocity, similar to stabilizing flows

|with high freestream turbulence intensity.

3.2.3 The X-21A LFC/Acoustic Criteria

Based on the hypothesis that "Noise is

much the same process as freestream

expected to cause transition through

turbulence", the X-21A LFC/Acoustic

I criteria) (Reference 3-3) were derived using, empirical data relating transition

Reynolds[number! and disturbance velocity ratio as shown in Figure 3-3. Theii
disturbance I velocity, used inlcomputing.! the velocity ratio corresponding to -X

transition for each of the test points, primarily represents total tunnel

turbulence which normally |contains! energy over a wide range of frequencies;

except for AMES data (both for flat plate and sucked airfoil) in which case

the fluctuating particle velocity was calculated from the.noise level measured
i •fyjj'V. fas***.

at one point in the tunnel using plane wave acoustics |for an ambient mediumT

A regression line drawn through the sucked

of the data points and this line was used

airfoil data appear to link up most

as the transition criterion for the
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/'
;X-2.1A design. On the as sum pt ion~~tfia;tgu R: 'is expected to cause transition'

-.-through—much—the—same—process—as—frees-t-ream—t-urbu-l-ence'S—the—e-r-i-t-i-e-a-l!
. | 1 ILLUSTKATiON IIILb ' I

disturbance velocity ratio can be converted into critical SPL using the
!

following plane wave relationship: If

SPL = 20

where pref = 2 x 1

Then P = 10(SPL/20

D|Ĵ J dynes cm] 2

-3.7) / . .

(3-D

and using u1 =P/pc

ld(SPL/20 -3.7)

'With MO-, = 0-8 and the mean pressure P^ -at an altitude of 38,000 feet, a curve

equivalent to Figure 3-3 was produced,) relating the transition Reynolds number

to critical SPL^. and is shown in Figure 3-4 and | represents the early

Lockheed/X-21 LFC/Acoustic criteria (Reference 3-17.)

;Curves like those depicted in Figures 3-3 and 3-4 are extremely useful desigr

tools because of their simplicity, except for some limitations and reserva-!.
; '
tions about the basic hypothesis. Assuming the hypothesis is correct, the

i
curves allow determination of whether a

i along the chord of a wing is likely to

premature transition takes place) and by
i

to ibe taken if necessary.

specified SPL at an arbitrary point

exceed the critical SPL (above which

how much, permitting corrective steps

Corrective measures involve one of two alternatives. First, the amplitude of

,the incident sound field could be reduced to values such that the SPL or asso-̂

ciated particle velocity ratio is less than the critical SPL or

respectively corresponding to the particular suction level on the airfoil. The

second measure is to alter the suction i level either as a whole or in local

areas, and is discussed next.

I
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3.2.4 Effects of-Suction-on-Criteri'a5-I3£

Both stability analysis (Reference 3-1J) and Northrop Norair test results

(Reference 3-3) show that for any specific model, a major controllable
- I I -- \ I

parameter influencing the critical value of (u'/Û ) and the corresponding

critical SPL is the suction velocity as shown in Figure 3-5. The stabilizing

;effect of increased suction is due to two reasons: (1) a reduction in the

'boundary layer thickness, and (2) a modified velocity profile that is more

'stable. Although it appears natural to use suction as a controllable

parameter for corrective measures just in case the incident SPL exceeds the

icritical SPL, unfortunately there are other constraints that limit to what

extent such a measure can be used. For

i to the point where the boundary thickness is smaller than the surface

irregularities, then a new source of
i i
roughness can trigger transition.

velocity fluctuation due to surface

Sometimes it is possible to increase the critical value for '(u'/LL.) and the

corresponding critical SPL by modifying

example, if the suction is increased

the suction' distribution rather than

increasing suction uniformly,

quantity'

The sensitivity of critical SPL to suction

(normalized by suction quantity for minimum drag) taken from

iReference 3-3 is shown in Figure 3-6 both for uniform and modified suction

1 ', •. It is evident thatdistributions. C~\] is defined as
4 [

; modified chordwise suction distribution is more desirable than a uniform in--

i crease. At the time of the X-21A test program, finding a suitable suction

distribution had to be done by traal. and error and as such was -more of an art,

Quite recently Nayfeh and Elhady (Reference 3-18) and Lekoudis* of Lockheed-

Georgia have shown from numerical solutions of the stability equation that

distributed suction (suction through slots) can be made to yield amplification

rates of the same order as with uniform suction.

Thus, from Figure 3-6, it appears that if the incident SPL exceeds the

critical SPL by as much as 10dB, transition can be avoided if the suction

quantity could be increased by about 20%

suction had to be increased uniformly,

using a modified distribution; if the

it appears that transition could not

have been avoided due| to the asymptotic nature of the| curve. An~jincrease of 60%

Private communication.
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FIGURE NUMBER

..in_the_suc.tion_quanti,ty_only_shif.ts_the_cr.i.tical_SPL_by_8.dB...
ILLUSTRATION TITLE

_The_sen sijtlyj-.ty/

of icritical SPL or (u'/Û ) on suction rates, frequency, pressure gradient and

geometry can also be evaluated from solutions of the stability equation and

will be discussed further in Section

limitations of the X-21A and early Lockheed-X21A LFC criteria.

3.3, following a discussion of the

PAGE NUMBER
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LOCAL INCREASE IN SUCTION'
MODIFIED CHOKDWISE DISTRIBUTlbNi

UNIFORM INCREASE. JN SUCTION |
BASIC CHORDWISE DISTRIBUTION

(SUCTION QUANTITY RATIO,

Figure 3~6. Sensitivity of critical SPL with increased suction,
from references 3~3 and 3~17
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FIGURE NUMBER

Sfc :

3.3 LIMITATIONS OF X-21A LFC/ACOUSTIC CRITERIA

3.3.1 Frequency Sensitivity of Sound Induced Transition

Linear stability analysis predicts that the amplification of boundary layer

disturbances is frequency dependent and in Section 3.2.1 (on transition

mechanism), it was asserted that the initial amplitude (level) and spectrum of

freestream disturbance must play a key role on the location of transition (an

experimentally established fact). Using similar arguments it can be expected

that the spectrum of the incident sound field is as important as the

amplitude. The measurements of Wells (Reference 3-9) and Spangler and Wells

(Reference 3-10) have shown how very sensitive the transition Reynolds number

is to the spectrum of the turbulence and to the sound field, respectively. The

results of Spangler and Wells are reproduced in Figure 3-7. These sets of
I ' „ m JT t~~ "'-'-' '.

'/U ) (for unsucked flat plate) are plotted in the samex/ I curves- of R^ versus

traditional manner as those used on the X-21A criteria for sucked airfoils.
f "" \ ~

The disturbance velocity ratio (u'/U )j corresponds to the spectrally inte-

grated value. For this reason, the curve corresponding to the X-21A criteria

cannot be expected to show frequency sensitivity and affects the degree of

confidence on the predicted critical SPL. In fact, the Northrop team went at

length to assess the frequency sensitivity. Their results reproduced from

• 3-4 are shown in Figure 3-8a in the form SPLcrj_t in dBJjvs Kfrequency, for J 1

discrete and octave band sound impinging externally on a 30 swept sucked wing

at a chord Reynolds number of 12.5 x 10 . The main observation from this

figure is that with both discrete and octave band sound, critical SPL is

to frequency. Discrete frequency is more effective in inducing.[sensitive,

transition in that it requires a lower SPL compared to the broadband sound.

The depth of the trough in the plot of SPL .. | vs_ frequency of Figure 3-8a,

is a measure of the lack of confidence in the use of the X-21A or the re-

lated early Lockheed/X-21A LFC criteria. For that particular airfoil and the

prevailing suction and Reynolds number, the depth of the trough is 15dB. It

will be shown later in the section on proposed extension of the X-21A

criteria, that the depth of the trough is a function of suction, Reynolds

.number and directionality of the sound field.
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Other Frequency E££gc±g. - Mechel, Mertens and Schliz (Reference 3|-19)| observed

that the flat pl"at'e~bToundary~rayer~Ve'sj«)Tn'stej:t;oL"sound--can-be—divided into three
' • • '

frequency ranges.

a. At sound frequencies below a critical value, there appears to

be no interaction. . ;

b. At intermediate sound frequencies there is an increase in the

boundary layer disturbance which can lead to premature transition.

i

c. -'.At high sound frequencies the interaction is such as to reduce

the level of natural disturbance, leading to delayed transition.

In ; both intermediate and high frequency ranges, it was observed that sounc

modified the propagation exponent of the boundary layer disturbance.

Although the low and intermediate frequency effects can be qualitatively

explained by stability analysis alone, the high frequency observations require

a coupled acoustic and boundary layer field approach which will be discussec

in Section 3-5.

i

3.3.2 Sensitivity to Internal Noise and Angle of Attack

Another observation with the X-21A •] test'.'fprogrgm* ̂  was[ |that[. internal].|noise

i
i'n

through the suction slots could also induce transition and that the critical

SPL was frequency selective as with external sound fields. Further, thei '
critical SPL spectrum was a function pf the angle of attack as shown

Figure 3-8b.

3.3.3 Effects of Acoustic Standing Wayes
i

To investigate the effects of acoustic standing waves in an LFC suction system,

Aiutolo used a discrete tone to set up a spanwise standing wave in a chamber

beneath a suction slot. Using napthalene sublimation tests, it was observed

"Oral presentation during workshop on Laminar Flow Control held at
NASA/Langley, April 1976.
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that the external._f J_QW_field was turbulent\inii-regions along the_span where the

standing wave pressures were maxima; and in regions where the standing wave

pressures were minima, the flow field was still laminar. This standing wave

induced transition mechanism is similar to a setup by Mechel, Mertens and

Schliz I (Reference 3-19) who used a loudspeaker behind a porous plate enclosed

in an airtight chamber. It was suggested by the authors of Reference 3-19,

that the sound radiation through -their porous plate (or slot for the Northrop

test) could be regarded as periodic suction and blowing. The strong influence

of a small amount of suction on a marginally unstable flow is well known and

has been briefly mentioned earlier. Ifia flow is marginally stable, then in

the blowing phase of the standing wave pattern, it can be expected to go tur-r

bulent. This was confirmed from the measurements of Reference.3-19 in a low
i ' !

frequency experiment in which the period of the sound signal was large com-

pared to the time of 'turbulent spot generation. Even if .the blowing phase did- - - - - - - | - - - - . - - _ - ,._..- j
not cause transition directly, .as will be the case when there is also present

i i
a mean steady suction, the resulting fluctuating suction at the slot gives

i I
rise to a source of fluctuating vorticity which may amplify as it convects

downstream. This will be discussed further in Section 3.5. '

3-3.4 Effects of Directionality of the Sound

i i
I ! i
The only investigation of the effects of directionality of an incident piano

sound wave on the boundary layer response over a flat plate \was [carried out

in the same series of tests undertaken for the X-21A program, and [ was "(limited

to two angles, along (longitudinal) and at right angle (transverse) to the

mean flow. The relevent results were shown in Figures 20 and 21 of Reference

3-2. The main conclusions that can be drawn from those results are as
: | I

follows. Both longitudinal and transverse sound waves excite T-S waves. The

critical SPL (for acoustically induced transition) are frequency dependent in

both cases. In the case of transverse sound waves, the initial SPL is slight"
*nf*-

• ly higher than] for the corresponding longitudinal case; (depending on frequency
*̂ "\» " • - - - - - CT_

and Reynolds number, the difference varies between 2 and 10dB.

V
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3.3.5 Summary of Limitations of the X-21A LFC/Acoustic Criteria

I

'The disturbance velocity ratios (u'/Û ) in Jbhe X-21A LFC/Acoustic criteria

represent spectrally integrated (values and cannot' be expected to show sensi-

tivity to the frequency and directionality of the sound wave. Thus the degree

of confidence on _theJcriticalrSPL predicted _using_the_X-2:lA., criteria is of the

jore er of the maximum variation of the measured critical SPL with frequency

and/or directionality. These are of the order of 10 to 25dB for frequency,'

depending on spectrum of the sound field (less for I broadband I and more for

discrete tones), and 2 to 10dB for directionality, and possibly more if the

sound was travelling upstream (no data available for this case).

I To | improve the degree of confidence in the use of the X-21 criteria, the

(latter must be modfied to include at least the frequency and directional

effects. To achieve this in a completely empirical manner, the limited

ifrequency tests have to be repeated over the whole range of Reynolds number
I L

;and several angles of incidences, I including upstream acoustic waves. An

alternative approach is a semi-empirical method which is discussed next..
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Presented in this section are semi-empirical criteria that have been evolved

from the use of an approximate solution derived from a fundamental approach

(developed at Lockheed-Georgia and discussed in Section 3.5) that relies on an

empirical constant. This empirical constant defines the level to -.which the

acoustically induced boundary layer disturbance must amplify .before transi-

tion sets in. For example, for a flat plate in the absence of pressure gradii-
Cur I

y ents, Klebanoff and I Tidstrom \ (Reference 3-8) found (u'/Uro) at transition to

be equal to 7.5%. This value can be quite different for a sucked airfoil and

is therefore left as an empirical constant.

The fundamental approach to acoustically induced transition is derived from a

linearization of the vorticity transport equation and is based on the concept

that when sound intercepts a boundary layer, an acoustically induced fluctuat-j

ing vorticity field is set up. Although the relative phase of such a

!vorticity field is the same as that of the sound field, its convectioni ' _ i I
propagation, amplicationj(or decay)]and ultimate diffusion are governed by the

linearized convected diffusion [equation^ which in another form is the Orr--

Sommerfeld equation. Thus the equation governing sound induced boundary layer

disturbances is expected to be in the form of an inhomogeneous Orr-Sommerfeld

equation and for the two dimensional case may be written in the form (see

Section 3.5 for more details).

> Q(u, u, v , U, U1, U")
ct cl

i (3-3)

where fy" is the stream function associated with the boundary layer disturbance;

L, the Orr-Sommerfeld operator is given by
1 ' I ~

_ d2U d
dy2 dx

(3-4.) ".

and Q is the rate of change of the acoustically induced fluctuating vorticity]

including convective transport. U, U1 and U" are the mean flow profile and

its first and second transverse derivatives. u& and are the streamwise and

transverse particle velocities associate! with the sound field, and may be ex--

i pressed in terms of the incident sound pressure level, angle of incidence and

PAGE NUMBER,



FIGURE XUMBES

A

it is not the particle Ivelocity of the ! sound

field that is equated to that of the TS wave which is then allowed to amplify,

but rather that terms proportional to the fluctuating1 .vorticity, ..associated'

jwittP the sound wave l(in the boundary layer) constitute the source term,.fqrj

exciting |[the TS~wave7]

When evaluating the source term, the scattering of the incident acoustic field

by the flat plate (reflection from the surface and diffraction from the lead-

ing edge) and the convection and refraction of the combined field must

theoretically be taken into account. These effects can be evaluated by

solving the convected acoustic wave equation. Once the amplitude and spatial

distribution of the acoustically induced fluctuating vorticity source term of

Equation 3-3 are known, a formal solution for the acoustically induced

boundary layer disturbance velocity ratio (u./lL,) may be derived from the
D °°

stream function solution and may be written in the form (see Equation 3-26)

u
. -•.&

where <$>(r\) is the eigen-vector associated with the most amplifying

solution of the homogeneous Orr-Sommerfeld equation,

Pi is the incident sound pressure amplitude,

D is a function of the directionality of the incident sound

field, the freestream Mach number M̂ ,, reflection from

surface and refraction in the boundary layer,

is a factor expressing!the chordwise variation of the

boundary layer disturbance, _

a is the amplification rate and is(a function of frequency]-^,

and suction rate and distribution

The evaluation of A -£x, x ,tet(w>, U,U' ,U" ,R'<$)} in its exact form involves a

volume and a surface integral (as shown in Section 3«5), and requires speci-

fication along the chord of the sound field distribution as well as the

complex [eigenvalue,] variation. The latter is obtained numerically by ^

solving the homogeneous stability equation for the specific sucked airfoil.
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For boundary layer excitation from a localized region (x ) along the chord,

A(x,x ,<eO would represent the propagation and amplification along the chord as

determined by the homogeneous Orr-Sommerfeld equation. The volume and surface

integral effectively account for the distributed source of excitation as is

expected of a sound field in contrast to a vibrating ribbon. Such volume and

surface integrals have been evaluated for the case of a sound wave impinging

on the boundary layer of a flat plate. In addition to' [the initial decay,

followed by an amplification and a subsequent [decay, ̂regions characteristic of

boundary layer disturbances, A(x,x ,'ti) also contain a spatial modulation in
O I

amplitude and phase. The peaks of the modulated amplitude follow a curve

somewhat lower than that corresponding to excitation , from a localized region,

and are discussed in Section 3-5.

3.4.1 Proposed Approximation

For the sucked airfoil case, in view of the fact that our aim is to improve

the X-21A criteria by adding sensitivity to frequency and directionality, it'

is proposed that a simplified form for; A(x,rxn,a) be used but still retaining

its sensitivity to frequency and suction distribution. The simplest form!
i

would be that corresponding to a localized excitation. This involves "only"

the determination of the complex propagation constants as a function of

distance along the chord | (eigenvalues of the homogeneous Orr-Sommerfield

equation) without having to evaluate the volume and surface integrals.

Obviously some information is lost in this approximation, for example, con-

tributions to the boundary layer disturbance from the interaction of sound at

the surfaces of the slots, and details of the receptivity. However, some of

these can be absorbed in the single empirical constant suggested initially forj

defining the level at which transition sets in. For this simplified situa-|

tion, A becomes A{x,x0,a(to,V)} = exp/a(a),V)dx,iwhere V represents the local

suction velocity.

3.U.2 Critical Sound Pressure Level Determination

Within the approximation discussed above, Equation 3-5 relates the response at

an arbitrary point x-due to an incident sound field at an arbitrary angle £.8 ••

.The fluctuating boundary layer disturbance velocity ratio is linearly related
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to the amplitude of the incident sound field. Let a threshold value for

at transition be defined by (u./U ) and let the corresponding acoustic

pressure amplitude be defined as P ... [The critical sound pressure level can!

now be obtained from Equation 3-5 as follows'

SPLcrit=201og10

- 20

= 20

) ~ 20

;=£) .. - 20 log.
crit 10

' Poco

- 20 Iog10 (2R6) - 20 Iog10

- 20 logio {A(x,x0,a(o))}

The critical sound pressure level ^PL

3-6 by 20. In-the above equation

PC
+ 20 Iog10

(3-6)
r

is obtained by multiplying Equation

is the standard reference pressure for

and c are meanID:-6 N/m*.sound pressure level normalization and is 20 x

density and mean adiabatic speed of sound; Tp" and c are reference values. In

the above expression for a fixed distance from the surface the first three

terms are constants; the fourth term, which can be reduced to log.,,. (V P /VP).10 o o
accounts for altitude effects. The fifth term is only a function of the

freestream (or cruise) Mach number. The seventh term is not only a function

of the directionality of the incident sound wave, but also of the freestream

Mach number. The last term, which has already been discussed in reducing it

to its approximate form, is a function of the frequency, suction distribution,

distance along the chord, and Reynolds number.

Thus for a constant altitude and cruise speed, the critical SPL may be written

in the form

= constant -20 -20 Iog10 {A(x,a(w,U,U',U")} (3:7)'

In the above form, the critical SPL becomes sensitive to sound directionality,

frequency and suction distribution; the constant is empirical and may have to

be determined from measurements. 'Function expressing the direction-'

[ality of the sound field is approximately given by
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COS •(3-8)

and is obtained by integrating the acoustically induced vorticity source

the boundary layer as shown in Section 3.5, eq. (3-19).

3.1

iEquation | 3.71'has been evaluated for the following specific I case:

! Airfoil characteristics: Lockheed swept wing LFC AF10-3

f' Leading edge swept angle = 25° *_

iTrailing edge swept angle = 16.7 ._£_

'Chord length = 22.81 ft

|
Suction distribution:

From 0 to 8? of chord: tapered suction rate from 0.044? to 0.008?

From 8 to 73? of chord: constant suction rate of 0.008?

(pu\»
The suction rate is defined as

' -j Cruise speed = 0.822 Mach

; Altitude = 38,000 feet

For the above specific case, the 2D Orr-Soimnerfeld eigenvalue problem has been

solved for different frequencies corresponding to pure tones. The velocity

profiles used were the ones in the direction of the normal chord. The ampli^

fication rates for different frequencies are determined as a function of

distance along chord and are shown in Figure 3-9A. In Figure 3-9B a cross

plot shows the amplification spectrum for different chord locations.

From these two sets of curves, it can be immediately deduced that for the

specific case considered, the region and frequency range of concern are

respectively between 14? to 26? of the chord and 2 to 6 kHz. For stations
_ A
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Nn-dmens ionaJ distance along_chord (x/c)

Figure 3~9a. Variat ion of amplicat ion A(u) for T-S waves
along^Lockheed LFC air foi l chord for

(suct ion rate = ;0.Qkk% from 0 to 8^ of chord
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the frequency range that is of concern, whereas for stations closer to the

leading edge, it is the high frequency range that [is important.
I I®

i I

3.4.3 Critical SPL Spectra j

For each of five chord[stations, the amplification spectra are substituted in
" ! tvf^- H \ /

Equation 3-7 and the relative critical SPL spectra)[were evaluated^for sound x.

incident on the airfoil in the same direction as the mean flow = 0°). The

constant has been taken to be zero. The results are plotted in Figure 3-10.'
'. s ! _____ I

These curves ["exhibit the frequency ]|sensitivity |of the critical SPL at

each of five chord locations. Each of these curves is similar to measurements

reported in Reference 3-2, 3-3, 3-4 of which two sets are reproduced in Figure

3-8. For comparison, the curve corresponding to the pure tone is relevant.

In Figure 3-11, the critical SPL spectrum is plotted for a fixed chore

I location, namely 18$, for different angles of incidence. An interesting

feature of this set of curves is that as the angle of incidence increases, the

critical SPL in the whole frequency range first [increases,Kthen decreases • and

i is not symmetrical about 90 . The critical SPL spectrum for 180 is as much

as 10dB below that for 0 angle of

sufficient data to compare variation

incidence. Although there is not

of the critical SPL with angle of

incidence, the slight increase in critical SPL from 0 to 60 , of the order of

l5dB,|is in the right range when compared 'to the Northrop test using longitudi-
I J |
nal and transverse sound. i

3.4.4 Effect of Suction

The depth of the initial SPL spectrum is a function of the suction rate anc

distribution. The amplification spectrum and the corresponding critical SPL
'

spectrum are plotted in Figures 3-12a and 3-12b, for the same Lockheed airfoil
[— ~ r

under the same condition except for the suction distribution which is as

follows:

From 0 to 8% of chord, tapered suction rate from 0.044$ to 0.0135$.

From 8$ to 73$ of chord, constant suction of 0.0135$.
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Comparing Figures 3-10 and 3-12b, it can be seen that an increase in the

suction rate no"t~only reduces tfie~depth~o"f~the crit~ical~SPL spectrum but also

shifts the critical frequency and the critical region along the chord.

3.4.5 An Application Example

As an example, the impact on transition on the upper surface of a wing due to

'noise from a tail mounted engine is considered. The purpose of this exercise

is to determine whether the critical SPL' pertinent to this wing has been ex^

'[ceeded; and if so, )[by how much;]6)and to determine (a) the regions of the wing

where transition is most likely, and (b) the components of the engine noise

iwhich are responsible for exceeding^Jbhe 'critical SPL. These results may then

ibe 'used to take remedial actions;

If the wing, its shape and its aerodynamic characteristics are similar tc

those defined in Section 3.4.2 and 3.4.3, namely the Lockheed LFC AF 10-3,

then the critical |SPL spectra already computecO""]Figures 3-10 and 3-lT are

| relevant. These spectra, however, ar.e relative because the constant of

|Equation 3-7 was arbitrarily set to I zero. For determining transition

location, the relative critical SPL spectrum must be adjusted to yield an

absolute critical SPL spectrum by adding

Defines a |(ub/U00)crit Such a constant

a set of [measurements,| for example like

dynamic parameters corresponding to this

the case being considered here, then

iAlternatively, the computed relative critical SPL spectra can be used as a

supplement to the original spectrally integrated Lockheed/X21 criteria. For

the relevent length Reynolds number, the

I deduced using Figure 3-4. This level

spectrally integrated critical SPL is

is used as the upper limit in the

ordinate of Figures 3-10 and 3-11. For the example case, we shall assume this

level ltd be 130 dB.I

!The next step is to overlay on the critical SPL spectrum, Figure 3-10, the jet

iengine noise SPL spectrum at 18$ chord predicted from Section 2 of this report

(since for this wing, location near th'e 18$ chord is most critical). The

intersections of the engine noise spectrum with the sets of critical SPL

a constant dB level, which in effect

has to be determined empirically from

that in Figure 3-8a. If the aero-| X

set of measurements were the same as

the relevent constant is 130 dB,

166&.
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spectra allow determination of the engine noise sources and the amount the

levels are exceeded, as shown in Figure 3-13. In this example case, it can be

deduced that the shock associated noise

noise are the only two sources that exceed the critical SPL.

and the fundamental of the fan inlet

-e-
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In this section, a physical mechanism is hypothesized based on the measurable

observed differences between acoustic and boundary layer disturbance fields,

These are then translated into a mathematical formulation of the process to

allow quantitative evaluation. The formulation is applicable for sound inter-

action with the general class of boundary layer disturbances (T.S.,

inflectional or Taylor-Gortler). Numerical results are then presented on the
! : I |
acoustic excitation of Tollmien—Schlichting waves on a flat plate in the

I
:absence of pressure gradients.

3.5.1 Sound and Boundary Layer Disturbances
; i

'Before discussing possible coupling mechanisms, it is instructive to note the

i basic similarities and differences between an acoustic and a boundary layer

disturbance. Among the similar properties, the first is that both types have

space-time fluctuating velocity components. Depending on the source of ex-

citation, both types of disturbances can have periodic or random phase varia--
i i I . I
:tions. However, space-time phase measurements of coherent disturbances of

both kinds show that boundary layer disturbances "propagate" with phase speed

proportional to but less than the freestream mean velocity, and acoustic dis--

!turbances propagate with phase speed proportional to the vector sum of the
; abiabatic speed of sound and the mean freestream velocity. Thus, in the

:limiting case of the freestream mean velocity reducing to zero, the acoustic

disturbance propagates with the adiabatic speed of sound and the boundary

layer disturbance stops "propagating";

diffusion process. From this point of

in fact, the latter reduces to a

view, boundary layer disturbances are

some form of convected (diffusion) disturbances, like turbulence, whereas
i i I !
sound is a truly propagating disturbance. These are further evidenced by the

fact that measurements on boundary layer! disturbances correlate with solutions

of the Orr-Sommerfeld equation which is a linearized form of the convected

vorticity transport equation (of the diffusion type) and represents a balance

of, 'fluctuating vorticity dissipated by viscosity and the substantial time

'derivative. Acoustic disturbances on the other hand are governed by the conj

ivected wave-equation which represents

inertia forces; the particle velocity and density fluctuations being related

a balance between compressional and
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to the pressure fluctuation through the speed of sound vanish in the limit of

incompressibility. Particle velocities associated with boundary layer dis-

turbances are still .finite in the limit of incompressibility. For this

reason, boundary layer disturbances and turbulence are often looked upon as

incompressible disturbances, especially for subsonic flows.

3.5.2 Hypothesis and Governing Equation

In view of the fact that the boundary layer disturbances are governed by a

vorticity conservation equation, then for sound to be able to excite boundary

layer disturbances, it must somehow be able to induce a fluctuating

vorticity field or a fluctuating vorticity flux. In a medium at rest or uni-

formly Gonvectina. the field associated with (a sound wave constitutes an irro-i
tational field, and therefore, the fluctuating vorticitv derived from the

particle velocities of the. sound field is identically zero. However, for

sound propagating in non-uniform mean flows, the fluctuating vorticitv derived

from the acoustic particle velocities has a non-zero component (see Appendix

A). This sound induced fluctuating vorticity field has the same phase distri-

bution as the sound field. The rate of change of such an acoustically

induced vorticity field can be a potential source for boundary layer disturb-

ance excitation. This and other sources in terms of the acoustically induced

fluctuating vorticity field can be formally derived by perturbing and linear-

izing the vorticity transport equation and is shown in Appendix B. The

boundary layer disturbance is shown to be governed by an inhomogeneous Orr-

Sommerfeld equation, with source terms linearly proportional to the sound

field and for the case of a two-dimensional flow is given by

„!! 1D —2 1 3Ui d2U _ /n ~ r? a\

where

O-, (fi ,w ,£Lx,y,t) = — U— fi + div (w fl) - v .V2 ft ,-. in,a a fl/a v |_9t a ~a aj v-i-iu;

1 d2U
a - mean vorticity = - -~ —5-z dy
w = the acoustic particle velocity vector whose x and y components

are u and v , respectivelya a
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fluctuating vorticity attached to the sound field and is given

' ^-ky .(Appendix A, eq. A-ll) |

2K21
2pc (1-MK)2 dy

d2M dPJ
T dy2 dy (3-1.1) . ::;•>

[KJ = k /k =
X

P(x,y,coi)) = sound pressure field

The source terms, Equation 3-10, exciting boundary layer disturbances, repre-

sent a volume distribution of acoustically induced fluctuating vorticity of

multipole orders, and may be evaluated if the sound field distribution is

known. The fir'st term represents a time rate of change of fluctuating vor-

ticity, similar to acoustic radiation by a source corresponding to time rate

of change of mass. The second term is the divergence of the vorticity flux

induced by the particle velocity associated with the sound, similar to

acoustic radiation from a dipole or the divergence of a force (or mass flux).

The third term in the form of a double divergence is not a vorticity produc-

tion term, but rather a vorticity absorption term by viscosity with an

acoustic analogue coresponding to a quadrupole.

•f

The second term when expanded and expressed in terms of the acoustic pressure,
'l.o

yields the source terms discussed in Reference 3-f20} However, the first and!

third terms of the present analysis were missing. This is due to the fact
T.O

that the acoustic field in Reference 3420T was associated from the outset to

the irrotatibnal component of the general vector decomposition and as a result

the curl of such velocity components and, therefore, the associated

fluctuating vorticity vanished.

Before writing down formally a general solution of Equation (3-9), it must be

pointed out that Q (ffij ,w ,|_fl>x,y,t)L the acoustically induced fluctuating

vorticity [ source ,"is | assumed known and indeed may be evaluated if the sound

field distribution in the boundary layer is known explicity. Such a sound

field may either be measured directly or evaluated in terms of the incident
-T - T T -- - . - - T

! - i I
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sound field. For a sound wave impinging on an airfoil or a finite length flat

plate at an arbitrary angle of incidence, the sound field distribution in the

boundary layer (needed for evaluation of Q ) consists of the incident sound
Si

wave, an acoustic field representing reflection from the surface, and two

scattered fields representing diffraction from the leading and trailing edges

of the airfoil or flat plate. As sketched schematically in Figure 3-14, all

four component fields are subject to convective and shear refraction. The

evaluation of leading and trailing edge near-field diffraction in the presence

of a non-uniform mean flow is outside the scope of the present contract. The

influence of convective and shear refraction on the combined incident and re-

flected sound waves has been investigated numerically by solving the convected

wave-equation in the boundary of an infinite flat plate and matching the

numerical solution to analytic solutions outside the boundary layer. The;
I

analysis and results are presented in Appendix E, where the sound field in the|

boundary layer and the acoustically induced vorticity flux corresponding to

the second term of Equation 3-10 have been evaluated for different frequencies]

and angles of incidences. It is also shown that for frequencies k6 < 1, the'

sound pressure distribution across and in the boundary layer is uniform, A-

implying negligible effects of refraction, so that the terms containing the

transverse acoustic velocity and transverse pressure gradients on the right
i

hand side of Equation 3-9 (source terms) may be neglected. The above

deduction is, of course, limited to,} a sound field over a rigid surface.

Although the acoustic analysis can be easily extended to non-rigid surfaces,

the evaluation of the coupling will become slightly more complicated and will

have to be evaluated numerically. However, if the analysis is restricted to

rigid surfaces, part of the coupling may be approximated by analytic

expressions allowing useful trends to be deduced without excessive numerical

computation. Although the approach used in the next section is applicable to

general situations, some of the integrals will be evaluated for sound waves of
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frequencies k6«<1 and propagating at arbitrary angles of incidence^. over
ILLUSTRATION TITLE "1

rigid surfaces.

3.5.3 General Solution

In view of the fact that Equation 3-9 governs the boundary layer disturbance

in a mean non-uniform flow that is considered locally parallel, the general

solution can be expressed in terms of Fourier transform integrals. If

Equation 3-9 is non-dimensionalized (by setting> t)=y/S(x)) with respect to the

boundary layer thickness &(x), then a general solution may be written in th«

form,

,where subscript s refers to source (region and frequency) and g(x,x ,vi,
i £ I*/ • | _ 3 * _ _ |

.[is the Greenjfs function representing the hydrodynamic response at a point (x,r))

due to a point source excitation located at (x ,f) ), similar to that from a
I S ' S j

vibrating ribbon. Equation 3-12 is equivalent to treating each elementary

volume of the source region as a point source. Two of the integrals corres-j

pond to summation of each elementary source and are to be carried in the
' I I

;source regions. The third integral is over the source frequencies. When

evaluating the integrals, it must be remembered that both the amplitude and

phase of the sound field and therefore of the source terms can be functions of

space and frequency. Complicated spatial modulations can be expected if the

sound field consists of more than one discrete frequency. In fact, numerical

results (discussed below) indicate spatial modulation even in the case of a

' single discrete frequency sound. This is due to the fact that the phase of

the sound varies much slower than that of the [Tollmien-Schlichting (T.S.)

waves; so that a T.S. wave generated in an earlier part of the source region
!

interferes with those generated further downstream. If more than one discrete

frequency is present, then more interferences can be expected. Equation 3-12

should in principle account for all these effects.

In what follows, the evaluation of Equation 3-12 is restricted to discrete

frequency sound. For the case of acous'tically induced vorticity.( â, or vor-

JLL

T
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plate surface to the edge of the boundary layer, and streamwise from the lead--

ing edge to the point of evaluation which most often lies inside the source

region. If Equation 3-10 is substituted in Equation 3-12, "ty(x,fli,;U> )^ the

temporal Fourier transform of the harmonic response of the boundary layer dis-

turbance, may be written as the sum of two volumei integrals which may be eval-

uated separately. Thus, _; i

where
i

/u ) =2
;'"s"V -g(x,x >j _,

o . o
_

o ; o
(3-14);

•

i and

(x,-n,u) ) •=. = • - <f (x ) div(w .fl), g(x,x(o
drv -
. o •

(3-15)

The above integrals, although still valid for all frequencies, arbitrary
i ' I

surface conditions and arbitrary angles

for the limiting case of low frequency

of incidences, will now be evaluated

sound, k<5>«:i, impinging at arbitrary

angles of incidences on a rigid flat plate. As mentioned previously this low
i . •• | |

frequency limitation allows evaluation of the above integrals in the form of

semi-analytic solutions allowing useful trends to be deduced. Extension to

C- j. = : L
will.j_ require the double

integration) I to be carried out numerically, thus making j~ extensive com-

putation necessary for deducing trends for each of the many parameters

involved.

I
For the limiting case of low frequency', |'k6<l,land a rigid flat surface), the

,N. o_ ~ ' |
volume integral for \j)\, of Equation 3-14 has been evaluated in Appendix C and

' * I J** I
is given below. In Appendix D the integral for °ty2 °f Equation 3-14 has been

I Iexpressed as the sum of a volume and a surface integral and has been evaluated

3f

if-

': i

•I '

n the form shown belowv

P .-ri/2
. . . _ „ , . , , .. w R - j.'

" ' S - • " • " ' ' • pe
'• .

' "" • **&'.::. \̂ e
?6f

: PAGE h
!
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and p

<Mx,n,us) = 6"(x) (|>(n) ̂ R6 gQ DzO^Mj A2(x,xo,o)s) (3-17)
PC

where R. = U 6(x)/v
O oo

6(x) = local boundary layer displacement thickness.

PW = the constant sound pressure level in the boundary layer of the

rigid flat surface in the low frequency limit of k6 <1 and is

twice the SPL of the incident sound.

4>(r|) = eigen-function of the most amplifying boundary layer disturb-

ance and is obtained by solving the homogeneous Orr-Sommerfeld

equation.

go = a constant corresponding to the receptivity, that is, the

effectiveness of boundary layer disturbance excitation by a

point localized source of fluctuating vorticity.

DI & Da are functions of the freestream Mach number and the direction-

ality of the sound field, and have the following forms

r 2 cos 9.
Da(6 MJ = —-1 0-18)I1 + M cos e.

log (1 + M cos 9.)
D2(6 i /Mj = 2 _^ L-. . (3-19)

A (x,x ,<*) ) and A. (x, x , u> ) are complex functions expressing the relative
I. O S d. OS

variations of the amplitude and phase of the component disturbance along the

mean flow direction. They may be written in the form

AI(X,X ,o' s" f(k ,B(xJ,xJ
IX) " X S' ' S

Xo'

(3-20)
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A2(x,xo,u>s) = A2 i (x,xo,a>s) + A22(x,x0,u>s) (3-21)

i »—g' \ \ S . I j /•} oo\

6(x)3

A22(x,x ,u> ) = 6(x) f(k B(x),x) —â M̂ o*'̂  (3~23)os x fi(x)2 x o o

and x
f(k ,B(xJ = exp-j{k x + / B(xJ dx} (3-24)

X S X. S S S

S

In the above Equation (3-21),~A21 arises from a volume integral and A22 from a

surface integral. A comparison of Equations 3-16 and 3-17 shows that the

relative magnitude of if; with respect to ij; is of the order of (k/8). which, for

a Tollmien-Schlichting disturbance over a flat plate, is of the order of 0.3 M.

It then follows that for subsonic flows, the contribution to the boundary layer

disturbance is dominated by the second term, namely ^~(x, n ,o) )..* 2 S

In the next section, some numerical solutions are presented showing the ampli-

tude and phase variations of the two components of ty~ (x,x,t w ) and a
£• i- O

comparison is made with the measurements of Shapiro (Reference 3-14).

3.5.4 Numerical Evaluation of the Acoustically Excited Boundary Layer

Disturbance

As shown in the last section, the main contribution to the excitation of

boundary layer disturbance (TS waves), for subsonic flows, comes from the source

term of Equation 3-10, corresponding to the divergence of the acoustically in-

duced fluctuating vorticity flux,and may be written in the form, (see Equation

3-17),
_^ _ ..^

s - c o i ° °

The streamwise fluctuating particle velocity u. (x,n,cos) associated with this

boundary layer disturbance is given by
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p
I = -sp- — RS- g D2(8.,Moo) {A2i(x,x ,to ) + A22(x,x ,o) ) } . (3-26)

pc

From the above expression, it may be deduced that an acoustically excited TS

disturbance is linearly proportional to Pw,. which on a flat plate is twice the

SPL of the incident wave. The apparent linear dependence on Rg, the Reynolds

number is misleading, for A01 and A__ not only depend on x, x and w but also
£ I (-.(— O S

on R,r, H_ and directionality through the factor k and 3(x ).
0 X 3

The evaluation of A_,(x,x ,oj ) and A00(x,x ,00 >, expressing the relative
c.\ O S £.£. O S/

streamwise variation of the amplitude and phase of u., requires as input not

only the variation along x, the streamwise coordinate, of the amplitude and

phase of the sound field, but .alsp. of g(x), the complex eigenvalue of the

homogeneous Orr-Sommerfeld equation for the relevant mean flow field. The

variation of $(x) with x can be related to the variation ofBwith Rg, the dis-

placement thickness Reynolds number, using the relationship 6= 1 .72 /

The variation of complex 3 with Rg has been computed for different frequencies

using a computer program developed by Saric (Reference 3-21) and is shown in
2

Figure 3-15 for the case of the stability frequency parameter F = (cov /U^ ) =

56 x 10~ . This frequency parameter has been chosen to simulate the measure-

merits of Shapiro (Reference 3- 14) for his case of sound frequency = 500 Hz and

freestream flow of 29 m/sec. The variation of the complex g with Rg is intro-

duced into the integral expression for A-., and A. after suitable trans-

formation from x to R-, and the integrals have been evaluated numerically and

the results are shown and discussed below.

Figures 3-16 and 3-17 show numerical solutions of the amplitudes of the two

components of u, (volume integral and surface integrals respectively, see

Equation 3-26) in the form log A (x,n,o) )/A '(x .n,<jo ) 'and log A00(x,n ,01 )
*1 £ I S t— I O S il c.£ 3

/A2_(x ,n>u ) as a function of Reynolds number Rg which is proportional to

square root of x. Because of the normalized form of the ordinate, these

curves also correspond to log u. (x,n^o )/u.(x , riiW ) as a function of Rg .

The dashed curve in each figure corresponds to the amplification of a

Tollmien-Schlichting wave if it was excited by a point source at the reference

location and corresponds to the axial variation of the amplitude of the Green's

function referred to in the section on general solution. Several aspects of

these numerical solutions deserve comments.
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The first observation is that the amplitudes of both A21 and A22 are spatially

modulated unlike the corresponding localized..point source solution which mono-

tonically decays initially and amplifies subsequently. However, the peaks of

the spatial modulation do follow a trend somewhat similar to the localized

point source solution.

A second observation is that in the initial region along the Rt [coordinate,

which includes the damped region, the peaks of the extended source solution

lie above the localized point source solution. Further downstream, the

reverse is true, the extended source solution lies below the localized point

source solution.

*

There are about twice as many maxima and minima in the amplitude of the sur-

face integral than that in volume integral. The ratio of the maximum to the

minimum amplitude in each curve reduces as one proceeds Idownstream. One may be'

tempted to call this a standing wave ratio, but whether the disturbance is

standing or propagating is determined,, not from the spatial modulation of the

[amplitude,I but rather from the phase distribution which is investigated next.

Figure 3-18 shows X;[(x) and Xo(x}» I the Pnase variations with (x/xref) or

respectively.(|(R6/R6ref) i of t'ie v°lume an<i surface .integrals
nPt__ _!.,««« <*Tnv*-?rt4-- lA-n * f-\f •f-T-ljTi t»/"M 1T"I/1 T.TOTTQ "1" C* *3 "1 C* f^ ~l "T

and 22'
The phase variation r of the sound wave is also included to contrast the vast

difference in wavelength of the "exciter" disturbance (the sound wave) and

the "excited" disturbance (the boundary layer disturbance).

f

From the linear variation of >X, it can be deduced that the volume integral
" 1 , c _ . ___

A , corresponds to a propagating disturbance, Jin spite of the fact that the

amplitude is spatially modulated. The wavenumber and the corresponding phase
'£$

speed can be determined from the slope of the phase | vsj distance plot. For

the case of 500 Hz, and freestream flow Urob = 29 m/sec, the slope of̂ x.., is

equivalent to a disturbance of phase speed = |26.y m/sec (=|D. 911U^ or a Mach

number of 0.08). [Such a disturbance,1, although convecting with a speed slower

than the (freestream^ cannot be associated with a TS wave which propagates with

a phase speed closer to 0.3 U^. X
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Unlike Xp the variation of X2i the phase of A , (due to surface integral)

does not become linear until some point downstream of the reference location;

and when it does become linear, the associated phase speed is 6.3 m/sec or

0.22 Uoo compared to 0.30 Um for a TS wave. In the initial region, phase x2

fluctuates about a reference phase with an "amplitude" growing from 30° until

the region downstream where it starts propagating. In this initial region,

the surface integral component is not only amplitude modulated in space, but

is also phase modulated. Such a phase modulation lies somewhere between that

of a standing wave and that of a propagating wave. In this 'context, i, in, the

initial region,, the disturbance corresponding to the surface integral can be

looked upon as a crawling wave until further downstream it starts to "run" or

propagate.

3.5.5 Comparison of Numerical Results with Measurements and Relevent

Observations

The numerical results described in Figures 3-16 and 3-17 may now be compared

separately or together with the corresponding measurements of Shapiro

(Reference 3-14) reproduced here in Figure 3-2. The spatial modulation of

the amplitude is similar to that described in the numerical solution,

especially the diminishing ratio of the maximum to the minimum. Shapiro's,

measured phase given in Figure 3-19 shows evidence of the presence of

phase modulation and the slow or crawling wave. Further downstream, the

measured phase gradient suggests a phase speed of 0.88 U^ which compares with

the value of 0.91 U^ from the numerical solution, arising from the volume

integral component. The dashed curves of Figures 3-16 or 3-17 correspond to a

localized point source and may be compared with the measurements of Klebanoff

and Tidstrom, reproduced here in Figure 3-1.

Thomas and Lekoudis (Reference 3-22) in an attempt to explain the spatial

modulation observed by Shapiro suggested that the observation could be a

simple interference between a sound wave and a TS wave, and accordingly

evaluated such a model allowing the TS wave to amplify and keeping the sound

wave amplitude constant. Their results look similar both to the measurements of

Shapiro and to the numerical results presented here for the surface integral,

n, w ). The agreement is not surprising, for if one considers the«022
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DISTANCE ALONG FLAT PLANE|.fx~7cM)l

Figure 3.19 Measured phase of boundary layer disturbance excited
by a plane incident sound. U = 29 m/s, f =500 Hz,
from [shapi ro| reference 3~1^
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simplified form of A (x,*n,<p} ) by ignoring the streamwise gradient of the v
" " " <-i-f ® - *̂ r* -^.

boundary layer thickness, (that is !a6('x)?3x « g(x), 6(x) Jthen A -(x.m.uJ ) does I X
'-3-*---1-1-1—1 ££ I S

represent an interference pattern of the kind considered by Thomas and

Lekoudis.

The above mentioned sound excited spatial modulation of the amplitude of the I

boundary layer disturbance [was f also observed and reported by Mechel and j

Schilz (Reference 3-16) and is probably related to the chordwise striations

observed by Pfenninger (Reference 3-4) on a swept wing, (Naphthalene

sublimitation experiment) using discrete frequency noise. Pfenninger added

that such vortices were not observed in the absence of noise. In view of the

fact that the contribution of A~ _ to the total disturbance corresponds to a j

"crawling or nearly standing" wave, it may well be associated with the
i

striations or vortices.

ISpatial amplitude modulations have also been measured in sound |excitedf imixingc
1 — . -̂ ĵ—— /jj, =n ir<—: 'j

layers of jets (References 3-13 and 3|-23| thru 3]-26) .| The mechanism of

acoustically induced vorticity can be applied to such flows as well, provided j

the^jGreen1 s . function is suitably j constructed, jfrom|j the'J relevant [{eigenvalue.; !

3.5.6 The -Effect _.of___Sound on Phase Speed and Rate of Amplification of j

Boundary Layer Disturbance j

As mentioned in the preamble to^ the hypothesis of the present analysis, the

propagation and amplification., or decay of a TS wave is governed by the Orr-

Sommerfeld equation. For a specified arbitrary frequency, the rate of ampli-

fication or decay according to stability analysis is a function of the mean

flow field only (freestream velocity, kinematic viscosity and velocity pro-

file). The measurements of Mechel, Mertens and Schliz (Reference 3[3l9)i showed
t

that the propagation exponent of the boundary layer disturbance excited by

sound can be considerably different to that excited by a vibrating ribbon or ,

by natural turbulence. Above a critical frequency, sound causes] a reduction j

in the amplification rate, and thus has a stabilizing effect. Further, the >

measured phase speed of acoustically excited boundary layer disturbances was I

[found to be greater than that of TS waves, varying between 0.45 to 0.625'of
*-- ~ " " 1-. .-/ — - -

the
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~ ffreestream, depending on frequency. Stability calculations V('homogen'eous—Orr=-

Sommerfeld equation) indicate that a TS! wave for F = 56 x 10~ ( =
CU 1 ,

should propagate with |a phase speed close to 0.3 Um.[

The numerical solutions of the sound

equation discussed above shows that

induced inhomogeneous Orr-Sommerfelc

the rate of amplification in th«

amplifying region is indeed lower than that corresponding to a TS wave excitec

by'a localized point source. The sound Induced source has been treated as I anf'
i ' r-

iextended source and not a localized point source. The reduction in the ampli--

fication rate is due to interferences not only between a sound wave and the

.resulting vorticity wave (shown in the surface integral), but also among
' I

vorticity disturbances excited by different portions of the sound wave.

i The sound induced disturbance at low Reynolds numbers that has a defined

;characteristic phase speed is that associated with the volume integral. In the|

range 600 <~ EK«£ 750, the corresponding phase speed is 0.61 UL. and increases
I Isteadily to 0.91 U^ . Further downstream the component associated with the

|| surf ace) (integral starts propagating with a phase speed close to 0.22 Û . In
j | - v I ' |
iview of the fact that both integrals have the same weighting, then in the

I Reynolds number range where both contributions are propagating, the average

phase speed will be of the order of 0.56 [Û kwhich is in agreement with the

!measured increased phase speed due to acoustic excitation.

,
188 I
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~3T6 COMMENTS—ON~BOUNDARY~L-AYER;HEXGI-TATIONfBY~TWO~OR~MORE-DISCRETE-SOUND.

FIELDS
r

The prediction of the spatial modulation of the boundary layer disturbance

I phase j]j speed ,'Q and thedecreaseexcited by a pure [tone, the increase
J I * - | " " " " • 7

in the amplification rate seemsjto be borne out by measurements. Since all

these effects appear to be caused by interferences due to the "extended source

of i acoustically induced fluctuating vorticity," then more interactions of a
i ' Isimilar nature can be expected if more than one pure tone is used. Such

effects should show up when evaluating the last of the three integrals in

Such a study can and should be pursued,
! I

but is outside the scope of this investigation, and is therefore recommended

.Equation 3-12 with respect to d'(*J> .s X
for future studies.
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-377 [COMMENTS OF SOUND INDUCED DISTURBANCES IN PRESENCE OF CROSS-FLOW

On a swept wing, in addition to the flow along the chord, there is a mean

[cross-flow)along the span direction whose velocity profile is inflectional.

^Brown (Reference 3-J27)| and Pfenninger (Reference 3--28)[ computed the stabilitj

characteristics of such an inflectional [cross-flow profile and found th«

critical Reynolds number to be much lower than that of a Blasius profile. If

the cross-flow was -the only component of the flow f ield, [_\\ the boundary ! layer.

disturbance would propagate along the cross-flow direction,! and sound induced
— _ ^ j
excitation of such disturbances could be treated in exactly the same way as

that just described for the TS wave in the Blasius boundary layer along a flat

plate. The difference would be \ that the jvariation of the propagation exponent

with distance in the Green's function would have been different.

The flow field on a swept wing is three-dimensional, so that the boundary

layer disturbance does not propagate along the chord or the span but at some

angle to the freestream. This angle varies with frequency and location on the

wing due to the changing magnitude and profile of the cross-flow. In such a 3D

mean flow field, the disturbance is also three-dimensional. The analyis of

spatial stability of three dimensional disturbances is recent and not fully

developed yet (References 3J-291 thru 3r32)] Consequently, the evaluation of

sound induced cross-flow instability must await such development.
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.3.8 nCONCLUDING REMARKS ILLUSTRATION TITLE

The factors and concept that led to the X-21A LFC/Acoustic criteria have beer
I I I

discussed. Its main limitation is its' inadequacy to take into account the

spectrum and directionality of the sound field. A semi-empirical method based

on jnumerical solutions of the homogeneous Orr-Sommerfeld equation has been

applied to provide sensitivity to frequency, suction distribution and suction

|rates. A directionality factor, based on analytic solution of a more funda-

spectrum forimental jformulation of the problem, is proposed. A critical ;SPL'

different angles of incidence are computed numerically and shown graphically.
at +r f ̂ .ikiti st*̂  :—I ,.-

An i examnle case A of the atmlication of these critical SPL II.example case X of the application of these critical SPL IIspectra

shown, using a tail-mounted jet engine noise spectrum.

Thei more fundamental problem of how does a sound wave excite boundary layer

idis'turbances and the physical mechanisms

in [Section 3.5 of this report. The

involved in the process are discussed

hypothesis is that, boundary layer

(disturbances being governed by the linearized unsteady vorticity transport

(equation, for sound to excite such disturbances it must generate fluctuating

jvorticity or fluctuating flux of vorticity. These are discussed in detail and

'an jinhomogeneous Orr-Sommerfeld equation is derived with source terms

proportional to the amplitude and phase of the sound field. Numerical

(solutions of this inhomogeneous governing equation are computed in the form of
' i i 'volume and surface integrals. The results show spatial modulation of the

amplitude and phase of \thej boundary layer disturbances and are in agreement

with the measurements of Shapiro. Other measurements where striations on an
1 I

airfoil have been observed in the presence of a sound field are relatable to

these spatial modulations. Measured effects of a sound field on the
i '
amplification and phase speed of boundary layer disturbances can also be

explained by the analysis. The numerical solutions have been restricted to

low frequency sound impinging on the boundary layer over a rigid flat plate.

been excluded from the analysis.

Non rigid surfaces and the effects of slots [can be,|but have not been analyzed.

Diffraction by the leading edge has also
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-4-rO—-RECOMMENDATIONS
I L L U 5 l l < A l H J N I I I L t

This study has identified specific technology gaps and problem areas relative

to both cruise noise prediction and LFC noise criteria.

4.1 NOISE PREDICTION METHODS

The cruise noise prediction methods are based largely on acoustic date
I I I

acquired at sea level under static or 1'ow forward speed conditions. To con-

firm the validity and to increase the accuracy of the methods which have been

developed for the prediction of noise,

that analytical and test programs be

under transonic conditions, requires

conducted covering the following

subjects, as summarized in Figure 4-1 and detailed as follows.

Methods Validation

To validate the cruise noise prediction procedures, an experimental

flight test program is required where high quality cruise noise data
i • I

would be acquired at a (wing) surface in the presence of a laminar

boundary layer. This will prevent

adjacent turbulent boundary layer

masking of the acoustic signal by the

and thus provide the uncontaminated

X :

incident total noise originating from the propulsion and airframe noise

sources. Such a test program could be conducted on an airplane where

could be located in the natural laminar flow of the wingthe microphones

leading edge or on a laminar flow control glove. The methods of this

report would be used to predict the measured total noise levels. Any

differences would be used as feedback data to allow modification of the

prediction procedures for improved' accuracy of both component and total

noise.

Measured cruise noise data from the X-21A and any which is available

from high by-pass ratio turbofan powered airplanes (measured in the

presence of a turbulent boundary layer) also needs to be evaluated to

provide an assessment of the prediction method accuracy
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I pI £ • Component Noise and Transfomation Studies

A. Jet Shock Associated Broad Band Noise

(i) Update. More experimental information has recently become

available on the acoustic spectral directivity characteristics of

shock associated broad band noise at simulated low forward speeds,

Reference 2-[46. | This noise source prediction computational

algorithm needs to be updatec. to include this new data.

(ii) Experimental and Analysis Program. A test program is

required to measure the shock associated broad band noise

characteristics of a two flow jet representative of Il995r3

propulsion system cycle and nozzle configurations. Nozzle

pressures and temperatures need to be simulated. Data would be

acquired in the complete foward and aft quadrant and at near field

distances, as a funcion of simulated aircraft forward speed Mach

numbers, to as high a Mach number as possible. Facilities for an

experimental investigation of this kind, at lower speeds, exist at

the Lockheed-Georgia Company and at other companies.

Based on theoretical and experimental data the measured noise

would be adjusted to correct for 1) higher aircraft forwarc

speeds, corresponding to cruise conditions and 2) change in jet

flow structure at cruise conditions. Other applicable

transformations would be reviewed.

Jet Shock Screech '

An experimental model program is required to investigate the

possible, occurrence of shock | screech in {two flow jets, repre-^

|1995 r propulsion system cycle and nozzlesentative

[configurationsV at cruise conditions.! This is required since no

criteria are. available to indicate the onset of screech.

Such a test could be conducted in conjunction with*the jet broad

band shock associated noise test discussed in the last.section.
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Results .would—be_subj-e'd-t-5irt"615.the-̂ .same—limitations.—as discussed

there. Avoidance criteria may be established.

Turbulent Boundary Layer Noise

A theoretical and experimental study of the noise radiated by a ,

turbulent boundary layer is required. In the current empirical !

prediction procedure, the parts (OASPL, spectrum and direction-

ality) have been derived from different sources in the literature,

and are limited to surface velocities of about 350 ft/second. The

prediction procedure needs to! be expanded to include other turbu- :
;

lent boundary layer noise sources e.g. volume quadrupole which,

because of the higher noise producing velocity exponent associated!

with quadrupoles, could be the dominant component at, higher subsonic

speeds. This extension could be developed analytically by first

comparing the flow characteristics of a turbulent boundary layer'

and a subsonic jet. Then since the noise characteristics of aj

subsonic jet are well defined, the boundary layer would be equated

to an equivalent distribution of jets whose acoustic strength
i

would be modified depending upon the flow comparison. |

|
A test program is essential 'to validate these methods. All flow!!
facilities have radiated turbulent boundary layer noise as a con-:

tributing noise source. What is .needed is an experiment where

radiated boundary layer noise can be positively identified. Such1

a condition would be obtained using a rotating cylinder installed^

in an anechoic environment, i Much attention would be required to,

suppress any^cylinder drive or other extraneous noise. |Further^
i ~ ^

surface velocities up .to 900 feet per second would be required.]

Sound pressure levels and spectra would be measured as a function

of rotational speed throughout the speed range and the resulting

data would be used to modify!the prediction procedures.

D. Trailing Edge Noise

The acoustics of edges in

near field trailing edge | prediction! ymodelj is j '[developed

turbulent flows is a new field. The1

PAGE MJViBFR
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FIGURE NUMBER

measur.ed_airframe_far=fiie'rdAac'Qu"atic_data_at_low_aircraft speeds.

This near field prediction model requires verification. Further,

it requires extension to higher speeds representative of cruise,

since other edge/flow mechanisms might be contributing at ..higher

speeds. An experimental investigation of high speed trailing

edge noise might be difficult: to devise since positive identifi-

cation of this noise source cpuld be difficult. However, some

experimental verification is required.

Propagation Transformations

The acoustic propagation from moving noise sources ;' is different

to that of stationary noisel sources. Two effects are the so-

called convective amplification and dynamic amplification modi-

fications. .There are numerous references to these effects in the

literature and" some experimental confirmation at low forward

speeds has been reported. Inclusion'of these effects has a pro-

found impact on the noise predictions at higher cruise Mach

numbers. Experimental verification of these effects. at high

speeds is required. Y?

Propagation Modifiers

During cruise, the high speed flow around the airplane gives rise
, - <yr

to |aerodynamic; pressure fields, possible shock waves and wakes

from the trailing edges. Hence, the atmosphere in the vicinity

of the airframe through which the acoustic waves travel to reach

the airplane surface is not a homogeneous medium. These non-

homogeneities can cause scattering and refraction of the acoustic

waves and thus modify the predicted incident noise field. These

effects are much more important during cruise in the near field

the/\|far field, where! jmuch aero,-than at takeoff conditions in

acoustics activity has been focused.
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-A— detai-l— study—of—the-f[irifijience—.of—these—aerodynamic—propagation-

modifiers on the acoustic field is needed e.g., the acoustic

transmission through high speed wakes. The study needs to be both

of a theoretical and experimental nature.
.. j ..I ——

Transonic Acoustic Facility

Many of the problem areas recommended for further study require

some kind of experimental verification at forward speeds corre-

sponding to subsonic cruise conditions. Noise [measurements| on

airplanes cover total noise (contributions from all moving

sources), including the individual source transformation andi

propagation modifications. To isolate and study individual noise

sources with their forward speed effects could probably best be

done in a transonic acoustic facility.

Existing acoustic facilities' which currently provide forward speed
-

simulation are low speed, toi approximately [_400j ft. /sec. Data ac-j

quired under these low speed conditions requires extensive

velocity extrapolation.

Therefore the feasibility ofi developing a transonic acoustic wind

tunnel facility should be considered. Such a facility must have a

low self noise environment at Mach number up to 0.8 whether the
_ ._r̂ L I * |

noise JoriginatesJ from the tunnel drive or from the walls. For,

example the walls might require laminar flow control to reduce

radiated turbulent boundary
*

section should be anechoic.

(problems ,|could also be used

layer noise. Further, the working

Such a high speed low noise environ-^

'ment,| besides being applicable to the solution of LFC cruise noise

to investigate other aeroacoustical

problems such as the neaH-field cruise noise of an advanced

propeller. i

Methods Update

As | improved data prediction methods become available jT"j (for

example as a result of ! these recommendations, or through

ANOPP noise prediction improvements or through other studies) they
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sho'uTd be

Manual . I

NO'i'se~Predi'cti'on~Meth'o'ds

-Jl.982

Methods Application |
!

I
i

The cruise spectral directivity noise contours over LFC candidate

configurations (wing mounted and tail mounted propulsion systems)

will be so different to those which exist statically that they

need to be determined. \ This should be done at discrete

frequencies and for one third octave band center frequencies.'

This requires multiple point use of the prediction methods since

they are only applicable to noise at a point.

It is desirable that for a few critical locations, based on the

contours desired above, that reference cruise noise spectra be

established. As more information becomes available and as the

Cruise Noise Prediction Methods Manual is updated so the reference
I I

spectra should also be updated, and made available to interested

parties. The reference spectra could be included in the Methods

Manual.

I
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-REGOMMENDA-T-IONS-ON-bFe/-AeeUST-ieS-eR-I-T-ER-I-A
.....UIN

Two approaches to LFC/Acoustic criteria have been discussed. One is semi-

empirical and corresponds to an extension of that'used on the X-21 by taking

into account the directionality and spectrum of the sound field. The other

approach is more fundamental and involves solving an inhomogeneous Orr-[

Sommerfeld equation in which the source terms are proportional to acoustically

! induced fluctuating vorticity. In each of the two approaches certain
: i Ii simplifying assumptions were made in order to keep track of the basic coupling

mechanisms.ii

< OBJECTIVE;
i

; ]

The main objective in this recommendation is to identify specific tasks thai,

will help generalize and improve the LFC/Acoustic criteria in both approaches

by I removing some of the simplifying assumptions. These are discussed belowl

jTasks 1 and 2 relate to improving the semi-emprical critical SPL predictions]

The remaining tasks are for improving the fundamental approach.

TASK 1

I Although critical SPL spectra can and) have]been generated for arbitrary suction

distribution, angle of incidence and chord locations, the SPL values''are

relative/'and to convert such values to absolute I SPL, I a constant dB level which
i ' n * i ' -1 IT- '
i

in \ effect defines a

application example, by comparison with a measured critical SPL, the upper

limit was deduced to be 130 dB. [The validity-of such an upper limit 'needsjto

(ub/Ua))crit:
> must be added. In | Section I 3. **. 5, on

be! investigated, and this involves an experimental program using suitable

airfoil surfaces and correspondingly suitable suction distribution. When such
j • j_ « I

a test is carried out, a set of measurementsf with different sound

directionality should be incorporated as a subtask. Northrop tests, with

directionality limited to longitudinal and transverse directions, showed

significant effect cof directionality. No tests have been reported where the

sound propagates upstream.

m.
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In jcomputing the critical SPL for the Lockheed airfoil for a specified suction

distribution, the amplification spectra

neous Orr-Sommerfeld equation. In the

were computed by solving the homoge-

more fundamental approach which was

restricted to plane sound wave impinging on a semi-infinite flat plate, the

inhomogeneous Orr-Sommerfeld equation was solved with results showing that the

amplification rate was space modulated and somewhat different to that from the
! I I

homogeneous solution. In this task, it is suggested that the flat plate
• ! I j
inhomogeneous equation evaluation be extended to the airfoil case. The pre-

_L
viously computed homogeneous solution can still bejused| to construct the Green's)

function needed in evaluating the integral equation. The results will not

the situations if present .

TASK

|The analysis on the coupling of sound to boundary layer disturbances has been

i developed so far for discrete frequency sound on flow over a semi-infinite
; I ' Ii rigid flat plate. It is known from measurements that the critical SPL is

higher for broad band sound compared to a pure tone. Before attempting to

I simulate broad band sound, it is suggested that the semi-infinite rigid flat
1 ! I -KrJL, '

plate calculation be extended to include two and three pure tones with the

same and varying phases.

Under this task it is proposed that the sound scattered by one and a distri-

bution of slots be studied with a view to evaluating the \ acousto-hydrodynamic

coupling. Finite differences are expected from the coupling with the incident

plane wave , one of which is that the amplitude of the scattered sound field

delays as the distance from the slot increases, unlike the constant amplitude

i of ; the incident sound. Another difference is due to discrete phase lag among

the fluctuating vorticity sources at each of the Islets. Contribution to the

surface integrals from the flat plate will not be zero as in the case of rigid

flat plate. A length scale proportional

--a—parameter—

to the slot spacing is expected to be

PAGE NUMBER
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only modify the critical SPL spectra, but should also allow [localization I of )(.



APPENDIX A

The Fluctuating Vorticity Field of a Sound Wave in a Non-Uniform Flow

The non-uniform mean flow considered is a uni-di rectional flow (in x

direction) transversely sheared (in y direction). Such a flow approxi-

mates that over a flat plate or a jet issuing out of a nozzle, since the

transverse components are normally much smaller than that along the main

stream.

The convected acoustic wave equation governing the sound field is

given by (Reference 3-20) .......

* » • •
Because the coefficients are not functions of the x and t inde-

pendent variables, the solution can be written in the form,

. (uf-k x)
P = F(y) ej x A-2

where F(y) takes the form of e~J y in uniform unbounded flows (or in

a homogeneous ambient medium). In the uniform part of bounded flows, F(y)

is made up of a combination of e"-1 y^ and Be ^ y , where B represents

some form of reflection coefficient from the shear layer. Inside the shear

layer, F(y) is a continuous function of y and its distribution depends

on the frequency of the sound wave and the mean flow profile, accounting for

refraction effects.

The particle velocities associated with the acoustic pressure field

as given by eq. (A2) is governed by the linearized momentum equations, namely

9u 3u ... .

- + u - * * • • -
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and

9t 9x p 9y

in which the viscous terms have been left out as was done also for eq.

(A-1).

An expression for vg and u can be obtained by substituting eq.

(A-2) in equations (A-'*) and (A-3) and may be written in the form

1 3P
va = - jk(l-MK) 97

and

- 1 9P 1 dM aP
Pc ua = - jk(1-MK) 3x " k

2(l-MK)2 dy 9y A'6

where M = U(y)/c and k = We, K = (k /k)

The fluctuating vorticity attached to the sound field may be defined by

, 9v 9u

and may be evaluated by substituting eq. (A-5) and A-6).

In the special case of uniform mean flow, M is a constant, so that

9M/9y = 0 and the last term of eq. (A-6) vanishes. If then eq. (A-5) and

(A-6) are substituted in (A-7), one obtains
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na = o A-8

for sound propagating in a uniform mean flow, or in a homogeneous

ambient medium.

In the case of a transversely sheared mean flow, it can be shown that

M D /• \ + _L _L r 1 M 3P, "I9v Pu 'y>wj k2 3y d-MK)2 9v *y J
.

Further simplification to eq. (A-9) can be made by carrying out the

differentiation of the last term,, and using a reduced form of eq. A-1

after substituting eq. A-2. If this is done, it can be shown that eq.
i

(A-9) reduces to

Qa
=— E(y,K,k) exp (jut - k x) A-10

where

ei ,, i \ r 2K2 , 3M /\ . 1 32M 3FE(y'K'k) = {

or

2K2 o
, 9M . . . 1 32M 3F-, 1

Thus the fluctuating vorticity attached to the sound field has the

same axial phase dependence as the sound field, as it should, but its transverse

distribution is a function of the frequency k, directionality of the sound
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field through the term K = k /k, the sound pressure distribution F(y) ,
/\

across the boundary layer and the first and second transverse derivatives

of the mean flow 8M/3y and 82M/dy2.

This fluctuating vorticity attached to the sound field vanishes outside

the boundary even when the sound field is s t i l l present.
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APPENDIX B

Perturbation and linearization of the vorticity transport equation, and the

acoustically induced sources of the inhomogeneous Orr-Sommerfeld equation.

The acoustic perturbation of the vorticity transport equation involves

expanding the relevant variables of the equation in terms of the steady state

values and the fluctuating components. Recognizing that acoustic and boundary

layer disturbances propagate with different speeds, the corresponding fluctu-

ating velocity vectors denoted by the w and w whose components along the main

stream are respectively u and u. . and those transverse to main streama b

are denoted as v and v^, respectively.

The components of the mean velocity along x and y are denoted by

U(x,y) an£l V(x,y) and are assumed functions of x and yin the i n i t i a l derivation.

Thus
U(x,y,t) = "(x.y) + "b(x»y>t)

 + ua(x,y,t) B-1

V(x,y,t) = V(x,y) + vt,(x,y,t) + va(x,y,t) B-2

where u. and Vb are x and y components of the particle velocity

associated with boundary layer disturbances and are governed by the Imearized

vorticity transport.equation; and ua and va are x and y components

of the particle velocity associated with the acoustic field and are governed

by the convected acoustic wave equation.

The vorticity vector, curl fl, which reduces to the one component about

the z axis for 2-dimensional flow becomes
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and can be expanded into a mean quantity ft , and two fluctuating quantities

fi. and ft associated respectively with the boundary layer disturbance and

the acoustic field. Thus

where

= a + n, + ftz b a

ft=r

and

3va

The vorticity transport equation representing the conservation of

vorticity, states that the local time rate of change is balanced by convective

transport (corresponding to accumulation) and dissipation by viscous effects

and may be written in the form,

f
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Equations B-1, B-2 and B-k may be substituted in the above equation.

In view of the fact that the sound field is assumed known (even if acoustic

scattering in the form of diffraction, reflection and refraction have to be

evaluated), the terms with subscript "a" can be transferred to the right of

the equality sign. If this is done after linearizing eq. B-6 one pbtains

T5F nb + ub H + vb I - ̂\ - - & "a + div

where wa is the acoustic pa rt-i de-velocity and whose x and y components

are u and v .a a

In obtaining the above equation, the divergence of the mean flow field

and of the velocity field associated with the boundary layer disturbance

have been taken to be zero.

Although equation B-7 shows the 1 inearized yorticity transport equation

as forced by the sound field, it is not in a suitable form for obtaining a

solution due to the mixed variables fi. , u, and v^. In terms of a stream

function \\> defined by

u = 3ijj/dy, vb = -3^/3x and

equation B-7 becomes

. = ( 5)
Dt * 9y 3x 3x 8y a a ^a'

where w is the acoustic particle velocity vector whose x and y components
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are u and v respectively.

B-9

is defined in appendix A.
3

For flow over a flat plate, if the usual approximation that V(x,y) = 0

and U = function of y only, then equation B-8 reduces to

and Is the irihomogeneous Orr-Sommerfeld equation.

The source terms are linearly proportional to the sound field and repre-

sent a volume distribution of acoustically induced fluctuating vorticity of

mul tipole orders. The first term represents a time rate of change of fluctu-

ating vorticity, the second term is the divergence of the vert-laity flux in-

duced by the particle velocity associated with the sound fields, and the third

term represents the dissipation of the fluctuating vorticity attached to the

sound field.
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APPENDIX C

Evaluation of the integral

ih(x,n,us) = 2 |(5(x ) (j-J. - V^} o (x ,n ojj S (x,x ,n,n,<jJs)dx dn C-l
j } — \ » S 5 5 ^ . 5 - 5 - 5 3 .

, -1 xwhere Qa = E (n ,K,u)s) e -
1 xxs (see Appendix A) C-2

and E(n ,K,o)s) is a function of the sound pressure level and its distribution

across the boundary layer.

g(x,x ,n,n .u)s) corresponds to the temporal Fourier transform of the .'••'•

response of the boundary layer at an arbitrary (x,n) due to a time harmonic

point localized source at (xs,ris), similar to that from a vibrating ribbon,

and may be written in the form,

g (x,xs,n,ns ,0)5) = g (ns) *(n) e"
je(x"xs) . c-3

where 3 is the spatial eigen-value of the homogeneous Orr-Sommerfeld

corresponding to the most amplifying (or least damped) wave; <j>(n) is the

corresponding eigenfunction; and g(n ) is the receptivity and describes the

effectiveness of excitation as a function of the transverse location of the

point source.

Because the boundary layer thickness in most cases of interest changes

with distance along the free-stream direction, eq. (C-3) is better expressed

in the form,
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X

g (x,xs,n,ns,ojs) = g(ns) <f>(n) exp - j I 3(x ) dx .
x
s

Thus eq. (C-l), after some rearrangements may be written in form,

*(x,i,,»s) = 6(x) <j,(n) 4 jfirlf— 1 ff B(xs,ns) g(ns) dxs dns C-5

where 6 = 6(x), F is the SPL at the rigid surface and is twice the SPL of

the incident wave, •- -- -

x

x exp - j <ks.xs + g(x ) dx \ C-6
*• ' xs '

In obtaining equation C-5, a low frequency approximation of Equation MI-C-2

has been used. In Equation C-6, <DST = 0.75 of the viscous relaxation time =

OJs V
0.75 — 2" ' anc* at 'ow frequencies O)ST < < 1, so that only the first term

inside the first square brackett need to be retained, unless k6 < < CJST ,

in which case the third term must also be retained.

Assuming that OJST < < k6(x-) (not valid close to leading edge), Equation

C~5 becomes

p D- .IT/2 _

,n,uj = 6(x) (|>(n) 4- k6 ~ e
j Di(ej,M.) A^X.XQ.U-) C-7

pc ^°°

where
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exp -j|kxxs +| S(x.) dx j] dxs C-8
x0 -«• ' " 'xs

and

As mentioned earlier, g(ns) describes the effectiveness of boundary

layer disturbance excitation by a vibrating ribbon as a function of location

across the boundary layer; and details of its variation does not appear to

be available either theoretically or experimentally. If it is treated as a

constant say go, then Equation C-9 reduces to

|T1=1

2 g0 '
( • i l l * m m I

0

and since

kx cos 0
K = -£ = 1 + Moo cos 6j

one obtains,

,

Thus Equation C-? becomes

F ... , i"'2. f 2 c o s h e r
6(x) *(n) j£ k6 R6 e

j go L

where A^x.XQ.aig) is given by Equation C-8 and must be computed numerically

due to the variation of 0(x. ) with x .
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APPENDIX D

Evaluation of the integral

2 ff
,n,<i> ) =- div (w 0) <S(x^) g (x,x ,n,n tu )

 dx
s
 dT*s D-l

S V J J a s S S S 3 a

The above integral may be rewritten in the form,

i|>2(x,n,a> ) = - - (w 5) • grad5 v J.J. ̂ a s
,s s

+ - | div {g 6(xJ) w 5} dxs dnc D-2
v s «HS

In the above form, the variables of g have been omitted for convenience

of writing, but g is s t i l l a function of x, x ,n, n , and co . The last

integral in eq. D-2 can be replaced by a surface integral, and let this

be denoted by ^2z
 and let the first integral of equation D-2 which is a

volume integral be denoted by ^2i- Then eq. D-2 may be rewritten in the form

D-3

where

2
*21 (x.n.o ) = - - (w 5) ' grad {g 6(x̂ )} dx dns ° -* 5 SS S

and

(x,n,usJ = - j (g 6(xJ) wafi}n dS^ D-5
s
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where the subscript n denotes normal to surface S .n

Evaluation of ^21 (x,n,uJs)

From eq. D-4, 1^21 may be expanded to

(x,n, «) = - [ug5 j- {g 6(x£)}+van Jj- {g 6(X3)} dxg dns D-6

where u and v are the acoustic particle velocities along and transverse
3 3

to the mean flow direction respectively. As discussed in the main text, and

appendix F, for acoustic frequencies k«1, the variation of the sound field

across the boundary layer is negligible. "This results in the neglect of the

second term of eq. D-6.

In appendix C it was suggested that g(x,x ,n,n >u ) could be

approximated by

A

g (x,xs>n,ns,us) = gQ <|>(n.) exp -j g(xs)dxs 0-7

X

From appendix A, u can be approximated to3 ' ....

K F(ns)

Ua <VVus> =T^- - exp -j (kxxs)

PC

where
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cos e
K « T-k 1 + M cos B|

'
0-3

F(n) =

and F is the constant sound pressure level in the boundary layer in the

low freq. l i m i t and is equal to twice the incident S.P.L.

After substituting for g and u from'eqs. D-7 and 0-8, eq. D-6
3

may be rearranged in the form,

(x,n,«os) = <$(x) *(n) 90 ^f I.-HJ A21 (x,x, D-10

where R. = U 5(x)/y6. «

. A21

kd 6(

-dx

-jk x - g(x )dxJ x s I s s dxs D-U

and must be integrated numerically due to the variation of 6(x ) with x

and

D2 dM
dnc =Moo J 1-MK dn- ~"s

logn (1 + M^ cos 9) /M 0-12

Evaluation of surface integral 22 of eg. 0-5

2̂2 = surface fg 6(xJ)
Iv s dS D-13

where the integration is carried out along the surface bounding the

source region as shown in sketch:
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Figure D-1. Sketch shows control volume and surfaces in the
evaluation of

It is required to evaluate the contributions to ^22 °f tne normal com-

- to the surfaces S^, $2, $3 and S^ circumscribing

the source region between x^ and x, where x^ is arbitrary and x is one of

ponents of (g 6(x1*) ̂

of the coordinates of the field point (x,n) where the boundary layer

disturbance is to be evaluated. There is no contribution from surface S^

because ft is identically zero there since the surface is

outside the boundary layer. On surface $2 , the normal component of

g 5(x2) w 5 is zero because v , the relevant component of w is zero as a

result of the rigid surface condition. If surface S2 contained one or a

distribution of slots, then v at the slot surfaces would not have been
3

zero and a finite contribution .to. ̂ 22 would have resulted from these

slots. Limiting the study to rigid flat plates, the only contributions to

1̂ 22 are from surfaces Sj and S2 and may now be written in the form,
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"r1 r
|g

i . • v
.<53(x)

- |{g,63(x) ua(x,n,»s) £. dn«

If the approximate forms for g and ua of equations (07) and (D8)

are used, 4>22(x,n,<Ds) may be rewritten in the form

i|)97(x,n,o>s) = 6(x)

where

g0 Rfi -r2- DaCej.M,,,) A22(x,x1,ojs)
PC

-j B(xs)dxS/UAS

X0

5(x)

(D15)

and D2 = [Logn (1 + Moo" cos 8j)] /Moo

Thus equation (D3) , the solution to the surface integral of equation

(Dl) may now be written by combining equations (D10) and (D1^) in the form,

= - g 0 A2(x,x0,o)s) (D16)

where

A2(x,x0,o) ) = A21(x,x0,o)s) + A22(x,x0,o)s) (D17)

A2i and A22 defined in equations (D11) and (D15) are evaluated numerically

and discussed in the main text.
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APPENDIX E

EVALUATION OF THE SOUND FIELD INSIDE THE BOUNDARY OF A

FLAT PLATE DUE TO AN INCIDENT PLANE WAVE, AND THE ASSOCIATED

FLUCTUATING VORTICITY FLUX.

The convected acoustic wave equation governing the sound field in a

unidirectional transversely sheared mean flow field is given by (Reference 3"20)

72P dy dx

A plane wave is considered in the freest ream incident at an 9j to the

freestream direction as shown in Figure 3~14. A part of this wave is

reflected off from the upper surface of the shear layer and a part is refracted

into the shear layer. The refracted portion of the wave upon reaching the

rigid flat plate surface at the bottom of the shear layer is reflected back

into the shear layer and w i l l emerge at the upper surface of the shear as a

"bottom" reflected wave. Since the mean flow is non-uniform, the reflection and

refraction process can be physically visualized as a continous process as

sketched in Figure 3-1^. Sound waves propagating upstream are subjected

to similar convective, refractive and reflective scattering and in addition

zones of "relative silence" can be expected except for diffraction.

In evaluating the sound field inside the boundary layer, the above

mentioned scattering effects (convection, refraction, reflection and

diffraction) must be taken into account. An elegant method is to solve the
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governing equation (E-1) numerically in the boundary layer and imposing the

following boundary conditions: On the rigid flat plate the normal component

of the acoustic particle velocity must vanish which is equivalent to 3P/dy = 0;

on the upper surface of the boundary layer, the acoustic pressure field and the

normal displacement must be continous and therefore may be equated to the sum

of the prescribed incident wave and a reflected wave" of yet undetermined

amplitude, which together are solutions of equation E-1 without the shear term.

In the uniform region of the mean flow, the pair of solutions satisfying

equation E-1 are

P2(x,y,«) = PI e Yy + Pr e- yy e" * a) E-2

where subscript 2 refers to external (to boundary layer)

i refers to incident plane wave

r refers to reflected plane wave

TUThen -, /« jkVY- « ~j= j]c, {P.j_e y - Pre

It can be easily shown that

kx = k cos 9;/{1 + Mo, cos 9;} E-4

ky = k sin 6j/{1 + Moo cos 9; }

Inside the boundary layer, the solution of equation E-1 may be written

in the form
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Pl(x,y,eo) = H(y) e E-5

where H(y) is the numerical solution of the following differential equation,

0 1

a b IH'I
E-6

and the dash refers to derivative with respect to y; a and b are functions of

the acoustic frequency parameter kfi, the local Mach number which is a function

of the mean velocity profile, the freestream Mach number and the directionality

of the incident wave; more explicitly,

-(k6)2[ (1-MK)2-K2] E-7

-2K dM
(1-MK) dy

and K kx/k = COS 9;/{1 + Moo COS 9:} E-9

Equation (E-6) has been evaluated numerically to provide the amplitude variation

of the sound field inside the boundary layer a'nd is shown in figures E-1

through E-3 for different non-dimensional frequencies k6 and angles of

incidences 6j. The amplitude distribution in the absence of mean flow

(influenced only by reflection) is also shown to contrast the refractive

effects. For the case of 180° incidence and higher non-dimensional frequencies,

the rapid fall off in amplitude from the outer edge of the shear layer is

noticeable and corresponds to the zone of "relative silence". For all angles
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at low frequencies, it may be noted that the sound pressure level deviates very

l i t t l e from unity, implying l i t t l e refraction.

The transverse distribution of the fluctuating vorticity flux induced

by the sound field, second term of equation 3~10 of main text, has been

evaluated using the acoustic field in the boundary layer and the mean transverse

velocity gradients and is shown in figure E-4 through E-6 for different angles

of incidence 9; and non-dimensional acoustic frequencies k6. In the high

frequency case, the variation of the vorticity distribution with angle 9j is

quite noticeable. At lower frequencies, the acoustically induced fluctuating

vorticity flux is proportional to k6 and its distribution is shaped more by

the mean shear distribution than the sound pressure distribution, except at

high angles of incidence . Figure E-7 shows the acoustically induced fluc-

tuating vorticity at the rigid plate surface as a function of frequency

parameter for different angles of incidence. For the case of 180°, above a

critical frequency the fall i.n the acoustically induced fluctuating vorticity

flux is due to the reduced penetration of the sound inside the boundary layer.
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acoustic wavenumber, jco/c |
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effective duct length
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overall sound pressure level

acoustic pressure
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SUBSCRIPTS

A aircraft

C cruise condition

CE convective effect

d duct

DE dynamic effect

i element

J .jet

k constant

m maximum value

0 design condition

p peak value

R relative

SD surface dipole

TOT total

VQ volume quadrupole

SUPERSCRIPTS

1 transformed coordinate

atmospheric_absp.r.p.t:'ionTJicp.ef:f:iTci,en.t_

increment

boundary layer thickness

boundary layer displacement thickness

acoustic wavelength

kinematic viscosity

angle

density

angle from the•inlet •
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LIST OF SYMBOLS FOR SECTION 3

A(x,xn,u)«.) x-dependent part of boundary layer velocity fluctuation

D(9i,Mj

adiabatic speed of sound I
i

factors expressing effects of sound directionality on boundary
I i

layer fluctuation. ;

y -

D/D,

dB

F(n)

K = kx/k

LFC

L( )

23(

substantial derivative = 9/9t + U9/9x

t
i

decibel j

non-dimensional frequency parameter instability calculation

acoustic pressure distribution across boundary layer

Green's function

amplitude of Green's function, corresponds to receptivity of

boundary layer fluctuation to a localized point source

excitation |

i

square root of (-1) ;

k, kx, ky acoustic wave vector and 'its x and y components

non-dimensional x-component acoustic wave vector

laminar flow control

Orr-Sommerfeld operator



•J

free-stream Mach number

local Mach number

P6 steady state pressure at sea level

steady state pressure at arbitrary altitude

acoustic pressure field j

pref

w

t - 6 2standard reference acoustic pressure - 20 x 10" H/m

amplitude of incident sound pressure field

amplitude of reflected sound pressure field

amplitude of sound pressure field at r i g i d wall of flatplate

source term of the inhomogeneous Orr-Sommerfeld eq.

acoustically induced fluctuating vorticity source

2Qa/v

Reynolds number based on x coordinate

Reynolds number based on jboundary layer displacement thickness!

SPL sound pressure level

SPLcr i t

TS

critical sound pressure level (above which transition is

induced)

TolImien-Schlichting
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-t-i me-va r i a b 1 e

U^ freerstream mean velocity

U local mean velocity
!
i

U1, U" first and second transverse derivatives of II
i

u1 x-component of total fluctuating velocity

ua x-component of acoustic velocity
!

l

Ufa x-component of boundary layer fluctuating velocity

i
Vwaii steady state suction velocity at wall

vTT y-component of acoustic velocitya

232

wa acoustic particle velocity vector j
i !i i
i

x, y Cartesian coordinates, x !along plate, y is transverse to plate1

| i
i I

xo, x f reference location i

i ;
xs> ys Cartesian coordinate defining source location j

1 ii

3, a real and imaginary parts of eigen value of the homogeneous

Orr-Sommerfeld equation, idefine wave-length and amplification

rate of boundary layer disturbances

6 boundary layer displacement thickness
i

V2 2-D Laplacian :

Y, YO ratio of specific heats at arbitrary altitude and at standard

reference pressure (sea-l'evel) and jtemperature, respectively]
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non-dimensional transverse coordinate defining source

kinematic viscosity

stream function

stream functionn or y dependent part of

angular frequency

angular frequency,of source

z-component total vorticijty

z-component of mean vorticity

z-component of fluctuating vorticity associated with boundary

layer distance I

i

z-component of fluctuating vorticity associated with the

acoustic field

pwal

mean density

mean densi ty at wal 1

viscous relaxation time

angle of incidence of the

d i rect ion

sound field with respect to flow
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